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Unwinding or cutting ties for good: 

 helicases and nucleases at stalled replication forks  
Benoit Evan Falquet 

 

Abstract 

DNA replication is one of the most central processes of life. This task is performed by replicative 

machineries, which have to travel the entire length of each chromosome to ensure genome 

duplication. However, replication might stall due to natural impediments or external stress factors. 

The cells, then, rely on multiple accessory helicases and nucleases to unwind or cut the DNA in 

order to resume DNA synthesis and allow chromosome segregation at mitosis. Despite the 

importance of these factors, our understanding of their exact role remains incomplete. 

 

 In this work, we used budding yeast as a model organism to understand the role of the 

conserved nuclease-helicase Dna2 in replication. Taking advantage of its genetic interaction with 

Yen1, we first uncovered the role of the Dna2 helicase activity in the replication stress response 

and uncovered a non-canonical role of Yen1 in resolving DNA replication intermediates. We, 

then, extended our understanding and found that both the helicase and nuclease activities of Dna2 

ensure an essential function in attending stalled replication forks to promote full genome 

duplication. These results offer new insights in the replication stress response and provide a new 

framework to understand the human pathologies associated with DNA2. 
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List of abbreviations 

 

9-1-1  Ddc1-Rad17-Mec3 complex (human Rad9-Hus1-Rad1) 

BIR  Break-induced replication 

CDK  Cyclin-dependent kinase 

CPT  Camptothecin 

CFS  Common fragile site 

D-loop  Displacement loop 

DDK  Dbf4-dependent kinase 

DSB  DNA double-strand break 

dsDNA Double-stranded DNA  

HJ  Holliday junction 

HR  Homologous recombination 

HU  Hydroxyurea 

MCM  Minichromosome maintenance 

MMS  Methyl methanesulfonate 

NHEJ  Non-homologous end joining 

OFP  Okazaki fragment processing 

ORC  Origin recognition complex 

PCNA  Proliferating cell nuclear antigen 

PIP  PCNA interacting peptide 

Pol  Polymerase 

pre-RC  Pre-replicative complex  

rDNA  Ribosomal DNA 

RDR  Recombination-dependent replication 

RF  Replication fork 

RFB  Replication fork barrier 

RS  Replication stress 

ssDNA  Single-stranded DNA 

UFB  Ultrafine DNA bridges 

UV  Ultraviolet 
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Overview 

This thesis consists of eight chapters. 

 

Chapter 1 gives an overview of the eukaryotic DNA replication system and examines the causes 

and the consequences of replication stress.  

 

Chapter 2 consists of a published review examining the mechanisms that have evolved to prevent 

and mitigate the consequences of DNA underreplication, focusing on budding yeast and human. 

 

Chapter 3 reviews the published roles of the conserved nuclease-helicase Dna2 focusing on the 

data obtained in budding yeast and human. 

 

Chapter 4 examines the published roles of the helicase Pif1 with a particular emphasis on the 

budding yeast and the human proteins. 

 

Chapter 5 consists of a published study and an opinion paper examining a role of the Dna2 helicase 

activity in the replication stress response and unraveling a novel function of Yen1 in the resolution 

of replication intermediates. 

 

Chapter 6 consists of experimental data in the form of a manuscript in preparation showing that 

Dna2 and Yen1 fulfil together an essential function in the replication stress response. 

 

Chapter 7 presents additional data obtained during my PhD studies. 

 

Chapter 8 summarizes the main conclusions of this work and proposes directions for future 

research. 
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Chapter 1: An introduction to eukaryotic DNA replication 

A one light-year travel 

20’000’000’000’000 km, twenty trillion kilometers, more than a light-year, is the unimaginable total 

length of DNA a human body produces in 70 years of life1. Yet, there we all are, originating from 

one microscopic cell encapsulating only a few meters of DNA in its nucleus. It is fascinating to 

consider that for each of our 10 trillion cells, the 3 billions of base pairs encoding our genome 

were accurately copied multiple times. The task is so immense that it seems beyond the capacities 

of a simple human being. However, replicating genetic information is an ancient problem and 

arguably one of the most fundamental properties of a living organism.  

 

        During the 3.5 billion years that has passed since the emergence of life on Earth, extremely 

robust mechanisms have evolved to safeguard the faithful transmission of genetic information 

from cell to cell. In eukaryotes, this relies on the tight organization both at the cellular level and 

the molecular level. While cellular surveillance mechanisms allow DNA replication only when 

favorable conditions are met, the molecular level of control monitors each and every DNA 

replication machinery constantly. As importantly, both mechanisms ensure that the full genome is 

duplicated once and only once per cell cycle (reviewed in2) 

 

Perturbation of DNA replication can be an existential threat to an organism’s survival, 

regardless of whether they are unicellular or multicellular. Disruption of essential portions of the 

genome is lethal for unicellular life forms and can hamper the growth of multicellular organisms. 

Furthermore, mutation or amplification of genes implicated in cell proliferation can lead to the 

uncontrolled proliferation of a cell, which is characteristic of cancer. Understanding replication, 

therefore, does not only provide a glimpse at the most fundamental process of life, but also has 

important biomedical implications. With this in mind, I have used the budding yeast, Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae, as a model organism to investigate the role of the disease-associated Dna2 nuclease-

helicase and its interplay with the Holliday junction resolvase Yen1 and the conserved helicase Pif1 

helicase in DNA replication.  

 

The eukaryotic cell cycle 

DNA replication, the underlying mechanism of genetic inheritance, gives rise to two copies from 

one initial DNA molecule before transmission to the daughter cells. To prevent incomplete or 

excessive replication, this complex process operates through multiple steps that must occur 
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sequentially and in a strict order. Certain events are restricted to a particular window of the cell 

cycle. This ensure that every stage has been completed before progressing irreversibly to the next 

stage. For example, the cell first finishes bulk DNA replication and only then enters the phase of 

cell division.  

 

The eukaryotic cell cycle is the series of events leading to the duplication of the genome 

and the generation of two daughter cells with identical genomes3. The cell cycle is divided into 

temporally distinct phases, and the transition from one to another is governed by the activity of 

cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs)4.  In G1 (gap 1) phase, cells grow in size and volume, producing 

proteins that set up replication origins and mark sites where DNA synthesis will later be initiated 

at5.    

 

Upon reaching a sufficient size, and if no DNA damage is detected, cells transit irreversibly 

to the next phase of the cell cycle, namely, S (synthesis) phase. During S phase, bulk DNA synthesis 

is completed.  Subsequently, the cell, which has now doubled its DNA content, reaches the G2 

(gap 2) phase where growth resumes and proteins are produced in preparation of the upcoming 

cell division. This is when  damaged DNA is repaired in order to avoid deleterious consequences6  

in mitosis, which entails the  separation of replicated sister chromatids into daughter cells.  

 

M phase consists of four main stages: prophase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase. In 

metazoans, the nuclear envelope breaks down during prophase, while it remains intact in single 

celled species such as yeast, which perform a so-called “closed” mitosis. At this stage, each 

chromosome, containing two sister chromatids, undergo condensation. This compaction of the 

genetic material facilitates the separation of the genetic material between the daughter cells. Then, 

in metaphase, the chromosomes are aligned to form the metaphase plate and connect through 

their centromeres to the centrosomes by filaments of microtubules. Anaphase then sees the sister 

chromatids separate and being pulled to opposite poles by microtubules. Once the chromosomes 

are segregated equally, they begin to decondense. In telophase, the nuclear envelope reforms and 

the microtubule filaments disassemble. Finally, during cytokinesis, abscission of the plasma 

membrane (and of the nuclear membrane in case of a closed mitosis) gives rise to two separate 

daughter cells with identical genomes7.  
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The initiation of DNA replication 

The nucleus of each human cell contains ~2 meters of DNA comprising over 3 billion base-pairs8. 

In order to generate genetically identical offspring, cells have to accurately copy their entire 

genome before dividing. However, even with a DNA replication machinery synthetizing an 

astonishing 1000 base-pairs per second, full replication of the human genome would take more 

than a month if it were to be started from a single point.   

 

To accelerate the process, cells initiate DNA replication from multiple locations 

simultaneously along each chromosome. In G1 phase of the cell cycle, eukaryotic cells establish 

multiple pre-replication complexes along the DNA at sites termed “origins of replication”, by a 

process called “origin licensing”. How the origins of replication are determined in metazoan 

species remains unclear since no consensus DNA sequences have been identified so far; yet, 

epigenetic marks, active transcription, secondary structures or the physical properties of DNA 

sequences have been proposed to play a role9. In yeast, the origins of replication are programmed 

by a consensus DNA sequence. Origin licensing starts with the recognition of initiation sites by 

the multi-components origin recognition complex (ORC), Cdc6 and Cdt1. These factors then 

promote the loading of two hexamers of the core replicative helicases, constituted by the 

minichromosome maintenance proteins 2 to 7 (MCM2-7). This leads to formation of the pre-

replicative complex (pre-RC). At this stage, the chromosomes are prepared for replication, but the 

lack of Dbf4-dependent kinase activity (DDK) prevents the initiation of replication and the pre-

RC remains stably bound to origins (reviewed in 10).  

 

Once cells reach S phase, rising CDK activity allows for pre-RC activation and “origin 

firing” while origin licensing shuts down. DDK releases pre-RC inhibition by phosphorylating the 

N-terminal tails of MCM2-7. This promotes the recruitment of the firing factors Sld3/7 and 

Cdc45. Subsequent phosphorylation, catalyzed by CDKs, allows the binding of Dpb11, Sld2 and 

the GINS complex. Several DNA polymerases and elongation factors are then recruited to 

perform DNA synthesis, forming a supramolecular complex called the “replisome” (reviewed in 
10). 

 

 On both DNA strands, the polymerase (Pol) a/primase initiates replication with the 

synthesis of a short RNA primer, leaving a free reactive -OH group at the 3-end of the molecule, 

as substrate for the replicative polymerases. It has been proposed that Pold starts DNA synthesis 
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on both strands before Pole takes over this role on the leading strand, while Pol d synthesizes the 

discontinuous lagging strand11. At each activated origin, this tightly regulated process gives rise to 

two replication forks (RFs) travelling on DNA in opposite directions. If RFs do not run in 

insurmountable road-blocks, the RFs travel until they meet another oncoming fork from a 

proximal origin or reach the end of the chromosome. 

 

Road-blocks challenge DNA replication and generate replication stress 

During replication, many obstacles may impede the progression of the RFs, hamper DNA 

synthesis or both. This phenomenon is referred to as “replication stress” (RS) and can compromise 

the completion of genome duplication. The sources of RS are diverse and ubiquitous and may 

stem from endogenous and exogenous factors (reviewed in 12).     

 

First of all, RS may be caused by a DNA template that differs from the canonical B-form 

DNA and adopts a conformation that renders its unwinding problematic. For instance, Hoogsteen 

pairing in Guanidine-rich regions can form a G-quadruplex structures, while repetitive sequences 

are prone to fold into a DNA “hairpin”. Such structures require specialized helicases to be 

unfolded and timely replicated. The build-up of torsional stress by the replication machinery itself 

is another constant source of replication perturbation, such that topoisomerases are required to 

constantly release superhelical tension from the DNA template and allow smooth progression of 

the replisomes (reviewed in 13).  

 

 DNA damage, stemming from internal and external factors, may affect the chemistry of 

the DNA, leading to RS. For example, it has been estimated that ultraviolet (UV) exposure 

following a day under the sun can induce the formation of up to 100’000 pyrimidine dimers in skin 

cells. Moreover, metabolic, environmental or artificial agents, such as methyl methanesulfonate 

(MMS) or the crosslinking agent cisplatin, may induce a wide variety of oxidative DNA damages 

and covalent DNA adducts, blocking the replication machinery, necessitating specialized pathways 

to overcome such lesions12.  

 

Certain factors, such as histones, are mainly produced during S-phase14,15. Ongoing 

transcription may become a cause for RS when the replisome collides head-on with the 

transcription machinery, transcription factors or RNA molecules that form stable complexes with 

DNA, called R-loops. In fact, recent research suggest that R-loops are one of the major causes of 

RF stalling16.  
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The transcription machinery is, however, not the only protein prone susceptible to cause 

RF stalling. The budding yeast genome presents several sites where bound proteins obstruct RF 

progression. In the rDNA, Fob1 creates a replication fork barrier (RFB), a natural replication 

pausing site, which prevents the collision of the replication and transcription machineries17. 

Telomeric proteins including Rap1 causes replication fork pausing18. Moreover, the replisome 

slows down at centromeres due to the presence of the many factors that make up kinetochores19. 

Similar roadblocks are also present in the human genome (reviewed in 20). While all these blocks 

are naturally present on the DNA and play a role in genome stability, they necessitate accessory 

factors such as specialized helicases to be overcome.  

 

 Yet another source of RS is the depletion of replication factors, such as dNTPs. When the 

ratio between the pool of available dNTPs and the number of ongoing forks is unfavorable, the 

DNA polymerases can no longer elongate the nascent DNA strands, while the replicative helicases 

still unwind the parental DNA duplex. This leads to the accumulation of long stretches of single-

stranded DNA (ssDNA) at the fork resulting in RS21. This effect can be recapitulated artificially 

by using hydroxyurea (HU), an inhibitor of the ribonucleotide reductase or aphidicolin, a DNA 

polymerases poison22. ssDNA is more fragile than double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and prolonged 

treatment with HU leads to chromosomal breaks, indicating that forks stalled by HU are 

susceptible to nucleolytic degradation and breakage23. 

 

Origin regulation limits replication stress 

Since RS is a constant threat to proper genome duplication, the intrinsic regulation of DNA 

replication has evolved to minimize its deleterious consequences. The regulation of origin firing is 

a central pillar of the cellular RS response. On the one hand, origin firing is tightly controlled to 

prevent an exhaustion of replication factors; on the other hand, local activation of origins can 

mitigate the deleterious consequences of RF arrest.  

 

The genome is divided in spatially clustered sites called replication domains, each of which 

comprises a set of origins of replication that are activated simultaneously24. While the origins are 

fired synchronously within a given replication domain, different replication domains are activated 

sequentially throughout the genome, which limits the levels of active RFs at any one time. 

Secondly, within each replication domain, only a fraction of the origins fire during each cell cycle. 

For instance, in fission yeast, only one fifth of the available origins at the rDNA locus are fired in 
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each S-phase25 and this number is probably as low as one tenth in mammalian cells genome-wide24. 

The remaining origins are “dormant” but can be activated under stress conditions. Together, 

temporal separation of the replication clusters and control of origin firing limit the number of RFs 

that are concurrently present, avoiding the exhaustion of replication factors and dNTPs and 

preventing the accumulation of DNA damage26-28. 

 

Except telomeres, the chromosomes are replicated in segments by pairs of converging RFs. 

Therefore, the stalling of one RF can be compensated by the oncoming neighboring fork. 

However, unreplicated regions can still persist if two converging RFs stall. Double-stall events are 

unavoidable, especially under RS conditions. Local underreplication can be avoided by dormant 

origin firing in the vicinity. Since new origins cannot be licensed during replication, the cell relies 

on an overabundance of pre-assembled replication complexes to compensate for double RF 

stalling. An excess of loaded replicative complexes is, hence, critical to resist hinderance of RF 

progression and prevent underreplication29,30. It has been shown that the experimental reduction 

of origin licensing renders cells hypersensitive to RS31-34 and results in genomic instability35,36. 

 

Theoretical calculations suggest that the partitioning of origins along the yeast 

chromosomes in yeast has evolved as a response to RF stalling. Thus, origins are dispersed in a 

more regular fashion than would be expected from random distribution. This is explained by the 

fact that the probability of two converging forks stalling is proportional to the square of the inter-

origin distance, which makes big inter-origin segments quadratically more susceptible to under-

replication. With a limited number of origins distributed over the length of the genome, the 

distribution that minimizes the probability of unreplicated DNA is a uniform partitioning of 

origins37. A solution that has been evolutionarily selected. 

 

Despite intrinsic failsafe mechanisms that promote full genome duplication, local under-

replication can occur. This is particularly the case in regions deprived of dormant origins, which is 

characteristic for common fragile sites (CFSs) in mammalian cells22. Mathematical modelling of 

underreplication shows that the principal factor influencing the probability of a double-stalling of 

converging RFs is the size of the genome. In human cells and other organisms with large genomes, 

some degree of underreplication is almost unavoidable in each cell cycle, with an estimated 80% 

of human cells experiencing at least one RF double-stall event per cell cycle38. Transition to mitosis 

with underreplicated chromosomes can have devastating consequences. Mitigating this danger, 

cells have evolved molecular circuits (checkpoints) that sense replication perturbations, trigger 
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mechanisms of RF recovery and delay cell-cycle progression. A robust replication checkpoint is 

essential for cell viability39,40 and even partial disruption of the checkpoint is linked to severe 

pathologies in human41. 

 

The checkpoint response to replication stress 

The checkpoint activation 

DNA replication perturbations are sensed by the intra-S phase checkpoint and signaled throughout 

the cell through a phosphorylation cascade. A common outcome of RF stalling is an accumulation 

of ssDNA21, which gets rapidly coated by the replication protein A (RPA)42. The accumulation of 

RPA molecules promotes the recruitment of the central signalling kinase of the intra-S phase 

checkpoint, namely, Mec1-Ddc2 (human ATR-ATRIP)43,44; yet is not sufficient to activate it. 

 

The Rad24-RFC (human RAD17-RFC) complex recognizes the site where a ssDNA-

dsDNA junction display a free 5'-end and directs the loading of the 9-1-1 clamp at the junction 

(yeast Rad17-Mec3-Ddc1, human Rad9-Hus1-Rad1)45. While it is the ssDNA-dsDNA junction 

end that is required to trigger the intra-S phase checkpoint, the  length of the ssDNA stretch 

determines the intensity of the checkpoint response46. The close contact of Ddc1 with Mec1-Ddc2 

kinase triggers the first wave of Mec1 activation and starts a positive feedback loop, in which Mec1 

phosphorylates Ddc1 and promotes the recruitment of Dpb11 (human TopBP1), a factor that 

further promotes Mec1 kinase activity47,48. While Mec1 is primarily recruited to ssDNA, DNA 

double-strand breaks (DSBs) activate the Tel1 kinase (human ATM), which also contributes to the 

initiation of the checkpoint response49. 

 

Once Mec1 is activated, it can induce the phosphorylation hundreds of target proteins50, 

including a critical component in the response of RS, the effector kinase Rad53 (functionally 

related to human CHK1). The mode of activation of Rad53 differs depending on the cell cycle 

phase it is targeted. In S phase, Mrc1 (human Claspin), a component of the replisome, promotes 

the recruitment of Rad53 onto Mec1 51. In G1 and G2, Rad9 (the homologue of human 53BP1 or 

BRCA1) is first recruited to stalled RFs by histone modifications and is in turn phosphorylated by 

Mec1 52. Rad9 is then able to recruit multiple Rad53 molecules, which are phosphorylation by 

Mec1, setting in motion its autophosphorylation activity53. Subsequently, phosphorylated Rad53 

diffuses throughout the nucleus to translate the local sensing of RF problems into a global cellular 

response with consequences on several cellular functions.  
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The cellular response to replication stress 

At the cellular level, the activation of the checkpoint following RS has several consequences. First, 

the progression towards M phase is slowed or blocked. In human, G2/M arrest is mediated by the 

inhibition of the cyclin-dependent kinases CDK1-CyclinA/E and CDK1-CyclineB, while in yeast, 

checkpoint mediated stabilization of Pds1, a mitotic inhibitor, halts the cell cycle in metaphase54. 

This prevents a premature entry into mitosis with underreplicated or damaged chromosomes. 

 

 In addition to its effect on cell cycle progression, the intra-S phase checkpoint regulates 

the dNTP level upon RS, and this regulation of dNTPs is critical for yeast cell viability55. One of 

the downstream targets of Mec1 is the ribonucleotide reductase complex (RNR). Upon activation, 

the checkpoint induces the degradation of Sml1, an RNR inhibitor, increasing the pool of dNTPs 

upon RS and allowing the restart of starved DNA polymerases. When Mec1 is deleted, Sml1 

activity reduces dNTP production to an inviable level. Hence deletion of SML1 gene rescues the 

lethality associated with the loss of Mec156. 

 

 The checkpoint plays a critical role also in the control of origin firing: while inhibiting the 

activation of origins in non-replicating clusters, it allows origin firing in the replicating domain 57,58. 

As discussed earlier, this differential regulation promotes the completion of DNA synthesis while 

preventing replication factor exhaustion. In yeast, Cdc45 recruits Rad53 on the pre-RC complex59 

to promote the phosphorylation of Dbf4 and Sld3 , which prevents origin firing60,61. In metazoans, 

on the other hand, the mechanisms that inhibit origin firing upon checkpoint activation are not as 

clear, although Treslin (yeast Sld362) and DDK are shown to be inhibited63, indicating that the 

fundamental principles are conserved. How the cells identify origins located in a replicating cluster 

is yet unclear.  

 

Interestingly, neither the inhibition of origin firing61 nor the blocking of mitotic entry64,65 

determine for the cell survival following RS. Studies show that in checkpoint mutants RFs are 

prone to breakage66, and cells are unable to reactivate stalled RFs55,67,68, suggesting a yet another 

critical role for checkpoints in protecting stalled RFs from accumulating aberrant DNA structures. 

 

A crucial factor that contributes to the stability of stalled RFs is the inhibition of 

unscheduled nucleolytic degradation of the forks. This can be achieved by downregulating the 

activity of the nucleases. For instance; in human, the exonuclease EXO1 is degraded in an ATR-

dependent manner69, while, in budding yeast, Exo1 is phosphorylated and deactivated by the 
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checkpoint machinery following DNA damage. The deletion of EXO1 prevents the accumulation 

of ssDNA at replication forks in rad53 mutant cells70 and improves the resistance to DNA 

damaging agents65, suggesting that the checkpoint protects the RFs from deleterious resection. 

 

In addition to inhibiting RF degradation, the checkpoint machinery prevents the formation 

of aberrant DNA intermediates, either by coordinating RF progression or by controlling RF 

remodeling. In rad53 mutants, the unwinding of the parental duplex is uncoupled from the 

synthesis activity of Pole71, explaining the formation of long ssDNA stretches at the fork as 

observed in yeast and human cells exposed to RS72,73. The accumulation of ssDNA is deleterious 

because ssDNA structures are intrinsically more fragile than dsDNA and are dependent on RPA 

protein for their stability. When ssDNA accumulates to an extent that exhausts the pool of RPA, 

stalled RFs are left unprotected, leading to the breakage of chromosomes27.  

 

In addition to ssDNA, RS promotes the formation of reversed forks, an unusual DNA 

intermediate that arises from the remodeling of a canonical RF (three-way DNA junction) into a 

four-way junction. This structure, also referred to as a “regressed fork” or “chicken foot”, is 

formed when the two nascent strands are extruded from the parental DNA and anneal with one 

another, while the parental strands re-anneal. It is still unclear which enzymes catalyzes RF reversal 

in vivo but numerous factors including RAD54, HTFL, FBH1, FANCM, SMARCAL1, ZRANB3, 

RecQ5, BLM and WRN in human and Sgs1, Rad5, Rrm3 and Pif1 in budding yeast have been 

suggested to play a role (reviewed by 74,75). It is however still unclear how most of these enzyme 

are regulated and whether they are required for different DNA transactions or are cooperating 

with each other.  

 

In budding yeast, the accumulation of regressed forks is considered pathological as it is 

observed mostly in checkpoint deficient yeast cell66,70,72, or in yeast cells treated with CPT, an 

inhibitor of the topoisomerase I, creating lesions undetectable by the checkpoint76. The checkpoint 

is, therefore, proposed to be actively preventing RF regression or to promote the further 

processing of these intermediates.  

 

The situation, however, appears different in metazoans where a wide variety of stresses 

induce RF reversal, even in checkpoint proficient cells76,77. In contrast to yeast, fork regression 

inhibition induces DNA breaks76,78,79, suggesting that it constitutes an important mechanism to 

resist RS. Interestingly, fork reversal is not limited to the RFs affected by the replication block. In 
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a recent report, ATR was shown to induce a global RF slow-down and reversal in response to a 

local inter-strand DNA crosslink80. This mechanisms hints at a model where checkpoint-mediated 

RF reversal allows the stabilization of RF until the stress conditions are overcome.  

 

Consequences of RS 

The principal consequence of RS is the increased frequency of RF stalling events with higher 

probability of double stalling of converging forks. This raises the probability of underreplicated 

DNA regions, leading to incomplete chromosomal duplication and the persistence of unresolved 

DNA intermediates that are difficult to disentangle. While the checkpoint monitors stalled and 

ongoing forks81, underreplication itself can go undetected and does not prevent entry to mitosis82,83.  

 

Due to the semi-conservative nature of canonical DNA replication, underreplicated sister 

chromatids remain intertwined during mitosis, hampering chromosome segregation. A common 

manifestation of underreplication is the formation of fine DNA links connecting the segregating 

sister chromatids84-86. These ultra-fine bridges (UFBs) are frequently observed at sites, such as the 

rDNA87,88, telomeres 89,90, common fragile sites86 and other difficult-to-replicate loci22. Contrary to 

the bulky anaphase bridges that can arise from chromosome fusion, UFBs are devoid of histones 

and are not stained by DAPI, which suggests that their structure differs from the classical B-form 

of DNA. A fraction of these bridges is bound by RPA, indicative of the presence of ssDNA, while 

the rest is either denatured or too stretched to bind intercalating agents91.  

 

Persistence of DNA bridges has several consequences. If the connection between sister 

chromatids is severed, fragmented chromosomes are transmitted to the daughter cells. In humans, 

these lesions are marked by 53BP1 bodies, shielding them from aberrant repair processes during 

the next G1 phase following the faulty mitosis92. On the other hand, non-disjunction subjects the 

sister chromatids to mechanical tension during anaphase, and may cause uncontrolled breakage 

and uneven segregation of the broken chromosome, leading to aneuploidy, micronuclei formation 

and other mitotic aberrations. It was also reported that UFBs can compromise cytokinesis, 

generating binucleated cells87. All of these defects are a source of genomic instability, a driving 

force of tumorigenesis. RS, therefore, represents a critical factor in cancer development93. 

 

Given the danger and the frequency of underreplication, several mechanisms have evolved 

to counteract terminal RF stalling. In the following chapter, we review the current knowledge on 
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how the cells use structure specific endonucleases to promote full genome duplication and 

safeguard chromosome segregation. 
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Abstract: Complete genome duplication in every cell cycle is fundamental for genome stability
and cell survival. However, chromosome replication is frequently challenged by obstacles that
impede DNA replication fork (RF) progression, which subsequently causes replication stress (RS).
Cells have evolved pathways of RF protection and restart that mitigate the consequences of RS and
promote the completion of DNA synthesis prior to mitotic chromosome segregation. If there is
entry into mitosis with underreplicated chromosomes, this results in sister-chromatid entanglements,
chromosome breakage and rearrangements and aneuploidy in daughter cells. Here, we focus on
the resolution of persistent replication intermediates by the structure-specific endonucleases (SSEs)
MUS81, SLX1-SLX4 and GEN1. Their actions and a recently discovered pathway of mitotic DNA
repair synthesis have emerged as important facilitators of replication completion and sister chromatid
detachment in mitosis. As RS is induced by oncogene activation and is a common feature of cancer
cells, any advances in our understanding of the molecular mechanisms related to chromosome
underreplication have important biomedical implications.

Keywords: DNA replication; chromosome stability; replication stress; Holliday junction resolvase;
structure-specific nuclease; ultrafine anaphase bridge; chromosome segregation; mitotic DNA
synthesis; genome stability

1. Introduction

DNA replication requires the unwinding of the parental DNA duplex by the replicative helicase,
which leads to the formation of branched DNA structures that are known as replication forks (RFs).
Each parental DNA single-strand then acts as a template for DNA synthesis by DNA polymerases,
which associate at RFs with large protein assemblies that are known as replisomes. During a human
cell cycle, replisomes routinely synthesize DNA with a combined length of approximately two meters,
consisting of billions of base pairs. Along the way, the replisomes have to negotiate numerous obstacles,
including DNA damage, DNA secondary structures, proteins bound to the DNA template or sites of
active transcription. Such obstacles can impede RF progression, causing replication stress (RS). This is
mitigated by the replication checkpoint, which activates the pathways for RF recovery and promotes
the resumption of DNA synthesis. RF recovery is critically dependent on homologous recombination
(HR) and frequently entails the formation of branched DNA intermediates, notably Holliday junctions
(HJs) [1,2], which physically link sister chromatids. These HR intermediates are removed by HJ
dissolution along a decatenation pathway that is dependent on a complex of Bloom’s syndrome
helicase (BLM) and TopoIII↵-RMI1-RMI2 (Sgs1 helicase and Top3-Rmi1 in yeast) [3]. Alternatively,
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replication-associated HR intermediates can be nucleolytically resolved by a class of structure-specific
endonucleases (SSEs) that are known as HJ resolvases [4]. In addition, the cells rely on these same SSEs
to cleave chromosomes at sites of potential sister chromatid non-disjunction arising from persistent
replication intermediates [5]. This nucleolytic intervention, which leads to chromosome breakage,
may appear to be drastic but helps to reinitiate DNA synthesis along HR-dependent repair pathways
and serves as a failsafe mechanism for mitotic chromosome segregation. In this review, we provide
an overview of the actions of the SSEs Mus81-Mms4/MUS81-EME1 or MUS81-EME2 (budding
yeast/human), Slx1-Slx4/SLX1-SLX4 and Yen1/GEN1, highlighting their roles in mitigating genome
instability and cell death that results from RS and unfinished DNA replication.

2. Intrinsic Safeguards Against Chromosomal Underreplication

Genome replication is a robust process. Eukaryotes have evolved a number of features that help
to drive chromosomal replication to completion and minimize the need for SSE interventions [6–8].
Chromosomes are subdivided into replication units—or replicons—each initiated at an origin of
replication that gives rise to bidirectional RFs. With the exception of the very tips of chromosomes,
each inter-origin space is thus replicated by two converging RFs that have adjacent origins. This set-up
compensates for local replication shortfalls caused by RF arrest through the actions of oncoming,
neighboring RFs. A non-random origin distribution in yeast suggests that the inter-origin distances
have been evolutionarily minimized, which reduces the risk of RF double-stalling events (inactivating
a pair of converging forks) that may jeopardize replication completion [9]. Secondly, only a fraction
of available replication-competent (licensed) origins are normally activated during the S phase of
the cell cycle. This overabundance of licensed origins provides cells with a large pool of dormant
origins that serve as failsafe replication initiation sites within the areas of insufficient RF progression.
The contribution of dormant origins to bulk DNA synthesis is exemplified by the persistence of
replication intermediates into the M phase, genome instability and tumor formation in mice upon
the experimental depletion of dormant origins and in models with ineffective origin firing [10,11].
Consistently, excess origins have been shown to activate under replication stress conditions, protecting
cells from underreplication and DNA damage [12–15]. Thirdly, the genome of higher eukaryotes is
partitioned into multi-replicon replication domains [16]. Origins within a domain activate as a group
but with distinct timing from those in other replication domains. This limits the number of active
RFs at any one time during S phase, preventing RF destabilization and DNA damage caused by the
exhaustion of replication factors or deoxyribonucleoside triphosphate pools (dNTPs) [17,18].

Other safety mechanisms couple DNA replication to cell-cycle progression and ensure that enough
time has passed to synthesize a copy of the genome before the cells undergo mitosis. From yeast
to humans, mitotic kinase activity is attenuated while DNA replication is ongoing and cells that
are unable to initiate DNA replication due to experimental intervention subsequently enter mitosis
prematurely [19–23]. This has been linked to a basal activity of the apical checkpoint kinase ATR
(Mec1 and Rad3 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe, respectively) in response
to single-stranded DNA exposed at active RFs. As a consequence, the expression of the mitotic gene
network is suppressed and this avoids premature mitotic entry and carryover of underreplicated DNA
into mitosis [24–26].

3. Preventing Underreplication in the Face of Replication Stress

Replication stress sets off additional cellular pathways that promote full genome replication.
While unperturbed replication mildly activates ATR, RS provokes a full-blown ATR response and
replication/S-phase checkpoint activation through the exposure of long stretches of RPA-coated
single-stranded DNA and single-stranded/double-stranded DNA junctions at stalled RFs. After this,
ATR and its orthologues in yeast act with their effector kinases CHK1 and Rad53 in budding yeast
and Cds1 in fission yeast to stabilize RFs, upregulate dNTP supplies, modify the DNA replication
program and control cell-cycle progression [27,28]. Across organisms, the inhibition of ATR makes
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cells extremely sensitive to RS and unable to avoid frequent chromosome breakage at intrinsically
difficult-to-replicate sites [29–33]. In budding yeast, Mec1-Rad53 signaling prevents RF collapse and
promotes stable replication across damaged DNA templates [34,35] while checkpoint disruption results
in chromosomal underreplication and accumulation of pathological DNA replication intermediates in
the presence of RS [36,37]. Similar observations of RF inactivation and underreplication have been made
in vertebrate cells that are acutely deprived of ATR activity [25,26]. RF collapse in yeast and human
cells mediated by nucleases and helicases, including Mus81/MUS81, Exo1/EXO1 and SMARCAL1,
in the absence of a functional replication checkpoint indicates that the regulation of DNA metabolic
enzymes—including SSEs—is one way in which the checkpoint contributes to replication completion
under RS conditions [38–43]. In addition, origin firing is restrained along the ATR-CHK1 axis across
organisms [16,17,44–46]. Interestingly, the activation of the replication checkpoint attenuates origin
firing globally but the origins at sites of ongoing replication maintain their ability to fire [12,45–47].
This limits the number RFs globally when cells experience RS, reducing the risk of excessive RF stalling
and DNA-damage formation. At the same time, local origin activation within replicons or replication
domains that are already affected by RF blockage promotes replication completion, which further
benefits from critical resources (dNTPs, limiting replication factors) not being diverted to sites of newly
initiated DNA synthesis in other parts of the genome [48]. Finally, replication checkpoint signaling
antagonizes cell-cycle progression by dampening cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) activity, preventing
mitotic entry as long as the unresolved replication problems persist [27,28,49–54].

4. Structure-Specific Endonucleases and Their Roles in Protecting Cells from Chromosomal

Underreplication

Despite the safeguards described above, accidental RF inactivation and collapse are unavoidable
and routinely give rise to branched DNA intermediates that require the attention of SSEs. Cells
enter the S phase with a large yet finite number of usable replication origins. It follows that double
fork-failures affecting pairs of converging RFs without the possibility of compensatory origin firing in
the intervening segments of DNA cannot be fully excluded. HR-dependent RF recovery (explained
in more detail below) offers possibilities for re-initiating DNA synthesis and SSEs are involved in
the timely removal of recombination intermediates that link sister chromatids [5]. On the other
hand, theoretical considerations and experimental evidence indicate that the incidence of double-fork
failure increases with genome size such that at least one unreplicated genomic site routinely persists
until after bulk DNA synthesis in human cells [55,56]. While ongoing replication activity delays
mitosis [24–26], replication completion appears not to be under stringent checkpoint control and
segments of unreplicated DNA can thus be carried forth into mitosis [57]. After this, SSEs can
intervene by processing persistent replication intermediates. Their actions resolve DNA entanglements
at underreplicated chromosomal segments, which otherwise manifest as ultrafine anaphase bridges
(UFBs) between segregating sister chromatids [58–61]. UFBs are strongly induced by RS and often
localize to chromosomal fragile sites (CFSs), which are characterized by a number of features that
make them difficult to replicate, such as being transcriptionally active, poor in usable origins and
containing repetitive DNA sequences prone to DNA secondary-structure formation [32,33,62]. Fragile
site expression—the appearance of metaphase chromosome gaps and breaks—is thought to be the
cytogenetic manifestation of extremely late replication and perturbed chromosome condensation at
intrinsically difficult-to-replicate, underreplicated chromosomal sites [62–66]. Importantly, fragile
sites demarcate the breakpoints of recurrent chromosome rearrangements seen in cancer cells and
give rise to deletions and duplications [31,67,68]. Therefore, SSEs play multiple roles in facilitating
the completion of genome replication and suppressing genome instability associated with RF failure,
incomplete replication and improper chromosome segregation.
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5. Structure-Specific Endonucleases: Substrate Spectrum and Cell-Cycle Regulation

Mus81-Mms4/MUS81-EME1 or MUS81-EME2, Slx1-Slx4/SLX1-SLX4 and Yen1/GEN1 are three
SSEs implicated in removing branched DNA intermediates that arise from stalled and broken RFs
in eukaryotes [5] (Figure 1). Their shared ability to cleave DNA four-way junctions places them in
the operationally-defined class of HJ resolvases [4]. The resolvases recognize the structure of HJs
and catalyze the unique reaction that introduces symmetrically-related incisions across the junction
branch point. This reaction completes HR processes by separating the recombining DNA duplexes into
nicked duplex products, which can be repaired by simple nick ligation [4]. In contrast to the classic
resolvase RuvC from bacteria [69], the eukaryotic HJ resolvases exhibit additional DNA debranching
activities on DNA flap structures and DNA three-way junctions that are similar to RFs. Moreover,
their actions are tightly regulated by post-translational modifications, protein–protein interactions and
nucleocytoplasmic shuttling [70].
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Figure 1. Human structure-specific endonuclease (SSE) domain structures and DNA substrate
specificities. MUS81 and its alternative binding partners EME1 and EME2 (length in amino acids is
indicated) contain ERCC4 endonuclease domain and helix-hairpin-helix (H) motifs (gray font denotes
degenerate motifs). While MUS81-EME1 exhibits activity on 30-flaps, replication forks (RFs) and nicked
Holliday junctions (HJs) (red arrows), MUS81-EME2 additionally cleaves D-loop strand-invasion
structures and 50-flaps as well as being more active on intact HJs. As part of a SLX-MUS complex
(see text), MUS81-EME1 effectively resolves HJs by symmetric cleavage after pre-nicking mediated
by the SLX1-SLX4 nuclease. GEN1 contains N-terminal and internal XPG nuclease motifs (X_N and
X_I), followed by a 50-30 exonuclease domain (EXO) and a chromodomain (CD) that promotes substrate
recognition [71]; N denotes a nuclear export signal. GEN1 cuts 50-flaps, RFs and HJs. SLX1 is a GIY-YIG
nuclease with a zinc-finger (ZF) at the C-terminus. Associated with SLX4 via a C-terminal SLX1-binding
domain (SBD), SLX1 cleaves splayed arm, 50-flap, RF and HJ substrates. SLX4 contains a ZF domain
(two copies of ubiquitin-binding UBZ4), multiple SUMO-interacting motifs (SIMs) [72] and scaffolds a
tri-nuclease complex that is known as SMX containing SLX1, MUS81-EME1 (bound at its SAP domain)
and ERCC1-XPF (bound via MLR, BTB). Figure is modified from [5].
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5.1. MUS81

MUS81 was identified in a screen for genes that are essential in the absence of BLM homologue
SGS1 in budding yeast [73]. The lethality of sgs1 mus81 double mutant cells was suppressed by
inactivating HR [74], which indicates that an accumulation of recombination intermediates arising in
the absence of Sgs1-mediated HJ dissolution imposes an essential requirement for Mus81 [73]. Mus81 is
a member of the XPF structure-specific endonuclease family and possesses the typical ERCC4 nuclease
domain and a pair of terminal helix–hairpin–helix motifs that mediate heterodimer formation with
constitutive, non-catalytic subunits [75,76]. These are Mms4 in budding yeast, Eme1 in fission yeast and
EME1 or EME2 in vertebrates [77–82]. Mus81 complexes from yeast and human were shown to cleave
multiple branched DNA substrates, such as DNA 30-flaps, RFs and HJs. Curiously, recombinant Mus81
consistently showed a clear preference for nicked HJ substrates while cleaving canonical, intact HJs
inefficiently [77,83,84]. This is different for MUS81 in complex with EME2, an alternative heterodimeric
partner found in vertebrates. The human MUS81-EME2 complex is catalytically more effective than
MUS81-EME1 in biochemical assays and can, as a stand-alone nuclease, cleave a wider variety of
substrates, including intact HJs and displacements loops (D-loops) generated by HR-mediated strand
invasion [85,86] (Figure 1). MUS81-EME2 appears to play a particularly prominent role in the cleavage
of RFs [87], which is discussed in more detail below.

Across organisms, Mus81/MUS81 activity is tightly regulated in a cell cycle-dependent manner.
In yeast, the catalytic activity of Mus81 is boosted by CDK-dependent hyperphosphorylation of
Mms4 (or Eme1 in fission yeast) when the cells approach the G2/M phase of the cell cycle [88,89].
Consistently, 30-flaps, RFs and nicked HJs were efficiently cleaved by the purified Mus81-Mms4
complex from G2/M cells but not from G1 or S phase-arrested cells [90]. Mms4 hyper-phosphorylation
is a multi-step process. First, Cdc5 and Dbf4-dependent kinase (DDK) associate with the scaffold
protein Rtt107, which mediates the initial Mms4 phosphorylation together with CDK (Cdc28). This
favors the association of Rtt107 and its binding partners with Mms4, providing a positive feedback
loop that leads to the hyperphosphorylation of Mms4 when Cdc5 expression peaks towards the end of
genome replication [90–92]. The cooperation of three kinases acts like a molecular switch, preventing
Mus81 activity early in the cell cycle [93] but ensuring robust activation in G2/M. Following mitosis,
Mms4 phosphorylation is no longer observed [90] but it is currently unclear whether this is achieved
through protein turnover and/or active dephosphorylation. HJ cleavage by Mus81-Mms4 is further
modulated by the sumo-like domain protein Esc2 [94] and the proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA)
sliding clamp and the clamp loader replication factor C (RFC), which might play a role in recruiting
Mus81 to perturbed replication intermediates [95]. Similarly to yeast, the ability of human MUS81 to
cleave HJ substrates correlates with the PLK1 and CDK1-dependent phosphorylation of EME1 [88,96].
However, human MUS81 effectively cleaves RF-type substrates at all stages of the cell cycle, indicating
that it is not the nuclease activity per se that is cell-cycle regulated [97]. Instead, MUS81-EME1
associates with SLX1-SLX4 and XPF-ERCC1 to form a cell cycle-dependent tri-nuclease complex with
HJ resolution activity [96,98–101] (see Section 5.3 below). The interaction with SLX1-SLX4 seems
critical for the recruitment of MUS81 to chromatin during mitosis [97,102].

5.2. Slx1-Slx4/SLX1-SLX4

Slx1/SLX1 belongs to the UvrC family of endonucleases with an N-terminal GIY-YIG nuclease
domain and a C-terminal zinc-finger domain. Associated with the much larger, multi-domain
Slx4/SLX4 protein, Slx1/Slx1 cleaves a variety of DNA substrates, including 50 flaps, RF analogs
and HJs [98–100,103,104] (Figure 1). SLX1 and SLX4 were uncovered by the same screen for synthetic
lethality with sgs1 that identified MUS81-MMS4 in budding yeast [73]. In contrast to mus81 sgs1 cells,
the lethality of slx1 sgs1 or slx4 sgs1 cells was not suppressed in the absence of HR. It has been proposed
that Sgs1 and Slx1-Slx4 cooperate in maintaining the rDNA array in yeast, which might potentially
happen by processing stalled RFs to initiate recombinational repair [103,105,106].
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In human, SLX1-SLX4 interacts with MUS81-EME1 and XPF-ERCC1 to form the abovementioned
tri-nuclease complex that is known as SMX, which functions as a highly effective HJ
resolvase [96,98–101]. Consistently, epistasis analyses place SLX1, SLX4 and MUS81 in the same
pathway of HJ resolution, suppressing sister-chromatid entanglements and mitotic chromosome
non-disjunction [107]. However, the expression of SLX4 mutants that are unable to bind MUS81 or
SLX1 partially rescues mitotic defects in SLX4-deficient cells [108], pointing to potential additional
SLX1 and MUS81-independent roles of SLX4 in the processing of branched DNA intermediates [109].
In human, SLX4 is one of the genes mutated in Fanconi anemia (and is therefore also known as FANCP),
a rare genetic disorder characterized by defective repair of replication-blocking inter-strand DNA
crosslinks, genome instability, bone marrow failure and a high susceptibility to cancer [110,111].

The crystal structure analyses of Candida glabrata Slx1 and the C-terminal region of Slx4
suggest that the formation of inactive Slx1 homodimers provides a means of regulating Slx1-Slx4
complex formation and activity [112]. However, as alluded to above, the control over MUS81 and
SLX1-SLX4-dependent HJ resolution has to be considered in the context of cell cycle-dependent SMX
complex formation.

5.3. The SMX Tri-Nuclease Complex

At its core, the SMX complex has the composite SLX-MUS resolvase that mediates HJ
resolution by a SLX1-nick/MUS81-EME1-counternick mechanism [96,100,113]. Co-crystal structures
of MUS81-EME1 with DNA have revealed a binding pocket for the 50-end present at a nick that
appears to provide substrate selectivity and enzyme positioning for HJ incision at a point precisely
opposite a pre-existing nick [114]. Thus, HJ nicking by SLX1 creates a reference point for HJ resolution
by MUS81-EME1, while SLX4 ensures coordinated cleavage by tethering MUS81 and SLX1. These
observations provide an explanation for the increased efficiency of four-way DNA junction cleavage
upon the association of MUS81-EME1 with SLX1-SLX4 [96,97]. The remaining subunit of SMX,
the XPF-ERCC1 heterodimer, stimulates the HJ resolvase activity of SLX-MUS in a manner that
is independent of its own nuclease activity [101].

SMX complex formation is governed by the activity of cell-cycle kinases. MUS81 exhibits
the highest level of HJ resolution activity when purified from cells arrested in prometaphase by
nocodazole at the time when MUS81-EME1 is found to be physically associated with SLX1-SLX4 [88,96].
This protein–protein interaction is dependent on CDK1 and, to a lesser extent, PLK1 activity, and
is thus restricted to late cell-cycle phases [96]. CK2-dependent phosphorylation of MUS81 and
CDK1-dependent phosphorylation of the SLX4 C-terminal SAP domain have been shown to promote
MUS81-SLX4 interactions [72,97,115]. SLX1-SLX4 depletion or ablation of the MUS81 binding domain
of SLX4 results in diminished HJ resolution activity of affinity-purified MUS81 or SLX1-SLX4,
respectively [96,100]. These findings provide strong evidence that DNA four-way junction cleavage
occurs in the context of the SLX-MUS complex in vivo.

In budding yeast, Mus81-Mms4, Slx1-Slx4 and Rad1-Rad10 (the homologue of XPF-ERCC1) have
been shown to localize to the same sub-nuclear foci in response to RS and DNA damage [116]. Their
localization was not interdependent and did not require the scaffolding function of Slx4, which is
consistent with earlier experiments that failed to detect assemblies of a MUS-SLX resolvase in yeast
after DNA damage treatment [117]. SSE colocalization occurred in the G1 and S phases and proteins
became dispersed upon Mus81-Mms4 activation by hyperphosphorylation in G2/M [116]. These
findings suggest that yeast SSEs may be recruited by a common stress-induced signal rather than
physical interactions within an SMX complex. However, in a striking parallel to the human system,
Mus81-Mms4 has been shown to join the abovementioned complex containing Slx4-Rtt107-Dpb11 as
cells enter mitosis [118,119]. Rather than direct binding of Slx4, Mus81-Mms4 recruitment is dependent
on a physical interaction between Mms4 and Dpb11, which is mediated by Cdc5 [119]. In contrast
to the human system, the Slx4-Dpb11-Mus81-Mms4 complex facilitated the timely resolution of
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branched DNA intermediates in a Slx1-independent manner and it remains to be determined whether
a SLX-MUS-type resolvase is formed in yeast [119,120].

5.4. Yen1/GEN1

Yen1 and GEN1 were identified by a two-pronged approach that involved screening the
affinity-purified protein complexes from yeast for HJ resolution activity and analyzing HeLa protein
fractions with high specific HJ resolution activity by mass spectrometry [121,122]. Yen1/GEN1 are
members of the Rad2/XPG nuclease family and possess a bi-partite N-terminal/internal XPG nuclease
domain and helix-hairpin-helix domain [123]. While the enzyme is conserved from yeast to humans,
it is conspicuously absent in fission yeast, where the heterologous expression of GEN1 can partially
substitute for Mus81-Eme1 [71,124–129]. Like all other members of the XPG family, Yen1/GEN1
cuts 50-flap structures but is the only family member that can cleave fully double-stranded three and
four-way DNA junctions [121,130] (Figure 1). GEN1 is monomeric in solution and dimerizes on HJs,
after which it triggers resolution by dual incision [71,129,131–134].

In contrast to Mus81-Mms4, Yen1 is inhibited by CDK. Phosphorylated Yen1 resides in the
cytoplasm and accumulates in the nucleus after anaphase entry triggers its dephosphorylation
by Cdc14. This activates a nuclear import signal and increases the DNA-binding activity of
Yen1 [88,135–137]. In addition to the regulation by cell cycle-dependent phosphorylation, Yen1
is sumoylated in response to DNA damage. Yen1 sumoylation leads to Slx5-Slx8-dependent
ubiquitination and release from DNA. It has been proposed that increased Yen1 turnover mediated by
sumoylation limits the mutagenic effects of Yen1 actions on DNA [138].

Nuclear envelope breakdown during mitosis in mammalian cells necessitates a different form of
regulation of GEN1 compared to Yen1 in yeast. Strikingly, GEN1 regulation also follows a strategy
of cytoplasmic sequestration. A nuclear export signal within GEN1 mediates cytosolic localization
throughout interphase (Figure 1), while GEN1 automatically gains access to mitotic chromosomes
in prometaphase [139]. GEN1 is phosphorylated in M phase in a similar way to Yen1 although
this does not appear to modulate its HJ resolvase activity and the functional consequences of this
post-translational modification remain to be determined [139].

6. Holliday Junction Resolution by Structure-Specific Endonucleases Facilitates Chromosome

Segregation

The canonical function of HJ resolvases is the removal of late HR intermediates. As mentioned
above, RF recovery and post-replicative DNA repair pathways rely on HR [140,141] (Figure 2).
After this, HJ processing severs any remaining DNA links that may compromise chromosome
segregation. The loss of MUS-SLX and Yen1/Gen1-dependent branched-DNA processing sensitizes
cells to a variety of agents that impair replication progression by inducing DNA damage and RS.
Mus81-defective yeast cells exhibit RS sensitivity, spontaneous chromosome loss, persistence of
anaphase-bridge structures and segregation failure and these phenotypes are exacerbated in the
absence of Yen1 [119,142–147]. Many of the defects can be ameliorated by eliminating HR, which
indicates an involvement of unresolved recombination intermediates [136,143,144]. In human cells,
the perturbation of the MUS-SLX and GEN1 pathways leads to elevated levels of mitotic chromosome
bridges and UFBs, chromosome segregation defects, micronuclei and transmission of DNA damage to
daughter cells [96,107,108,148,149]. A recently described UFB sub-type, formed in a manner dependent
on HR proteins RAD51 and BRCA2 (termed HR-UFBs), is strongly elevated upon the disruption of
MUS81 and GEN1 under RS conditions. This provides evidence that SSE-dependent processing of HR
intermediates arising at perturbed RFs is required to ensure that chromosomes are disentangled in
time for segregation [150].

Being governed by the regulatory mechanisms described above, which direct the actions of
Yen1/GEN1 and Mus81/MUS-SLX towards mitotic chromosomes, HJ resolution occurs late in the
cell cycle. Disrupting cell-cycle control over HJ resolution leads to increased crossover formation
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and loss of heterozygosity from yeast to humans [93,135,139,151]. This can be explained by the fact
that HJ cleavage by SSEs produces crossover and non-crossover HR outcomes in equal measure.
In contrast, HJ dissolution along the Sgs1/BLM-dependent decatenation pathways always leads to
non-crossovers [152]. Thus, delaying the action of SSEs until after bulk DNA synthesis is completed
provides a window of opportunity to dissolve—rather than resolve—HR intermediates, preventing
sister chromatid exchange, chromosomal translocations (in case of non-allelic recombination) and loss
of heterozygosity.
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Figure 2. Multiple roles of SSEs in RF recovery. SSEs target replication (RI) and HR (HRI) intermediates
to facilitate replication restart and completion. At DNA lesions, RF arrest may be overcome by
HR-mediated bypass. Re-initiation of DNA synthesis downstream of lesions leaves daughter-strand
gaps that are subsequently filled in by template switching. The ensuing HRIs may be removed
by Sgs1/BLM-dependent dissolution (not depicted on figure) or cleavage by SSEs. RF reversal by
disengagement of the leading and lagging strands at stalled forks followed by nascent-strand annealing
generates HJ-like DNA four-way RIs. These intermediates are shielded from degradation, which
facilitates passive rescue by converging RFs. If reversed RFs are not permanently inactivated, such as
by replisome loss, remodeling for direct restart that is mediated by DNA helicases/translocases may
be possible. Alternatively, functional RFs are restored by HR-mediated restart through invasion of the
upstream template and associated HRIs are removed by SSEs. Persistent RIs have emerged as important
non-HRI targets of SSEs. The cleavage of RF structures produces single-ended DNA double-strand
breaks, triggering break-induced replication (BIR). Invasion of the unbroken sister chromatid generates
a D-loop and subsequently a new processive RF. HRIs formed along the BIR pathway are once again
resolved by SSEs.

Unscheduled nuclear entry of Yen1 during S phase has been shown to result in replication stress
sensitivity [135,151]. Thus, the haphazard processing of DNA replication and repair intermediates is
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another risk that is associated with SSE activity during S phase. Perhaps the most striking examples
of chromosome breakage and genome instability upon SSE dysregulation are observed when CDK1
is prematurely activated by the inhibition of either the G2 checkpoint kinase WEE1 or checkpoint
protein CHK1 [153–158]. Under these conditions, aberrant SLX-MUS complexes formed in the S phase
can trigger a massive cleavage of replicating DNA, which results in a chromosome pulverization
phenotype [97]. Restricting HJ resolution to mitosis thus serves a dual purpose of protecting ongoing
replication, while ensuring that chromosomal DNA links can be fully removed when segregation
is imminent.

7. Structure-Specific Endonucleases Cleave DNA Replication Intermediates to Promote

Cell Viability

Despite the dangers associated with access of SSEs to replicating chromosomes, evidence has
been solidifying in recent years that SSEs target persistent replication intermediates to promote the
completion of genome replication. In mouse cells, protracted treatment with DNA replication inhibitors
was shown to provoke MUS81-dependent chromosomal breaks that were correlated with replication
restart [159,160]. These observations are compatible with the conversion of arrested RFs into transient
DNA double-strand breaks, which subsequently serve as substrates for HR-dependent replication
restart along the break-induced replication (BIR) pathway [161] (Figure 2). BIR can overcome replication
breakdown by rebuilding RFs without the need for fresh origin firing, thus providing an opportunity
to complete genome replication at difficult-to-replicate and damaged chromosomal sites. Consistently,
MUS81 can promote chromosome breakage, replication restart and viability in human cells suffering
various types of endogenous and exogenous replication stress [40,148,149,162–168]. MUS81-dependent
DNA breaks result from alternative complexes containing MUS81-EME1 or MUS81-EME2, with the
latter being particularly relevant to RF processing in S-phase cells [87,169]. Interestingly, in contrast to
MUS81-EME1, MUS81-EME2 has the ability to process D-loop structures, such as those generated by
strand invasion during BIR [86]. This raises the possibility that the actions of MUS81-EME2 may be
involved in initiating replication restart by BIR and subsequently in limiting the extent of BIR-associated
DNA synthesis. BIR-associated replication is error-prone and at least in yeast, Mus81-Mms4 has been
shown to limit the mutagenic effects of BIR [170].

Replication stress is a hallmark of cancer, driving genome instability during tumorigenesis [171].
The involvement of MUS81-EME1 and MUS81-EME2 in RF processing and restart highlights the
potential of these and other enzymes involved in RF recovery as possible anti-cancer targets.

8. Structure-Specific Endonuclease-Mediated Cleavage of DNA Replication Intermediates

Initiates DNA Repair Synthesis in Mitosis

As mentioned above, underreplication gives rise to UFBs and chromosome segregation defects
(Figure 3). UFBs, which remain undetected by conventional DNA dyes, are identified by their
association with a characteristic set of proteins, including Polo-like kinase 1-interacting checkpoint
helicase (PICH; also known as ERCC6-like protein) and BLM [58,59]. In contrast to HR-UFBs [172,173],
UFBs believed to result from unreplicated segments of DNA, which are often found associated
with CFSs, are flanked by foci of Fanconi anemia protein FANCD2 [60,174]. In early mitosis,
a PLK1-dependent SMX complex containing the MUS81-EME1 and XPF-ERCC1 nucleases localizes
with FANCD2 on chromosomes, suppresses UFBs and promotes fragile-site expression that is
associated with new DNA synthesis [148,149,175]. Based on these observations, a pathway of mitotic
DNA synthesis (MiDAS) has been proposed, which resolves persistent replication intermediates in
an SSE-dependent manner and initiates repair DNA synthesis when the chromosomes condense
in preparation for segregation [175]. MiDAS may be viewed as a last-ditch attempt to complete
chromosome replication and a catchall for unreplicated DNA that may escape checkpoint surveillance
and pose a serious threat to sister chromatid disjunction and chromosome integrity. In light of
this, CFS-associated gaps on mitotic chromosomes are a manifestation of ongoing MiDAS, which
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locally precludes chromosomal condensation, rather than unrepaired DNA damage [148,149,175]
(Figure 3). MiDAS requires HR mediator RAD52 but is inhibited by the strand-exchange recombinase
RAD51 [176,177]. RAD52 can catalyze strand annealing and supports BIR at regions bearing small
homologies [178–180], which suggests that MiDAS represents microhomology-mediated BIR initiated
at SSE-generated DNA breaks at arrested RFs [181]. Consistently, MiDAS requires the non-catalytic
POLD3 subunit of polymerase � and involves a conservative mode of DNA replication in a similar
way to BIR [175,177]. However, a feature that clearly distinguishes MiDAS from other instances
of RF collapse and BIR-dependent replication restart is its apparent dependence on chromosome
compaction, making MiDAS a truly mitotic phenomenon. The inhibition of chromosome condensation
or stabilization of cohesion on sister-chromatid arms prevented the recruitment of MUS81 and
precluded MiDAS [175]. It has been suggested that DNA compaction may expose underreplicated
segments of DNA, conceivably facilitating their processing by SSEs [175]. MiDAS is strongly elevated
under RS conditions and particularly prevalent in aneuploid cell lines, which makes the pathway an
attractive potential target for cancer therapy [175,182].
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Figure 3. SSEs promote sister chromatid disjunction and replication completion. RS leads to an
accumulation of unresolved replication (RI) and HR (HRI) intermediates linking nascent sister
chromatids. If replication is not completed in S phase and not all RIs and HRIs are removed, SSEs
resolve persistent intermediates in mitosis. RI cleavage initiates late DNA repair synthesis along the
mitotic DNA synthesis (MiDAS) pathways, which promotes replication completion in mitotic cells and
safeguards sister chromatid disjunction. Failure to resolve RI and HRI sister chromatid DNA links
leads to BLM and PICH-bound UFBs, mitotic DNA damage and segregation failure.
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In yeast, Yen1 has been implicated in the mitotic resolution of underreplicated DNA. Yen1-mutant
cells exhibit hypersensitivity to RS upon inactivation of the helicase domain within the Dna2
nuclease-helicase [183–185]. This synthetic-sick relationship persisted in the absence of Rad52,
indicating that Yen1 targets in Dna2-mutant cells arise independently of HR [185]. In human cells,
DNA2 has been shown to promote DNA replication and facilitate the restart of stalled RFs [186–189].
Consistently, replication intermediates accumulate in Dna2 helicase-defective yeast cells and preclude
chromosome segregation unless they are resolved by Yen1 [185]. Due to the fact that Yen1 activity
is restricted to mitosis, Dna2-mutant cells are prone to terminal G2/M DNA damage checkpoint
arrest when exposed to RS [185]. Conversely, Yen1ON, which is a constitutively nuclear and active
Yen1 mutant [135], supports the growth of otherwise inviable dna2D cells [190]. It remains to be
determined whether Yen1 cleavage of persistent replication structures results in mitotic DNA synthesis
or transmission of DNA breaks to daughter cells. Either way, DNA cleavage of replication intermediates
that have escaped Dna2 activity prevents mitotic catastrophe and restores near wild-type levels of
viability to Dna2 helicase-mutant cells [185]. In human, the mutations in DNA2 are associated with
Seckel syndrome, one of the microcephalic primordial dwarfism disorders that have been linked to
defective RF recovery [191,192]. In cancer, on the other hand, DNA2 is frequently overexpressed,
potentially reflecting an adaptation to endogenous RS and elevated levels of RF stalling [193,194].
If a two-tiered DNA2-GEN1 mechanism for the processing of persistent replication intermediates
is conserved in humans, inhibiting these enzymes may provide a means to kill cancer cells by
stress overload.

9. Structure-Specific Endonuclease Targets Arising at Stalled Replication Forks

The versatile DNA debranching activities of Mus81-Mms4/MUS81-EME1, MUS81-EME2,
Slx1-Slx4/SLX1-SLX4 and Yen1/GEN1 at three-way and four-way DNA junctions suggest that these
SSEs may be capable of cleaving a wide variety of failing replication intermediates in vivo. Direct
observations of DNA topology by electron microscopy have revealed reversed RF intermediates that
are structurally equivalent to HJs [195] (Figure 2). These intermediates are ubiquitous in human cells
but accumulate under RS conditions when MUS81 is absent, indicating that SSEs target the remodeled
four-way replication structures or arrested RFs that give rise to them [40,196,197].

RF remodeling involving DNA strand separation and strand annealing can be catalyzed by a
number of factors, including the DNA helicases and translocases RAD54, HTFL, FBH1, FANCM,
SMARCAL1, ZRANB3, BLM and WRN [198]. RF reversal appears to protect from breakage, suggesting
that changes in the architecture of forks that were originally perceived as pathologic and detrimental
constitute a controlled response to RF stalling [40,165,195,199–201]. The regressed arm at reversed RFs
has an exposed DNA end and is susceptible to degradation. In human cells, the tumor suppressor
BRCA2 promotes the formation of protective RAD51 filaments on reversed RFs, acting in an
HR-independent role to block MRE11-mediated nucleolytic degradation and RF demise [196,202–207].
Preserving reversed RFs may facilitate passive rescue by fork convergence upon the arrival of a
neighboring RF. Alternatively, reversed RFs are converted back to three-way processive forks by the
controlled resection of the regressed arm and/or branch migration [43,188,208] (see “direct restart”
in Figure 2). Active three-way/four-way structure interconversions mediated by bacterial and viral
DNA repair helicases in reconstituted in vitro systems suggest that RF recovery by fork remodeling
is a ubiquitous mechanism [209,210]. If direct restart fails, RFs can be restored by cleavage-free
HR-dependent mechanisms, involving the invasion of the upstream parental duplex by the regressed
arm (see “HR-mediated restart” in Figure 2). However, persistent replication intermediates will
eventually become susceptible to SSE cleavage late in the cell cycle, when the HJ resolvases are
activated and targeted to chromatin as described above (see “RF cleavage” in Figure 2). This ensures
sister chromatid disjunction when chromosome segregation approaches although MiDAS and/or DNA
damage repair in daughter cells may subsequently be required for replication completion (Figure 3).
It is tempting to speculate that reversed fork structures that are distinct from conventional three-way
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RFs may attract SSEs in vivo but it is currently unclear whether proper nucleolytic processing is
dependent upon prior RF remodeling. It will also be interesting to learn how MUS81-EME2 can be
targeted to inactivated RFs in S phase while sparing similar structures that are actively engaged in
DNA synthesis. The association of the replisome and other replication/repair factors crowding RFs
certainly plays a role in the structural conformation and accessibility of RFs for SSEs.

10. Conclusions

In the last few years, there has been considerable progress in our understanding of the function
and regulation of SSEs in the resolution of underreplication and sister chromatid non-disjunction.
The general picture that has emerged is that SSEs are subject to multiple layers of regulation that largely
restrict their activities to mitosis. This serves to protect ongoing replication in S phase and ensures that
the persistent chromosomal DNA links are removed in time for chromosome segregation. Incomplete
replication may escape checkpoint surveillance but SSEs are mobilized at every mitosis and are ready to
avert anaphase-bridge formation and mitotic catastrophe. Perhaps one of the most striking discoveries
is the SSE-mediated initiation of DNA synthesis along the MiDAS pathway, identifying a surprisingly
late-acting mechanism of replication completion in mitosis. MiDAS provides an appealing solution
for maintaining genome stability despite the inevitability of local underreplication during genome
replication. The advances that are being made in our detailed understanding of the mechanisms related
to RS and chromosomal underreplication will no doubt feed into strategies exploiting cancer-associated
RS for new anti-cancer therapeutic approaches.
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Chapter 3:  The Dna2 Helicase-Nuclease  

The Dna2 nuclease-helicase was first identified in yeast94, is conserved across eukaryotes, and 

proved to be essential in all organisms tested95-99. Over the past 25 years, it has emerged that Dna2 

plays key roles in multiple genome maintenance pathways. Recently, DNA2 has been identified as 

one of the disease genes in Seckel syndrome100. Overexpression of DNA2 is frequent in cancer 

and associated with poor prognosis101,102. A detailed understanding of the molecular processes 

involving DNA2 will shed light on mechanisms of genome stability and human disease.   

  

In yeast, Dna2 consists of three domains: (1) a poorly conserved and unstructured N-

terminal domain103; (2) a central RecB-like nuclease domain with ssDNA-specific endonuclease 

activity104; (3) a C-terminal superfamily 1 helicase domain with 5´-3´ translocation polarity105. Cells 

expressing helicase-defective Dna2 mutants are viable but sensitive to RS106. The nuclease activity 

of Dna2 is essential for cell viability95,107. X-ray crystallography of the murine Dna2 has shown how 

the nuclease and helicase domains cooperate and provided an explanation for the requirement of 

an accessible ssDNA flap or overhang for Dna2 activity105,108. DNA substrates first thread through 

a tunnel-like structure formed by the nuclease domain, which is too narrow for dsDNA109. On 

exiting the nuclease domain, the DNA reaches helicase domain. This unusual topology of the 

enzyme places the helicase activity under tight control by the nuclease activity. Consequently, 

experimental inactivation of the nuclease drastically increases the rate of DNA unwinding by 

budding yeast Dna2110. Similarly in human, the helicase activity of Dna2, which was initially 

considered weak or absent111,112, was shown to be potent and processive when the nuclease domain 

was inhibited 113. It has been proposed that this unrestrained Dna2 helicase activity is responsible 

for the toxicity observed upon expression of a nuclease-dead version of Dna2 in yeast110 and 

mammals96,113. 

 

Dna2 resects both 3´ and 5´-ssDNA in vitro. However, ssDNA-binding complex RPA 

stimulates Dna2-mediated cleavage of 5´-ssDNA114 and directs incision towards the base of 5´-

flaps, independently of the Dna2 helicase activity115. This suggests that the physiological polarity 

of the enzyme is 5´-3´116. RPA physically interacts with the N-terminal domain of Dna2 in yeast117. 

An interaction that is physiologically important as truncation of the N-terminal portion of Dna2 

renders the cells sensitive to high temperature109,114,117. 

 

 Although this section of the protein is poorly conserved, a mouse Dna2 fragment 

encompassing amino acid residues 1 to 122 also exhibits bimodal interactions with RPA, which 
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first promotes the recruitment of Dna2 to RPA-coated ssDNA before triggering the 

disengagement of the N-terminal moiety of RPA from its DNA substrate. In case of 5´-ended 

ssDNA, this transition reveals a free end that Dna2 can slide onto, leading to end-resection and 

further eviction of RPA molecules118. In case of 3´-terminated ssDNA, removal of the N-terminus 

of RPA doesn’t expose a ssDNA end109, explaining how RPA modulates the polarity of Dna2 

activity. 

 

Early experiments suggested that Dna2 plays a role in late S-phase with temperature-

sensitive dna2 alleles causing an accumulation of cells at the G2/M boundary upon shift to the 

restrictive temperature119. This notion is in line with later work showing nuclear entry of Dna2 

during S-phase following a CDK-dependent phosphorylation of a nuclear import signal in budding 

yeast120 and a peak in DNA2 expression in late S/G2 phase121. In human cells, the nuclear 

localization of DNA2 is dependent on the E3 ubiquitine ligase TRAF6 for reasons that are not yet 

understood122, and its cell-cycle regulation is less-well defined compared to yeast. The precise 

functional relationships of Dna2 and DNA replication remain to be fully elucidated. However, 

there is a growing body of work linking Dna2 to potential functions in Okazaki fragment 

processing and the recovery of stalled RFs. Moreover, Dna2 mediates DNA end-resection during 

DBS repair and has an undefined role in mitochondrial DNA maintenance. 

 

Dna2 and DSB repair  

DSBs are among the most toxic DNA lesions. Interrupting the continuity of a chromosome 

creates an acentric fragment that cannot be properly segregated. If left unattended, a single DSB 

can be lethal for a yeast cell 123. In eukaryotes, DSBs are principally repaired by two complementary 

pathways: non-homologuous end-joining (NHEJ), a mechanism for ligating DSB ends to seal the 

break, and homologous recombination (HR), a process that uses a homologous template to copy 

any missing genetic information and repair the broken chromosome. DSB repair by HR requires 

DNA end-resection in order to form a 3´-ssDNA overhang. The central recombinase Rad51 will 

then polymerize on the ssDNA and initiate homology search and strand invasion into a suitable 

repair template (reviewed in 124). An unbroken sister chromatid is the preferred template if 

available, owing to its physical proximity and sequence identity125. HR is generally confined to the 

S and G2 phases of the cell cycle (reviewed in 126), which  coincides with the entry of Dna2 into 

the nucleus120. Yeast Dna2 is recruited to DSBs upon phosphorylation by Cdk1127, where it 

colocalizes with HR factors128 and participates in DNA end-resection.  
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In budding yeast, the first step in DNA end-resection is an endonucleolytic incision on the 

5´-terminated DNA strand by the MRX-Sae2 (MRN-CtIP in human) complex, which then 

degrades DNA towards the break end using its 3´-5´ exonuclease activity. This creates a short 3´-

overhang that serves as a substrate for the long-range resection machinery, comprised of either 

the Exo1 (EXO1 in human) nuclease or the helicases Sgs1 (homologue of both BLM and WRN 

in human) in conjunction with Dna2/DNA2, which extends the length of the 3´-overhangs129-131. 

Dna2 alone cannot process DNA ends that present a 3´-overhang coated with RPA and therefore 

requires assistance by Sgs1/BLM/WRN to mediate end-resection132,133. In contrast to Dna2, Sgs1 

is a 3´-5´ helicase. During DNA end-resection, Sgs1 slides along the strand that is not resected to 

produce a stretch of ssDNA that is subsequently degraded by the coordinated action of the helicase 

and the nuclease domain of Dna2113,134,135. In this process, the Dna2 helicase drives the 

translocation along ssDNA rather than mediating unwinding of the duplex. In yeast, Sae2 

stimulates Dna2 nuclease activity during end-resection while CtIP stimulates BLM and DNA2136. 

On the other hand, Siz2-mediated ubiquitination inhibits the Dna2 nuclease activity in vivo, thereby 

increasing the processivity of the helicase121, in line with earlier in vitro experiments110. It has also 

been reported that CtIP and its interacting partner BRCA1 bind DNA2 to promote its recruitment 

to DSBs137, a similar interaction that has been suggested in budding yeast, where MRX is proposed 

to participate in the recruitment of Dna2 at sites of DNA breaks138. 

 

Dna2 and Okazaki fragment processing 

The 5´-3´ polarity of DNA polymerases and their coordination at the RF during DNA replication 

result in the continuous replication of the leading strand and discontinuous replication of the 

lagging strand. The lagging strand is synthesized by Pold in sections referred to as “Okazaki 

fragments” (approx. 165 nt in yeast), each initiated by a short RNA-DNA primer laid down by the 

Pol a/primase complex. When Pol d reaches the preceding Okazaki fragment, the 5´-terminus is 

displaced. This creates a 5´-flap that is immediately removed by flap endonuclease Rad27/FEN1 

and/or Exo1/EXO1. The rate of DNA synthesis by Pol d drops dramatically during strand 

displacement such that rapid incision by the Okazaki fragment processing machinery largely 

prevents 5´-flaps greater than a few nucleotides and RNA/DNA primer removal proceeds by nick 

translation139. Processed Okazaki fragments are then sealed by DNA ligase Cdc9/LIG1.  

 

Interestingly, several members of the lagging strand synthesis network genetically interact 

with DNA2106,140,141. For instance, Dna2 helicase activity becomes essential in the absence of Rad27 

flap endonuclease142. Conversely, overexpression of Rad27 rescues the viability of temperature 
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sensitive dna2 mutants143. Furthermore, the two enzymes have been reported to interact 

physically140, which has led to the suggestion that Rad27 and Dna2 might form an adaptable 

Okazaki fragment-processing (OFP) complex140, where Dna2 processes occasional 5´-flaps 

escaping the activity of Rad27144. In this model, the Pold subunit Pol32 and the DNA helicase 

Pif1145,146 stimulate the processivity of Pold in such a way that an excessively long flap is created 

during OFP. Rapid coating by RPA is then thought to preclude cleavage by Rad27 but not by 

Dna2147, which can act as the sole nuclease to create ligation-competent DNA fragment in vitro115. 

RPA-coated ssDNA is a potent activator of the DNA damage response and its accumulation could 

cause terminal cell-cycle arrest in absence of Dna2. This model is supported by the observation 

that deletions of POL32, PIF1, or DNA damage response mediator RAD9 suppress the lethality 

of dna2∆ cells142. In addition, electron microscopy has provided direct evidence of a Pif1-

dependent build-up of ssDNA upon acute depletion of Dna2, which has been interpreted as an 

accumulation of long 5´-flaps at Okazaki fragments148. 

  

While its potential role in OFP has become the prevailing explanation for the essential 

nature of DNA2142,145,148, multiple lines of evidence suggest that Dna2 is not required for OFP in 

vivo or that any involvement in the process is very limited. Depletion of Dna2 alone does not affect 

the production and size-distribution of ligation-competent Okazaki fragments149, indicating that 

Pol d-mediated strand-displacement DNA synthesis is not excessive and flaps generated during 

OFP are still efficiently trimmed in the absence of Dna2. Moreover, Okazaki fragment termini in 

budding yeast are affected by depletion of Pol32, but not in Pif1-depleted cells150. This is difficult 

to reconcile with the genetic interactions between DNA2, PIF1, and POL32 on the basis of OFP.  

In fission yeast, electron microscopy has been used to detect RFs bearing flaps comprising 

a few hundred nucleotides of DNA in dna2 and rad2 (fen1) mutants151. These intermediates were 

suggested to represent Okazaki fragments containing long unprocessed 5´-flaps; however, there 

were no substantial differences between dna2 and rad2 mutants, despite the fact that in contrast to 

DNA2 , RAD2 is non-essential. These observations cast some doubt on the current view that an 

involvement in OFP is a satisfactory explanation for the essential requirement for Dna2 in cells 

and it seems plausible that toxic DNA intermediates arise along another Pif1-dependent pathway 

when Dna2 is absent. 

 

Dna2 and RF recovery 

Across species, Dna2-mutant cells are sensitive to RS97,106 and depletion of Dna2 results in 

an accumulation of DNA four-way junctions consistent with increased RF reversal79,148,152. In 
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fission yeast, Dna2 is recruited to stalled RFs in a Cds1 kinase-dependent manner152. In human, 

DNA2 promotes replication restart at stalled RFs. This process is stimulated by WRN and thought 

to involve the degradation of the regressed arm at reversed RFs79. U2OS cells, depleted of DNA2, 

arrest in G2 phase of the cell cycle153 and display chromosomal aberrations consistent with 

chromosomal under-replication such as an accumulation of micronuclei, mitotic DNA bridges and 

aneuploidy. These phenotypes could not be complemented by the expression of FEN1, suggesting 

that they arise independently of any involvement of DNA2 in OFP (see above)96.We have shown 

that a helicase-dead version of Dna2 (Dna2 R1253Q, encoded by dna2-2) in budding yeast renders 

cells sensitive to RS while being fully proficient in cleaving RPA-covered 5´-flaps in vitro154. These 

cells arrest at the G2/M transition and accumulate stalled and converged RFs within the 

rDNA154,155. Interestingly, Dna2 helicase-defective cells depend on the activity of Yen1 for viability, 

suggesting that DNA replication intermediates that are left unprocessed by Dna2 require 

resolution by this Holliday junction resolvase in mitosis154. These observations have established 

the importance of the Dna2 helicase activity in responding to stalled RFs. Taken together, the 

available data points to a critical role of Dna2 in RF recovery and replication completion, but it 

remains to be seen whether this role can explain the essential nature of DNA2.  

 

The role of Dna2 in assisting replication is particularly visible at difficult-to-replicate 

genomic loci. For instance, in budding yeast, Dna2 has been implicated in rDNA replication and 

telomere homeostasis. Dna2-defective cells display longer telomeres with shorter 3´-overhangs 

compared to wild-type cells156,157. Furthermore, heterozygous DNA2-knockout mouse embryonic 

fibroblasts are viable but the cells display an elevated frequency of telomeric gaps and breaks, 

characteristic of fragile telomeres. Moreover, DNA2-deficient mice have been shown to have 

noticeably shorter telomeres98. Mammalian centromeres are among hard-to-replicate genomic loci 

proposed to require DNA2’s action for the completion of replication. Thus, ChIP-seq assays have 

revealed that DNA2 is enriched at centromeres, where its helicase and nuclease activities promote 

RF progression158. Finally, RFs have been shown to remain stalled within the rDNA array in 

budding yeast when the Dna2 helicase is non-functional154,155. While locus-specific functions of 

DNA2 such as for example the resolution of G-quadruplex DNA at telomers98,159 have been 

proposed, perhaps the most straightforward explanation for these various phenotypes is that 

proper RF recovery mediated by DNA2 is most critical in difficult-to-replicate regions where 

double-stalling events or lack of fork convergence at telomeres are most likely to jeopardize 

replication completion. 
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Checkpoint activation 

In yeast, the unstructured114 N-terminal domain of Dna2 plays a role in activating the central 

checkpoint kinase Mec1 in S-phase. This role is redundantly shared by other proteins; namely, the 

9-1-1 complex and Dpb11160. Despite being non-essential, the truncation of the N-terminal 

portion of Dna2 renders the cells sensitive to high temperature. This might, however, be due to 

the confounding effect created by the disruption of Dna2-RPA interactions109,114,117. It is, therefore, 

difficult to delineate the contribution of Dna2 to checkpoint activation alone. It is clear, however, 

that checkpoint activation is not an essential Dna2 role.  

 

Mitochondrial DNA maintenance  

In human, DNA2 was initially observed in mitochondria161 before its presence and role in the 

nucleus were identified153. DNA2 physically interacts with the mitochondrial DNA polymerase Pol 

g and may participate in mitochondrial DNA replication161. Interestingly, DNA2 forms 

mitochondrial foci upon mitochondrial RS, induced by oxidative damage or disruption of the 

mitochondrial replicative helicase TWINKLE153. These results are in good agreement with clinical 

data, linking mitochondrial myopathy with heterozygous mutations of DNA2. Patients bearing a 

defective allele of DNA2 display symptoms ranging from muscle weakness to cardiac anomalies 
162-166, emphasizing the critical role of DNA2 in mitochondrial DNA maintenance. 
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Chapter 4 : The conserved DNA helicase Pif1 

This chapter will review the structure and function of Pif1. As described in more detail below, Pif1 

is perhaps best described as an accessory replicative helicase that promotes RF progression and/or 

recovery in a number of well-described settings. It may therefore come as a surprise that the 

inactivation of Pif1 suppresses growth defects associated with DNA2 mutations in budding142 and 

fission yeast167. This phenotypic suppression is currently thought to relate to an interplay between 

Pif1 and Dna2 in Okazaki fragment processing, but a number of observations have thrown this 

view into doubt (see Chapter 3). It is therefore important to take the entire breath of Pif1 functions 

into account and to consider alternative explanation for the genetic relationship between DNA2 

and PIF1.  

 

The Pif1 family of helicases has similarities with prokaryotic RecD helicases168 and is largely 

conserved in eukaryotes169. While most organisms, including human and fission yeast, contain only 

one representative of the family, budding yeast possesses two: Pif1 and Rrm3. Pif1 comprises 

seven conserved helicase motifs170,  a 21 amino acid signature motif characteristic for the Pif1 

family169, and exhibits ssDNA 5´-3´ helicase activity171. These characteristics place Pif1 proteins in 

the helicase superfamily 1B (SF1B), which also comprises Dna2. In marked contrast to Dna2, Pif1 

doesn’t require the presence of a free 5´-end to unwind dsDNA172,173 and can act on gapped 

substrates174. However, single-molecule experiments have shown that budding yeast Pif1 binds 

with higher affinity to ss/dsDNA junctions containing a free 5´-end. Bound at DNA junctions, 

Pif1 remains stationary while its helicase activity mediates a periodic reeling in of the ssDNA. This 

unusual mode-of-action could be the basis for several of the functions of Pif1, for example the 

removal of proteins or RNA from ssDNA175. 

 

In budding yeast, alternative translation leads to the expression of two isoforms of Pif1. 

Translation from the first methionine results in inclusion of a mitochondrial targeting signal (MTS) 

and produces the mitochondrial Pif1 (mt-Pif1), which matures by cleavage of the MTS172. Nuclear 

Pif1 (n-Pif1) is produced by translation from a second methionine codon176. When this second 

start codon is mutated (pif1-m2 allele), n-Pif1 is depleted while mt-Pif1 functions normally177. In 

human, PIF1 is also present in two isoforms. The shorter PIF1a locates in the nucleus while the 

slightly longer PIF1b resides in the mitochondria. It is currently unclear whether PIF1b is 

produced by alternative splicing178 or translation179. 
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Mitochondrial replication 

The PIF1 gene was first identified in the genome of budding yeast through a screen for mutants 

affecting mitochondrial DNA replication180. Disruption of PIF1 compromises cell viability and 

mitochondrial DNA maintenance181, which results in the appearance of small colonies when pif1-

mutant strains are plated on a non-fermentable carbon source180. In fission yeast, Pif1-homologue 

Pfh1 is essential for cell viability176,182 due to indispensable mitochondrial and nuclear roles183. This 

is very different in budding yeast, where cells expressing mt-Pif1 (pif1-m2 allele) exhibit no overt 

growth defects, suggesting that any vital nuclear functions are redundantly fulfilled by Rrm3. The 

pif1-m2 allele thus provides an invaluable analytic tool to interrogate the nuclear actions of Pif1. 

 

Telomere homeostasis 

Pif1 regulates telomere length. In budding yeast, depletion of Pif1 induces telomere elongation177. 

This has been explained by the ability of Pif1 to dissociate RNA-DNA hybrids184,185, allowing the 

enzyme to disrupt interactions between the RNA moiety of telomerase and telomeric DNA172,177,186 

in vitro174 and in vivo187. This function is shared by human PIF1168. In budding yeast and human, Pif1 

is most abundant in late S/G2 phase of the cell cycle, the time when telomerase is active188,189. 

Perhaps surprisingly, mutations in fission yeast Pfh1 decrease – rather than increase – telomere 

length176. Conversely, over-expression of Pfh1 induces telomere lengthening190. This, together with 

the fact that Pfh1 remains essential in fission yeast strain with circular (i.e. telomere-less) 

chromosomes, points to another essential nuclear function. There may be parallels between Pfh1 

and budding yeast Rrm3, which plays a role in facilitating telomere replication through an as-yet 

unclear mechanism191. 

 

In budding yeast, Pif1 has been shown to fulfil an important function by controlling 

telomerase at DSBs192. In absence of Pif1 activity, de novo telomere addition is frequent at 

DSBs177,193. Ectopic telomere addition can lead to the irreversible truncation of the broken 

chromosome. How Pif1 differentiates between telomeres and DSBs is not fully understood but 

telomere-specific protein Cdc13, which is not found at DSBs, appears to control Pif1 activity194. 

In addition, recruitment of budding yeast Pif1 to DSBs is dependent upon phosphorylation of a 

C-terminal motif (TLSSAES) by Mec1 and Rad53. Pif1 mutants refractory to phosphorylation at 

this site are proficient in maintaining telomere homeostasis but unable to prevent telomere-

addition at DSBs192 and defective for HR-coupled replication195 (see below). 
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Homologous recombination-coupled replication 

Pif1 promotes replication restart by HR-dependent mechanisms at arrested and broken RFs. This 

process has mostly been studied in budding yeast in the context of break-induced replication (BIR) 

after induction of a site-specific DSB (mimicking a broken RF) or replicative run-off at an induced 

nick. To assay BIR, a repair template is placed on a different chromosome, which is invaded 

following end-resection. This results in a displacement loop (D-loop) or “bubble”196, which moves 

along the template as Pol d mediates DNA-repair synthesis. In the process, newly replicated 

ssDNA is exposed and only later serves as the template for lagging strand synthesis, resulting in 

conservative DNA replication197-199. A similar process termed “recombination-dependent restart” 

(RDR) mediates the recovery of arrested but unbroken RFs. In this case, reversed forks present a 

DNA end that can be recognized and resected much like a DSB. This creates a 3´-overhang with 

perfect homology to the DNA duplex located in front of the perturbed RF. Invasion of the 

parental duplex then allows resumption of replication, although the replication now proceeds in 

the context of a D-loop200. This model stems from results obtained in fission yeast where 

replication was halted at a precise location using an inducible RF barrier. Importantly, Pif1/Pfh1 

is indispensable for BIR and RDR201.  

 

The replicative helicase complex MCM2-7 might participate in driving D-loop migration 

during BIR/RDR202, but alternatively this role might actually be performed by Pif1. Pif1 recruits 

to D-loops through interaction with PCNA203 and promotes bubble migration for hundreds of 

kilobases204,205 by unwinding the parental DNA duplex and/or by displacing the newly synthetized 

strand from the template. In absence of Pif1, BIR efficiency drops sharply and the progression of 

the D-loop is dramatically reduced204,205. Interestingly, the same phosphorylation site that 

stimulates the recruitment of Pif1 to DBS (see telomere homeostasis, above) is also required for 

its function in BIR195. 

 

 BIR is a mutagenic process, probably because the long stretches of ssDNA are left 

exposed during bubble migration, preventing templated repair of any damage incurred. The 

following step of conservative DNA synthesis will thus be mutagenic204, which is reflected in 

patches of mutations near sites of BIR initiation197. Due to the high processivity of the D-loop, 

these mutations can spread over hundreds of kilobases, sometimes reaching the end of 

chromosomes197, but their spread is limited by oncoming RFs fusing with the D-loop and by  

structure-specific endonuclease Mus81, which appears to cleave D-loops to restore more canonical 
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RFs206. These results suggest that, while offering alternative pathways for RF recovery, BIR/RDR 

reactions may have to be tightly controlled and regulated to maintain genome stability. 

 

Resolution of G-quadruplex DNA 

Pif1 seems to play a conserved role in the stability and replication of G-rich DNA sequences. G-

rich DNA can give rise to G-quadruplex DNA secondary structures where Hoogsteen base-pairing 

enables the formation of so-called G-quartets. These structures block DNA synthesis and 

compromise RF progression, enhancing genome instability (reviewed in207). Sequencing efforts in 

human have revealed that more than 700’000 sites are prone to form G-quadruplexes208. These 

structures are therefore a frequent obstacle that cells have to overcome during DNA replication.  

 

Pif1 preferentially binds G-rich regions and efficiently unwinds ssDNA containing G-

quadruplex structures in vitro 209. This is in line with observations in budding yeast, where Pif1 

promotes the stability of sequences prone to form G-quadruplexes during replication210-212. This 

role in unwinding G-quadruplex DNA seems to be conserved from bacteria209 to human213. 

Whether the absence of Pif1 affects only the fidelity of replication or also RF speed through G-

quadruplex DNA is not entirely clear150. However, observations of replication at the single-cell 

level show that the movement of RFs is reduced in absence of Pif1 depending on the ability of the 

lagging-strand template to form G-quadruplex structures214; other helicases may be responsible for 

unwinding of G-quadruplexes on the leading strand. In addition of its importance in the replication 

of G-rich regions, it has recently been proposed that, in human, PIF1 promotes DSB repair by 

assisting the resection machinery in unfolding G-quadruplexes on the resected strand215. 

 

Eviction of R-loops and transcription-borne obstacles 

R-loops are stable RNA-DNA hybrids that are particularly frequent at telomeres, rDNA and 

tDNA (reviewed in216). Pif1 could play a role in the removal of R-loops since it unwinds efficiently 

RNA-DNA duplexes in vitro185. Consistent with this notion, depletion of Pfh1 in fission yeast 

increases RF stalling at tRNA genes217, while in budding yeast, Pif1 can compensate for the loss of 

Rrm3 and promote the progression of the RFs through tRNA genes. In absence of Rrm3 and 

Pif1, RFs stall when replicating tRNA genes, which increases genome instability at these loci218. 

These stalling events have been attributed to the collision of the replication machinery with R-

loops. Thus, overexpression of Rnh1, which degrades RNA-DNA hybrids, reduces tDNA 

instability in rrm3∆-mutant cells218. However, this idea is contested by another report, where RF 

progression was reduced in tRNA genes irrespective of the level of expression of Rnh1 in pif1 
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and/or rrm3 mutants150. It is therefore not clear whether Pif1 and Rrm3 are fully redundant in 

evicting RNA molecules or the transcription machinery from DNA. More studies are required to 

understand the exact interplay between the Pif1-helicase family and transcription.  

 

rDNA replication 

In budding yeast, Fob1 enforces a unidirectional replication fork barrier (RFB) that prevents head-

on collision between the replisome and the transcription machinery. Interestingly, Pif1 promotes 

the pausing of the RF at sites bound by Fob1. In contrast, Rrm3 promotes RF progression through 

the RFB219, as does Pfh1 in fission yeast220. The molecular details of Pif1-enforced replication 

pausing at RFB remain to be elucidated. 

 

Okazaki fragment processing 

As mentioned earlier, Pif1 has been suggested to drive strand-displacement DNA synthesis by Pol 

d during OFP, unwinding the previous Okazaki fragment thanks to its 5´-3´ helicase activity. This 

view has evolved from in vitro experiments showing that Pif1 stimulates strand-displacement DNA 

synthesis in a primer extension reaction mediated by Pol d145. This could lead to long 5´-flaps at a 

small subset of Okazaki fragments146, but it is unclear whether a “long-flap” pathway for OFP 

exists as lagging-strand DNA synthesis is intrinsically biased to generate no or very short flaps 

only139. In vivo, Rrm3 and Pif1 redundantly stimulate Pol d during OFP such that loss of Pif1 alone 

has no effect on Okazaki-fragment size distribution or positioning150.  

 

Replication termination 

DNA replication termination normally takes place when two converging RFs originating from 

neighboring origins meet. As the replisomes are getting closer to each other, torsional stress builds 

up between the converging RFs. This tension has to be relaxed by the action of topoisomerases 

to allow further RF progression. This role performed by topoisomerases has been best 

characterized in vitro, where the replication of plasmids by reconstituted replisomes was greatly 

enhanced in the presence of TopoII221. However, this minimal replisome was unable to fully 

complete plasmid replication, indicating that termination was problematic unless the reaction was 

supplemented with Pif1 or Rrm3222. These two enzymes also act in vivo to finalize plasmid 

replication in budding yeast222. These findings are in good agreement with the observation that in 

fission yeast, Pfh1 promotes RF merging220. Altogether, these results suggest that the helicases of 

the Pif1 family promote replication termination, which could explain the essential role of Pfh1 and 

the synthetic-sick relationship between pif1 and rrm3. 
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RF reversal 

As mentioned earlier, RF reversal appears to be a common protective mechanism in the face of 

RS in metazoans, whereas it could be pathological or very transient in budding yeast. It has been 

suggested that the checkpoint inhibits Pif1 and Rrm3 by phosphorylating their N-termini. In 

absence of checkpoint control, electron microscopy inspection revealed an increased in the 

number of reversed RFs dependent of the presence of Rrm3 and Pif1223. Based on these results, it 

has been proposed that Rrm3 and Pif1 can catalyze RF reversal, even though the action of Pif1 

alone appears insufficient to promote RF regression. 
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Question addressed by my work  

During DNA replication, DNA2 employs the interplay between its helicase and nuclease domains 

to fulfil multiple functions protecting genome integrity across eukaryotes. Interestingly, DNA2 is 

not required for the completion of bulk DNA synthesis96,154, although it remains essential for cell 

viability. Despite its implication in several pathologies (reviewed in 224), the reason behind the 

essential nature of DNA2 is still unclear. A better understanding of this key function will help us 

connect fundamental biological processes with human diseases. 
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Chapter 5: The role of Dna2 helicase replication stress response 
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Duplication of the genome requires the passage of DNA
replication forks along the entire length of every
chromosome. If segments of DNA remain unreplicated,

physical links between the nascent sister chromatids persist,
which can lead to aberrant chromosome segregation1. Replication
fork collapse, characterized by replisome inactivation and DNA
breakage, induces recombinogenic DNA lesions and gross
chromosomal instability2. Consistently, replication stress,
which increases the risk of replication fork stalling, arrest, and
collapse, has been recognized as a driver in cancerogenesis3.
Cells respond to replication stress by activating the S phase
checkpoint, which triggers a cascade of downstream events
aimed at preserving the replication machinery at troubled
replication forks until DNA synthesis can resume4. Replication
restart also involves fork remodelling, nucleolytic processing of
stalled replication intermediates and homologous recombination
(HR) reactions5–7. Thus, full genome duplication and proper
chromosome segregation is dependent on a complicated network
of replication and repair proteins that remains incompletely
understood.

A protein implicated in multiple aspects of DNA replication
and repair is the conserved nuclease-helicase Dna2. Essential in
yeast8, DNA2 is required for embryonic development in mice9,
and its downregulation leads to chromosomal instability10–14.
The enzymatic activities of Dna2 reside in a RecB-like nuclease
domain15 with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)-specific endo-
nuclease activity16, and a C-terminal superfamily 1 (SF1) helicase
domain8; in yeast, Dna2 has an additional, unstructured
N-terminal domain that serves a redundant function in S phase
checkpoint activation17.

The nuclease activity of Dna2, in particular, has been linked
with a number of molecular pathways. In vitro, Dna2 cuts DNA
50-flaps bound by replication protein A (RPA), and it has been
proposed that this activity might facilitate Okazaki fragment
maturation by mediating the removal of occasional long 50-flaps,
which might attract RPA and become refractory to cleavage by
Rad27 (FEN1 in human)18,19. During DNA double-strand break
repair, the Dna2 nuclease degrades the 50-terminated single
strand unwound by the Sgs1 helicase (BLM, Bloom syndrome
protein in human), promoting DNA end-resection and HR
redundantly with Exo1 (ref. 20). Similarly, the Dna2 nuclease has
been implicated in Schizosaccharomyces pombe in the processing
of stalled replication fork intermediates through degradation
of the regressed DNA branch emanating from reversed
replication forks as the newly synthesized DNA strands become
displaced and anneal with one another to form a chicken-foot
structure21,22. An analogous reaction, mediated by the DNA2
nuclease in conjunction with Werner’s syndrome helicase WRN,
promotes replication restart in human cells23, while failure to
properly control DNA2-mediated DNA resection at stalled forks
leads to excessive DNA degradation and genome instability24,25.

The physiological role of the Dna2 helicase activity, as opposed
to the nuclease activity, has remained unclear. There is currently
no evidence that the helicase activity contributes to the
degradation/resection of DNA ends at reversed forks or DNA
double-strand breaks. Interestingly, a number of Dna2 mutants
affected within the conserved SF1 helicase motifs I-VI confer
growth defects accompanied by sensitivity to the DNA alkylating
agent methyl methanesulfonate (MMS)14,26. This phenotype is
not generally shared with mutants affected in the N-terminal
domain26 or nuclease domain27, indicating that Dna2
helicase-specific functions in the repair of DNA damage or in
the response to damage-induced replication stress exist.

Intriguingly, a genetic screen28 uncovered a synthetic sick
interaction, characterized by slow growth, between dna2-2, an
allele that encodes a Dna2 variant with a single amino acid

change (R1253Q) in the helicase domain14, and structure-specific
RAD2/XPG superfamily nuclease YEN1, indicating a potential
functional interplay. Yen1, and its human orthologue GEN1,
are Holliday junction (HJ) resolvases29. These enzymes are best
known for their role in processing late HR intermediates, such as
fully double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) four-way HJ junctions30.
Eukaryotes use three conserved HJ resolvases, Yen1/GEN1,
Mus81-Mms4/human MUS81-EME1 and Slx1-Slx4/human
SLX1-FANCP to remove recombination intermediates that
form during replication-associated DNA repair processes
in mitotic cells31. Mounting evidence suggests that
Mus81-Mms4/MUS81-EME1 also targets unproductive
replication intermediates, effectively breaking stalled replication
forks to allow HR-dependent replication restart or repair32. In
human cells, MUS81-EME1 promotes the expression of
chromosomal fragile sites, which is thought to represent
controlled breakage of underreplicated DNA at the time of
mitosis to limit sister chromatid non-disjunction33,34. At present,
there is no evidence for a similar role of Yen1/GEN1 in targeting
replication—rather than recombination—intermediates.

Here, we analyse the interplay between Dna2 and Yen1 to
reveal new aspects of the cellular response to replication stress.
We find that the Dna2 helicase activity acts on replication fork
stalling, promoting full genome duplication along a pathway
parallel to HR-mediated replication fork recovery. If the Dna2
helicase fails to respond properly to stalled replication forks,
replication intermediates remain and give rise to post-replicative
chromosomal DNA links that preclude chromosome segregation.
Resolution is uniquely dependent on the actions of Yen1, which
identifies a first non-redundant function of Yen1 in protecting
cells from mitotic catastrophe after replication stress.

Results
Dna2R1253Q is helicase defective and nuclease proficient. Using
budding yeast, Campbell and colleagues have conducted a
large-scale genetic screen28 using dna2-2 (R1253Q) and
nuclease-defective allele dna2-1 (P504S)14, which identified
37 synthetic sick/synthetic lethal interactions, predominantly
with genes involved in DNA replication and repair. Many
interactions were shared between dna2-2 and dna2-1, but a
synthetic sick interaction with YEN1 was unique to dna2-2.
Dna2R1253Q is affected at an invariant arginine in helicase motif
IV of the SF1 helicase domain, suggesting that the Dna2 helicase
and Yen1 may function in related pathways. However, since
single amino acid changes in Dna2 have been described that
impact both the nuclease and ATPase/helicase activities35, and
because Dna2R1253Q has never been isolated and analysed
biochemically, we first assessed directly the mutant protein’s
ATPase/helicase and nuclease activities. Dna2R1253Q was purified
to near-homogeneity following overexpression in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (Fig. 1a,b), and tested alongside wild-type Dna2, and
well-established35 nuclease-dead and helicase-dead variants,
Dna2E675A and Dna2K1080E, respectively.

When wild-type Dna2 was incubated with 50-tailed DNA, the
activity of the ATPase/helicase domain was readily detected,
before the potent Dna2 nuclease degraded the ssDNA tails, so
that the ATPase was no longer stimulated and ATP hydrolysis
subsided; the nuclease-dead variant Dna2E675A exhibited
persistent ATPase activity35,36 (Fig. 1c). In contrast to wild-type
and Dna2E675A, Dna2R1253Q showed no ATPase activity, and
was indistinguishable from previously characterized35,36

ATPase/helicase-dead variant Dna2K1080E (Fig. 1c and
Supplementary Fig. 1). In vitro, Dna2 exhibits ssDNA-specific
nuclease activity on 50-tailed or 30-tailed DNA substrates, while
RPA stimulates its nuclease and enforces 50-30 directionality,
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which is likely the relevant polarity in vivo20. In the presence of
RPA, Dna2R1253Q degraded 50-tailed DNA in a manner similar to
wild-type Dna2, showing that the R1253Q mutation does not
interfere with the nuclease activity (Fig. 1d). In line with the
observed lack of ATPase activity, we did not find evidence of
DNA unwinding by Dna2R1253Q, an activity that was readily
detected for nuclease-deficient mutant Dna2E675A (Fig. 1d).
Quantification of the nuclease/helicase assays showed that
Dna2R1253Q was as efficient as wild-type and Dna2 helicase
mutant K1080E in degrading 50-tailed DNA (Fig. 1e). Finally, and
in accord with previous studies using other Dna2 helicase
mutants37,38, Dna2R1253Q was fully proficient in removing
50-flaps from dsDNA by cleavage at the flap base, in a reaction
that mimics the potential role of Dna2 in Okazaki fragment
processing (Fig. 1f). These results show that the dna2-2 allele
confers a helicase-specific defect and does not impinge on the
activity of the Dna2 nuclease.

Checkpoint activation and loss of YEN1 impair dna2-2 cells.
Having established that the R1253Q mutation selectively
inactivates the helicase activity of Dna2, we introduced the
dna2-2 allele into cells to investigate the effect of Dna2 helicase
deficiency in vivo. While Dna2 protein levels were unaffected
(Supplementary Fig. 2a), the R1253Q mutation caused MMS
sensitivity, as expected for dna2-2 cells14 (Supplementary Fig. 2b).
Under unperturbed conditions, the dna2-2 strain exhibited a
plating efficiency similar to wild-type. In contrast, viability
dropped sharply for the dna2-2 yen1D double mutant to B35%

of wild-type levels (Fig. 2a). Doubling time measurements
revealed that the dna2-2 mutation was associated with a mild
slow growth phenotype, extending doubling times by B10 min
(103 min versus 92 min for wild-type). On deletion of YEN1, the
growth phenotype was much more severe, with an increase in
doubling time of B50 min for the double mutant (143.5 min).
Consistent with previous results28, we did not observe a
synthetic growth defect when YEN1 was deleted in Dna2
nuclease-mutant dna2-1 cells (data not shown), indicating that
the genetic interaction between YEN1 and DNA2 relates
specifically to the Dna2 helicase activity. Contrary to a reported
temperature-dependent lethal interaction between YEN1 and
DNA2 (ref. 28), we found double mutant cells were viable at
elevated temperature (37 !C) (Supplementary Fig. 2c), although
doubling times for dna2-2 and dna2-2 yen1D were further
increased by B20 and B5 min, respectively.

Microscopic inspection of exponentially growing dna2-2
cultures revealed an accumulation of cells in G2/M phase
of the cell cycle, and this effect was further accentuated on
deletion of YEN1. Morphological examination showed that
dna2-2 cultures contained B4% large dumbbell-shaped cells.
In dna2-2 yen1D cultures, this sub-fraction was more extensive,
accounting for B8% of cells, and B5% of cells exhibited
morphological changes such as bud elongation and the formation
of short chains of elongated cells (Fig. 2b). Finally, the vast
majority of G2/M cells within the dna2-2 and dna2-2
yen1D cultures (Z70%), but not within wild-type or yen1D
cultures, contained unsegregated nuclear DNA positioned near
the bud neck (Fig. 2b).
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While an accumulation of G2/M cells occurred during
exponential growth, analysis by flow cytometry showed that
dna2-2 and dna2-2 yen1D cells progressed through a single cell
cycle with apparently normal kinetics on synchronous release into
S phase after a-factor pheromone-induced G1 arrest (Fig. 2c).
This indicates that the helicase activity of Dna2 is
largely dispensable for bulk DNA synthesis, but that Dna2
helicase-deficient cells have a tendency to arrest at the G2/M
transition, as noted previously14. Importantly, replication and the
G2/M transition phenotype were unaffected by the presence or
absence of Yen1. The accumulation of G2/M cells may result
from elevated levels of stochastic DNA damage, since we detected
low-level phosphorylation of the checkpoint kinase Rad53 in
dna2-2 and dna2-2 yen1D cells in unperturbed conditions, which
was suppressed on deletion of the DNA damage checkpoint
mediator RAD9 (Fig. 2d). Moreover, the levels of G2/M cells in
either strain were much reduced in the absence of RAD9 , and
bud-elongation and cell-chain formation was no longer observed
(Fig. 2e and data not shown). The extended doubling times for
the dna2-2 and dna2-2 yen1D strains were reduced on RAD9
deletion, albeit not to wild-type levels (96 and 122 min,
respectively). Significantly, the viability of both dna2-2 and
dna2-2 rad9D cells was indistinguishable from the rad9D control,
whereas the severe reduction of viability we had observed on loss
of YEN1 in the dna2-2 background was only mildly suppressed by
RAD9 deletion (Fig. 2f). Together these data suggest that growth
defects in dna2-2 yen1D cells arise from two separate sources: (1)

Dna2 helicase dysfunction causes cells to accumulate DNA
lesions during unperturbed growth, triggering Rad9-dependent
DNA damage checkpoint activation and a delay at the G2/M
transition. (2) Yen1 cannot prevent these defects, so that they
manifest themselves similarly in dna2-2 yen1D double mutant
and dna2-2 single mutant cells. Yet, the absence of Yen1 is toxic
to dna2-2 cells, indicating that Yen1 acts downstream, resolving a
catastrophic DNA metabolic event that ensues when the Dna2
helicase is non-functional.

Yen1 is critical in dna2-2 cells under replication stress. Dna2
helicase deficiency sensitizes cells to DNA alkylating agent
MMS14,26 (Supplementary Fig. 2b). To test whether loss of Yen1
has an additional effect on the MMS sensitivity of Dna2
helicase-defective cells, we exposed dna2-2 yen1D cells to
increasing amounts of the drug. As expected39, loss of YEN1
alone did not result in overt MMS sensitivity. In contrast, dna2-2
yen1D cells proved to be several orders of magnitude more
sensitive than dna2-2 cells in drop assays (Fig. 3a). This
phenotype was not restricted to MMS, and similar results
were obtained with topoisomerase I poison camptothecin (CPT)
and ribonucleotide reductase inhibitor hydroxyurea (HU).
These drugs have disparate mechanisms of action, but their
effects (DNA damage, accumulation of trapped Top1 cleavage
complexes throughout the genome and nucleotide depletion,
respectively) all inhibit the progression of replication forks,
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suggesting that the functional overlap of Dna2 and Yen1
relates to replication fork stalling. This also suggests that
endogenous replication problems are responsible for the growth
defects of dna2-2 and dna2-2 yen1D cells in unperturbed
conditions.

Plasmid-based expression of Yen1 suppressed the HU sensitivity
phenotype of dna2-2 yen1D cells. This suppression was strictly
dependent on the nuclease activity of Yen1, demonstrating that
Yen1 protects dna2-2 cells through nucleolytic cleavage of
otherwise toxic DNA intermediates (Fig. 3b).

DNA damage follows acute replication stress in dna2-2 cells.
To investigate the immediate effects of replication stress on Dna2
helicase-defective cells, we next performed mitotic time-course
experiments (Fig. 4). Synchronized dna2-2 and dna2-2 yen1D
cells were released into S phase under mild replication stress
conditions in the presence of 50 mM HU, which impairs, but does
not block, replication. After 2 h, cells were shifted back to
drug-free medium. DNA synthesis was monitored by flow
cytometry, while DNA replication/DNA damage checkpoint
activation was assessed by Western blot analysis of the
phosphorylation status of Rad53. As expected, wild-type and
yen1D cells exhibited slowed replication progression in the
presence of HU. Interestingly, dna2-2 and dna2-2 yen1D cells
progressed through S phase at a pace similar to wild-type. As
shown in Fig. 4a, all strains showed S phase checkpoint activation
in the presence of HU, and S phase checkpoint silencing occurred
with normal kinetics across strains, followed by completion of

bulk DNA synthesis in drug-free medium. One hundred twenty
minutes after removal of HU, wild-type and yen1D cells
underwent cell division. In contrast, dna2-2 and dna2-2 yen1D
cells exhibited a reemergence of Rad53 phosphorylation and
remained in G2/M with a 2 N DNA content. This biphasic Rad53
phosphorylation pattern, with an unexpected second wave of
checkpoint activation in G2/M phase, required both the
presence of the dna2-2 allele and replication stress in the
preceding S phase (that is, it was not discernible above
background in control experiments without HU; Supplementary
Fig. 3). One interpretation of these observations is that the Dna2
helicase is involved in an immediate response to replication fork
stalling, preventing the emergence of DNA structures that signal
DNA damage in G2/M.

The presence of Yen1 could not protect Dna2 helicase-
defective cells from G2/M checkpoint activation and cell cycle
arrest after acute replication stress. However, in the presence of
Yen1, the G2/M arrest proved more transient. Thus, G1 cells with
a 1 N DNA content started to appear 240 min after removal of
HU, and continued to appear through overnight incubation in the
dna2-2 culture, while the dna2-2 yen1D strain produced very
few G1 cells, as judged by flow cytometry (Fig. 4a). Microscopic
analysis showed that within the dna2-2 yen1D culture B11% of
cells had segregated their nuclear DNA, while the dna2-2 culture
contained a significantly higher number of cells, B32%, with
segregated DNA after overnight incubation (Fig. 4b). This
correlated with a significantly lower lethality scored for dna2-2
mutants (B28% viability compared to wild-type) than for
the dna2-2 yen1D double mutant (o1% viability compared to
wild-type) (Fig. 4c). We conclude that Yen1 promotes mitotic exit
with viable chromosome segregation in Dna2 helicase-defective
cells recovering from acute replication stress.

Yen1 resolves dna2-2 post-replicative chromosome links.
A potential explanation for the apparent slow recovery of dna2-2
cells from G2/M checkpoint arrest relates to recent
work showing that Yen1 activity is cell cycle-regulated, with
cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK)-mediated phosphorylation
lowering its catalytic activity and inhibiting access to the nucleus
in S and G2 phase40. Upon anaphase onset, Cdc14-dependent
dephosphorylation activates Yen1 and allows the protein to
accumulate inside the nucleus during mitosis. To test whether
Yen1 cell cycle control is manifest in Dna2 helicase-defective cells
recovering from acute replication stress, we expressed and
monitored a functional (Supplementary Fig. 4a) version of
Yen1, tagged with enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP),
in dna2-2 and wild-type cells. The expected bi-phasic checkpoint
activation of dna2-2 cells in response to acute HU treatment was
recapitulated in the presence of Yen1-EGFP (Supplementary
Fig. 4b), and the fusion protein exhibited the characteristic
cell cycle-dependent subcellular localization reported for Yen1
(Fig. 5a)40. Importantly, when cells accumulated as large-budded
G2/M cells after HU wash-out, a subset of cells was double-
nucleated with a nuclear Yen1-EGFP signal, indicating that
mitotic entry had occurred. This subset of cells was markedly
larger in case of the wild-type strain after 2 h in drug-free medium
(Fig. 5b). After 4 h in drug-free medium, the fraction of wild-type
G2/M cells diminished as cells underwent mitosis. In contrast,
dna2-2 cells remained mostly in G2/M, with Yen1-EGFP in the
cytoplasm and a single nucleus at the bud neck, as expected for
DNA damage checkpoint-mediated pre-anaphase arrest. Thus,
targeting of Yen1 to the nucleus through the actions of Cdc14
(ref. 40) remained largely blocked, showing that unscheduled
DNA damage checkpoint signalling in dna2-2 cells is associated
with retention of Yen1 in the cytoplasm, and that this may
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represent a major impediment to the recovery of Dna2 helicase-
defective cells from replication stress.

To test this idea further, we next disrupted the G2/M DNA
damage checkpoint by deletion of RAD9 , allowing unrestrained
anaphase entry, and thus Yen1 activation, in Dna2 helicase-
defective cells. Upon acute replication stress treatment,
checkpoint activation during S phase occurred normally in the
absence of Rad9, consistent with signalling in response to
replication fork stalling, rather than DNA damage, through the
intact Mec1-Ddc2/Mrc1/Rad53-dependent pathway. In contrast,
unscheduled Rad53 phosphorylation in G2/M phase after HU
wash-out was abolished in dna2-2 rad9D and dna2-2 yen1D
rad9D cells (Fig. 5c). Dna2 helicase-defective cells now progressed
to cell division with kinetics similar to those exhibited by the
rad9D control strain, and we were able to study the effects of
Yen1 by microscopic inspection. This revealed two important

phenotypes associated with concomitant loss of Dna2 helicase
function and Yen1. Sixty minutes after the removal of HU,
dna2-2 yen1D rad9D samples contained roughly threefold higher
levels of early anaphase cells characterized by an elongated
nucleus stretched through the bud neck, as compared to dna2-2
rad9D and rad9D samples. Concomitantly, there was a delay in
the appearance of G1 cells containing a single nucleus (Fig. 5d).
This suggests that chromosome segregation and cytokinesis were
physically impeded in the absence of Yen1. Consistently, and
exclusively in dna2-2 yen1D rad9D cells, we observed prominent
chromosomal DNA bridges that span the bud neck and connect
the segregating masses of nuclear DNA (13.6 and 8% of the
double-nucleated cells affected 180 and 240 min after HU
wash-out, respectively) (Fig. 5e). In some instances this
phenotype could be seen in cells approaching abscission, as
indicated by a narrowing bud neck.
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When we determined the effect of checkpoint disruption on cell
viability, we found that deletion of RAD9 increased the viability of
Dna2 helicase-defective cells after acute replication stress treatment
threefold, reaching levels very similar to those observed for the
rad9D control strain. In the absence of YEN1, viability was also
improved, but did not reach more than B14% of the viability of
the rad9D control (Fig. 5f). Checkpoint activation in Dna2
helicase-defective cells after acute replication stress therefore
appears futile, and eliminating the G2/M checkpoint enabled a
highly effective Yen1-dependent survival pathway, while allowing a
small subset of cells to survive in a Yen1-independent manner. As
expected, checkpoint disruption had no beneficial effect when cells
were exposed to chronic replication stress (Supplementary Fig. 5),
consistent with improved survival being linked specifically to
allowing Yen1 access to post-replicative lesions in Dna2
helicase-defective cells after acute replication stress. These
observations resonate with previous findings showing that the
lethality of some temperature-sensitive dna2 alleles, and of dna2D,
can be suppressed by deleting RAD9 (refs 14,41,42), linking this
phenomenon, at least for the Dna2 helicase-defective dna2-2 allele,
to the removal of the inhibitory effect of the G2/M DNA damage
checkpoint on Yen1 activation.

To test whether Yen1 activation, not mitotic entry per se, is
sufficient for Yen1 to resolve aberrant DNA intermediates that
arise in Dna2 helicase-defective cells, we used a constitutively
active form of Yen1, referred to as Yen1on (Supplementary Fig. 6a).
Yen1on is not controlled by CDK and therefore permanently active
and nuclear43. We expressed Yen1on from a galactose-inducible
promoter in G2/M in dna2-2 yen1D cells recovering from acute,
HU-induced replication stress in the presence of nocodazole.
Strikingly, Yen1on-expressing cells did not exhibit unscheduled
DNA damage checkpoint activation during nocodazole-induced
G2/M arrest (Supplementary Fig. 6b). Furthermore, transient
expression of Yen1on in dna2-2 cells recovering from acute HU
treatment led to a significant increase in cell viability (B3.3-
fold±0.24 s.e.m., n¼ 2), as determined by colony outgrowth.

Collectively, these results suggest that Dna2 helicase-defective
cells fail to respond adequately to replication stress, leading to post-
replicative DNA damage signalling and chromosome entangle-
ments. Upon anaphase entry, Yen1 promotes the survival of Dna2
helicase-defective cells by resolving post-replicative chromosomal
DNA links, allowing proper chromosome segregation.

Yen1 acts distinct from HJ resolution in dna2-2 cells. Yen1
is known for its role in removing persistent HJ DNA structures
that accumulate as Rad52-dependent HR intermediates. Previous
findings also suggest an increased requirement for Rad52-depen-
dent DNA repair by HR in Dna2 helicase-defective cells. Thus,
dna2-2 rad52D cells without overt growth defect at 30 !C, but
temperature sensitivity at a restrictive temperature of 37 !C, have
been described44. We generated dna2-2 rad52D cells and found
that compared to dna2-2 (103 min) and rad52D (112 min), double
mutant cells grew slowly, even at 30 !C, with a doubling time of
144 min. Furthermore, loss of Rad52 led to pronounced synthetic
hypersensitivity of dna2-2 cells to HU (Fig. 6a). Finally, we
observed a significant increase of spontaneous Rad52 foci,
indicative of HR45, in dna2-2 cells in unperturbed conditions
(Fig. 6b), whereas Dna2 focus formation is elevated in rad52D
cells46. This suggests that Dna2 and Rad52-dependent HR
represent parallel and compensatory pathways in the response to
replication stress.

Elevated levels of HR repair could explain why loss of Yen1 is
detrimental to dna2-2 cells. If so, dna2-2 mus81D cells should
exhibit an even stronger growth defect than dna2-2 yen1D cells,
given that Mus81-Mms4 is activated, in a CDK-dependent

manner, prior to Yen1 activation at anaphase onset. Reaching
an activity peak in its hyperphosphorylated state in G2/M,
Mus81-Mms4 is thus the major nuclease in removing HR
intermediates in budding yeast40. Notwithstanding, we found that
in contrast to loss of Yen1, disruption of Mus81-Mms4, or the
Slx1-Slx4 HJ resolvase, did not increase the doubling time of
dna2-2 cells in unperturbed conditions. In the presence of HU or
MMS, deletion of SLX1 had no effect on the sensitivity of Dna2
helicase-defective cells. Deletion of MUS81, which in itself results
in replication stress sensitivity, added to their sensitivity
(Fig. 6c and data not shown), consistent with a requirement for
Mus81-Mms4 in the resolution of excessive HR intermediates in
dna2-2 cells. However, dna2-2 yen1D cells were significantly more
sensitive to HU or MMS than dna2-2 mus81D cells (0.2 versus
45% cell survival at 20 mM HU as determined by colony
outgrowth) (Fig. 6c,d and data not shown), despite the fact that
defects related to HJ resolution as a consequence of Yen1 loss
have been shown to transpire only in the absence of a functional
Mus81-Mms4 resolvase39. Therefore, there is a pathway, distinct
from canonical HJ resolution, which uniquely requires Yen1 for
the removal of DNA intermediates that are apparently not
amenable to cleavage by Mus81-Mms4, in dna2-2 cells. Indeed,
the toxicity caused by loss of Yen1 cannot be explained by an
accumulation of HR intermediates alone, as we found that the
synthetic sick relationship between DNA2 and YEN1 is
maintained in cells deleted for RAD52, which cannot engage in
HR reactions. In fact, we were unable to generate a dna2-2
rad52D yen1D triple mutant by tetrad dissection (data not
shown), and have confirmed an essential requirement for Yen1 in
dna2-2 rad52D cells using a plasmid-based assay (Fig. 6e). These
results contrast with an epistatic relationship that exists between
RAD52 and the HJ resolution pathway defined by MUS81-MMS4
and YEN1 (refs 39,47), and imply that the structures that are
targeted by Yen1 in order to maintain the viability of Dna2
helicase-defective cells derive from perturbed replication
intermediates in a HR-independent manner.

Yen1 resolves DNA replication intermediates in dna2-2 cells.
To address the question whether replication fork stalling in Dna2
helicase-defective cells gives rise to an accumulation of DNA
intermediates that might become targets for Yen1, we turned to
the natural replication fork barrier (RFB)48 within the ribosomal
DNA (rDNA) on chromosome XII. We compared rDNA
from actively replicating wild-type and dna2-2 mutant cells by
two-dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis and monitored the
disappearance of replication intermediates as cells progressed
from S phase to nocodazole-induced G2/M arrest. In S phase,
Dna2 helicase-defective cells showed a pattern of replication
intermediates very similar to wild-type (Fig. 6f). As expected,
replication intermediate levels dropped significantly when cells
accumulated in G2/M during nocodazole arrest. However,
the resolution of replication intermediates, in particular of
RFB-stalled and converged forks, was less efficient in dna2-2
cells, leading to a B2 and B3-fold less prominent decrease
compared to wild-type, respectively. These results are in good
agreement with previous observations of accumulating stalled and
converged fork intermediates within the rDNA of dna2-2 cells49,
and corroborate the notion of an aberrant response to replication
fork stalling in Dna2 helicase-defective cells. To see if Yen1
targets aberrant replication intermediates that persist in Dna2
helicase-defective cells, we expressed, in asynchronous dna2-2
cultures, constitutively active Yen1on (Fig. 6g), allowing us to
monitor Yen1 actions prior to the activation of endogenous
Yen1 and chromosome segregation in M phase. Similar to staged
S phase cells, 2D gel electrophoresis of exponentially growing
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dna2-2 cells showed the expected rDNA replication intermediates
and, in addition, a more prominent signal indicative of
recombination intermediates (X-spike), consistent with an
accumulation of G2/M cells with increased rates of HR49.
Yen1on did not affect the RFB signal, suggesting that replication
forks arrested at the barrier are not immediately susceptible to
Yen1 nuclease activity. In contrast, and consistent with the ability
of Yen1 to resolve recombination intermediates, moderate

constitutive Yen1on expression markedly reduced the X-spike
signal. Importantly, single fork intermediates (Y structures) and
converged forks were also decreased on Yen1on expression,
showing that Yen1, in addition to resolving four-way X-DNA, is
able to remove replication intermediates that accumulate in Dna2
helicase-defective cells. These results suggest that endogenous
Yen1, activated on anaphase entry, uniquely resolves persistent
replication fork/converging fork structures to disentangle
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Figure 6 | Yen1 uniquely resolves toxic DNA intermediates in Dna2 helicase-defective cells along a pathway distinct from canonical HJ resolution.
(a) Synergistic defects in the resistance to replication stress in homologous recombination-deficient dna2-2 rad52D cells. Drop assay performed as in
Fig. 3a. (b) Spontaneous Rad52-YFP foci in wild-type and dna2-2 cells in different cell cycle stages, determined by microscopic analysis (Z180 cells scored
per strain). (c) Genetic interactions of dna2-2 with HJ resolvases YEN1, MUS81-MMS4 and SLX1-SLX4. Drop assays performed as in Fig. 3a. (d) Mean
plating efficiency (PE) ±s.e.m. (n¼ 3) of the indicated strains assessed by colony outgrowth in the presence of increasing amounts of HU, relative to no-
drug conditions. (e) Interaction between dna2-2, RAD52 and YEN1. Cells of the indicated genotypes and containing a plasmid expressing wild-type DNA2
(pDNA2) were grown under uracil selection to ensure retention of the pDNA2, or on medium containing 5-FOA to select against the plasmid. Failure to
grow on 5-FOA is indicative of an inviable genotype. (f) Analysis of replication and recombination intermediates in the rDNA of wild-type and dna2-2 cells
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as indicated. DNA structures chosen for quantification included RFB-arrested forks (1), Y-arc structures containing a replication fork at varying positions
outside the RFB (2,3), the X-spike indicative of four-way branched DNAs containing Holliday junctions or hemicatenanes (4), and forks converging at the
RFB (5). Representative autoradiographies are marked for RFB-stalled (1) and converged replication fork intermediates (5), which were resolved less
efficiently in dna2-2 cells compared to wild-type following S phase. Three independent experiments were quantified and the data are presented as mean
values±s.e.m. (g) 2 D analysis as in f, but using exponentially growing dna2-2 cells expressing or not Yen1on. Intermediates that were reduced upon Yen1on

expression are indicated. Three independent experiments were quantified and the data are presented as mean values±s.e.m.
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underreplicated nascent sister chromatids when Dna2 helicase-
defective cells enter mitosis, thereby safeguarding chromosome
segregation and enabling viable mitotic exit.

Discussion
Our analyses of the interplay between Dna2, HJ resolvase Yen1
and the DNA damage checkpoint allows us to define important
functions of the Dna2 helicase activity and the Yen1 nuclease in
the replication stress response. We propose a model, where the
Dna2 helicase activity represents a HR-independent replication
stress response pathway that helps to ensure full replication
of the genome. Replication intermediates that escape the
attention of Dna2 persist and impair sister chromatid separation,
unless they are resolved by Yen1 in mitosis. Thus, the actions of
Yen1, which has so far only been known to target HR
intermediates, allow viable chromosome segregation along a
novel pathway, distinct from canonical HJ resolution (Fig. 7).

The precise constitution of the DNA structures that threaten
chromosome segregation in Dna2 helicase-defective cells remains
to be determined. However, the fact that Yen1 can detoxify them
indicates that these DNA intermediates conform to the
substrate spectrum of Yen1, which includes 50-flaps and fully
double-stranded DNA three-way and four-way junctions29,43. As
Dna2R1253Q retains 50-flap endonuclease activity (Fig. 1f), this
activity of Yen1, which could potentially support the proposed
role of Dna2 in Okazaki fragment processing18,19, is unlikely to
explain the requirement for Yen1 in Dna2 helicase-defective cells.
Consistently, we find no genetic indication that Yen1 might
support functions of the major Okazaki fragment processing
nuclease Rad27 in vivo (Supplementary Fig. 7). We thus favour
the possibility that the capacity of Yen1 to target branched
dsDNA intermediates is relevant for the protection of dna2-2
cells. This ability distinguishes Yen1, Mus81-Mms4 and Slx1-Slx4
from other structure-specific nucleases, and allows them to
resolve HR-dependent HJs, but also analogues of replication
forks, and presumably reversed fork intermediates, which
are structurally equivalent to four-way HJs30,32,50. DNA
intermediates that require detoxification by Yen1 arise in Dna2
helicase-defective cells in the absence of Rad52 (Fig. 6e), and in
the presence of Mus81-Mms4, which we find in the active,
hyperphosphorylated40 form in post-replicative dna2-2 cells
(Supplementary Fig. 8). Therefore, Yen1 appears not to be
primarily required to remove HR intermediates in dna2-2 cells,
but instead for removing persistent replication intermediates,
such as arrested forks or converged forks that fail to fuse
(Fig. 6f,g). Of note, a similar activity of MUS81-EME1 towards
late replication intermediates has been shown to avoid sister
chromatid non-disjunction in human cells33,34. Thus, Yen1 and
other HJ resolving enzymes might function in complementary
fashion, rather than redundantly, in targeting dead-end
replication intermediates to protect chromosome segregation.

Persistent replication intermediates could explain chromosome
non-disjunction in Dna2 helicase-defective cells (Fig. 5e), and it is
tempting to speculate that the Dna2 helicase activity may be
involved in replication fork remodelling reactions that facilitate
fork recovery. This would be conceptually similar to the role of
the Dna2 nuclease in replication restart at reversed forks
through degradation of the regressed DNA branch21–23.
A particularly attractive possibility is that fork reversal might
occur and/or persist as a consequence of Dna2 helicase
dysfunction. The resulting chicken-foot structure, which
effectively contains a single-ended DNA double-strand break at
the tip of the regressed DNA branch, could account for
DNA damage checkpoint activation51, which we observe in
Dna2 helicase-defective cells (Figs 2d,4a and 5c). A four-way

chicken-foot DNA intermediate would also be amenable to
resolution by Yen1; perhaps more so than by Mus81-Mms4,
which is greatly stimulated by pre-existing nicks within DNA
junctions, such as those that may be present in HR-dependent
joint molecules and maturing HJs prior to a final ligation
step29,30,43. Importantly, and regardless of their exact structural
features, the intermediates resolved by Yen1 in Dna2
helicase-defective cells constitute a first DNA target that is
uniquely processed by Yen1. This demonstrates greater
complexity in the uses of HJ resolvases in cells, and could
explain the evolutionary conservation of Yen1/GEN1.

Intriguingly, Dna2 and Yen1 are both subject to
CDK1-regulated nucleocytoplasmic shuttling52 (Fig. 7b). During
S phase, phosphorylation of Yen1 mediates nuclear
exclusion, whereas phospho-Dna2 accumulates inside the
nucleus. Thus, Dna2 can access sites of impaired DNA
replication, and, consistently, has been found to form discrete
nuclear foci during HU-induced replication arrest53. Dna2
helicase dysfunction gives rise to lesions that require Yen1 for
resolution, but also triggers G2/M checkpoint activation,
precluding dephosphorylation-dependent Yen1 activation and
translocation to the nucleus on anaphase entry (Fig. 5a).
Paradoxical though it may seem, this likely reflects a trade-off
between the need to protect chromosomes from the DNA de-
branching activities of Yen1 during S phase, while exploiting its
unique biochemical properties to remove persistent chromosomal
DNA links in M phase. Indeed, Yen1on expression in G2/M
allows resolution of toxic DNA intermediates in dna2-2 cells
(Supplementary Fig. 6), but constitutive expression is associated
with MMS sensitivity, and tight control over the activities of HJ
resolvases has been shown to limit sister chromatid exchange and
the risk of loss of heterozygosity40,54–56. Despite the risk
of terminal G2/M arrest, Yen1 effectively maintains the
viability of Dna2 helicase-defective cells in unperturbed
conditions (Fig. 2a), indicating its late activation as an elegant
failsafe mechanism that allows Yen1 to act indiscriminately on
DNA structures that resemble normal replication intermediates,
identified as aberrant only by their presence at the wrong time in
the cell cycle. In future, it will be interesting to see whether Yen1
represents a more general surveillance nuclease for aberrant
replication intermediates that persist into anaphase. Strong G2/M
checkpoint signalling and terminal arrest at the G2/M boundary
might have precluded the detection of Yen1 functions
downstream of repair and replication factors other than DNA2
in large-scale screening efforts thus far.

Loss and overexpression of DNA2 has been observed in human
cancers and cancer cell lines12,57,58, while haploinsufficiency
promotes cancer formation in heterozygous DNA2-knockout
mice9. This suggests a complex role in cancer, where genome
instability caused by impaired DNA2 function may drive
tumorigenesis, whereas upregulation of DNA2 may help cancer
cells to survive continuous DNA replication stress. Interestingly, a
homozygous mutation in DNA2 has recently been identified in
patients with Seckel syndrome59, a disease associated with a
compromised response to replication fork stalling on the cellular
level60. Depletion of DNA2 in mammalian cells recapitulates
many of the phenotypes seen in Dna2-defective yeast, including
sensitivity to replication stress, elevated DNA damage,
chromosome instability and G2/M cell cycle delay9–12,
indicating functional conservation. Our results implicate the
elusive Dna2 helicase in replication fork recovery. Yen1 provides
a downstream survival pathway, along which toxic DNA
intermediates that arise when the Dna2 helicase activity fails to
respond adequately to replication fork stalling are resolved.
Similar two-tiered mechanisms may contribute to the aetiology of
human pathologies involving DNA2.
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Methods
Recombinant proteins. Wild-type Dna2, Dna2R1253Q, Dna2E675A and Dna2K1080E

were expressed from a modified pGAL:DNA2 vector, adding N-terminal FLAG and
HA tags and a C-terminal 6! His tag, and purified as described previously36,37.
RPA protein was expressed and purified as described61.

Nuclease/helicase and ATPase assays. Experiments were carried out and
analysed as described36,37. In brief, we used an assay that couples ATP hydrolysis to
oxidation of NADH to determine the rate of ATP hydrolysis by Dna2 variants by
following the decrease in optical absorbance by NADH at 340 nm over time.
Kinetic plots of ATP hydrolysis were derived by calculating the amount of ATP
hydrolysed per time interval. Fifteen microlitres reactions contained 25 mM
Tris-acetate (pH 7.5), 2 mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM ATP, 1 mM dithiothreitol,
0.1 mg ml# 1 bovine serum albumin, 1 mM phosphoenolpyruvate, 16 U ml# 1

pyruvate kinase, 1 nM DNA substrate, 16.8 nM RPA and Dna2 proteins as
indicated. Nuclease assays were incubated at 30 !C for 30 min. For analysis by
denaturing polyacrylamide electrophoresis, samples were heat-denatured in
formamide. DNA substrates were assembled using oligonucleotides X12-3 and
X12-4SC, and PC 92 and X12-4SC for the 19 and 30 nt 50-tailed DNA substrates,
respectively36,37; the 50-flapped DNA substrate consisted of oligonucleotides
X12-4NC, Flap 19 X12-4C, and 292, as described37. Where indicated,
oligonucleotides were 32P-labelled at the 50-end using [g-32P] ATP and T4
polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs). Unincorporated nucleotides were
removed using MicroSpin G25 columns (GE Healthcare) before annealing the
respective DNA substrates.

Yeast strains and plasmids. S. cerevisiae strains (Supplementary Table 1) were
derived from BY4741 (ref. 62) using standard methods. The dna2-2 allele was
generated using pop-in/pop-out mutagenesis63, and the DNA damage sensitivity of
the resulting strain could be complemented with plasmid-borne wild-type DNA2
cloned into vector pAG416GPD-ccdB (pDNA2) (Supplementary Fig. 2b). For
constitutive expression, YEN1 was cloned into vector pAG416GPD-ccdB or
pAG416GPD-ccdB-EGFP64, and site-directed mutagenesis was performed to
generate a catalytically inactive form of Yen1 bearing the mutations E193A and
E195A. Yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-tagged Rad52 was expressed from its
endogenous promoter using centromeric plasmid pWJ1213 (ref. 65). If not stated
otherwise, all strains were cultured at 30 !C using YPAD media. YEN1on was
cloned into vector pAG416GPD-ccdB, or pYES-DEST52 (Invitrogen) for
expression from a GAL1 promoter in YPLG medium with 2% (w/v) galactose and
1% (w/v) raffinose. Antibodies used to monitor the expression of tagged proteins
were Abcam mouse monoclonal anti-V5 antibody ab27671, and Sigma mouse
monoclonal anti-Myc antibody 9E10. Santa Cruz Biotechnology goat polyclonal

anti-Mcm2 antibody yN-19 was routinely used to ensure gel lanes were equally
loaded for total protein.

Cell viability and drug sensitivity assays. Doubling times were
determined as described66 and averaged over at least three independent
experiments. For microscopic determination of cell cycle stage (budding index),
an average of 400 cells per strain and replicate were scored. Plating efficiency
as a measure of strain viability was determined by colony outgrowth after
plating a defined number of cells. The number of colonies formed after 3–4 days at
30 !C was divided by the number of cells plated as quantified in
haemocytometer counts. For drop assays, exponentially growing cells were
normalized to 107 cells ml# 1, and 2 ml drops of tenfold serial dilutions
were spotted onto the appropriate medium with or without MMS, HU or CPT.
If not stated otherwise, plates were incubated for 3–4 days at 30 !C. For liquid
survival assays, overnight cultures were diluted to OD600¼ 0.1–0.2 and grown
for 4 h, then synchronized with a-factor in G1 and released into YPAD
containing 50 mM HU for 120 min. Relevant dilutions were plated onto YPAD
plates and colonies were counted after 3–4 days.

Mitotic time-courses. For time-course experiments, cells were grown
exponentially (OD600¼ 0.4–0.6) and synchronized by addition of
a-factor (routinely 495% unbudded cells for wild-type, Z90% for
Dna2 helicase-defective strains). Cells were then harvested, washed and
released into YPAD containing 50 mM HU for 2 h. After HU wash-out, cells were
cultured in drug-free medium. Aliquots for flow cytometry, Western
blot analysis and microscopy were withdrawn at regular intervals. Where
indicated, a-factor or nocodazole (15 mg ml# 1) was added during and/or after
treatment.

Analysis of Rad53-phosphorylation. TCA-precipitated proteins were separated
by SDS-PAGE using precast gels (Invitrogen), and blotted onto polyvinylidene
difluoride membranes using a Bio-Rad Turbo blot system. Rad53 protein was
detected using a custom-made mouse monoclonal antibody67. Uncropped
immunoblots are shown in Supplementary Fig. 9.

Flow cytometry. Cells were fixed overnight in 70% ethanol at 4 !C with rotation
and processed as described68. Cells were then washed and resuspended using
50 mM Na-citrate (pH 7). After brief sonication, RNase A was added
(0.25 mg ml# 1), and cells were incubated overnight at 37 !C, washed, and
resuspended in 50 mM Na-citrate (pH 7) containing 16 mg ml# 1 propidium iodide.
Measurements of DNA content were done using a BD LSR II flow cytometer
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(Becton Dickinson) operated with BD FACSDiva software. Data was processed
with FlowJo (TreeStar).

Microscopy. DIC images were obtained using a Zeiss Axio Imager Z1 with a Plan-
Apochromat 63!/1.4 DIC oil objective (Zeiss) and an AxioCam camera controlled
by ZEN Blue 2012 software. To analyse nuclear DNA and chromosome segrega-
tion, cells were fixed with 70% ethanol for 5 min at room temperature and stained
with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (50 ng ml# 1). For Yen1-EGFP and
Rad52-YFP analyses, cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 3 min at room
temperature and stained with DAPI. Confocal images were collected using a Zeiss
Axio Imager M1/Yokogawa CSU-X1 scanhead multipoint confocal microscope
with a Plan-Neofluar 100!/1.45 oil objective and EM-CCD Cascade II camera
(Photometrics) controlled by Metamorph 7.7.2 software (Molecular Devices), or a
Rolera Thunder Back Illuminated EM-CCD camera (Q Imaging) controlled
by VisiView software (Visitron Systems). Stacks of 420 optical slices separated by
200 nm were collected, and images of two-dimensional projections were prepared
with ImageJ software (Fiji).

Analysis of rDNA replication by 2D gel electrophoresis. Synchronized or
exponentially growing cells were harvested by centrifugation, and genomic DNA was
purified using G-20 columns (Qiagen) before digestion with BglII. For S phase
samples, aliquots were withdrawn every 10 min for 60 min on release from a-factor-
induced G1 arrest, and pooled before preparing genomic DNA. Ethanol-purified
DNA digests (2.5mg) were subjected to 2D gel analysis as described69, with minor
modifications. The first dimension gel (0.4% agarose in TBE) was run at 1 V cm# 1

at room temperature for 16 h. The second dimension gel (1.5% in TBE containing
0.3 g ml# 1 ethidium bromide) was run at 5 V cm# 1 at 4 !C in circulating TBE
buffer for 5 h. The DNA was then blotted onto Hybond XL membrane (Amersham)
by capillary transfer in 0.4 N NaOH. After UV-crosslinking, the membrane was
blocked with ssDNA, probed for rDNA, and washed according to instructions by the
manufacturer. A DNA template for the Southern probe was prepared by PCR from
genomic DNA using primers 50-GCCATTTACAAAAACATAACG and 50-GGGC
CTAGTTTAGAGAGAAGT49. The radiolabelled probe was then synthesized in the
presence of [a-32P] dCTP and [a-32P] dATP using Klenow fragment polymerization
(New England Biolabs/Bioconcept). Radioactive Southern blots were imaged using a
phosphorimager screen (Kodak) and a TyphoonTM 9400 system (GE Healthcare),
and quantified using ImageQuant TL v2005 software as described70. In brief, the
signal intensities for individual image objects were normalized to the intensity of
the 1 N spot after background correction. The fold change was calculated by
dividing the normalized signal intensity of each intermediate in G2 phase by the
corresponding signal in S phase. For the experiment with Yen1on expression in
dna2-2 cells, the normalized signal intensity for each scrutinized DNA intermediate
in the strain harbouring the Yen1on construct was divided by the corresponding
signal in the strain with empty vector.

Data availability. The authors declare that all data supporting the findings of this
study are available within the article and its Supplementary Information, or from
the corresponding author on request.
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Supplementary	Figures	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Supplementary	 Figure	 1	⏐ 	Apparent	ATP	 turnover	 number	 of	Dna2	proteins.	Apparent	kcat	 values	were	

calculated	from	the	initial	rate	of	ATP	hydrolysis	in	experiments	such	as	those	shown	in	Fig.	1	c,	containing	

a	5'-tailed	DNA	substrate,	but	with	3	nM	Dna2	variants.	Data	presented	as	mean	values	±s.e.m.	(n	=	2).	
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Supplementary	Figure	2	⏐Assessment	of	Dna2	helicase-defective	dna2-2	 cells.	 (a)	Western	blot	analysis	

showing	that	the	R1253Q	mutation	within	the	helicase	domain	of	Dna2	does	not	alter	protein	expression	or	

protein	stability.	Whole	cell	extracts	were	prepared	from	logarithmically	growing	cultures	and	resolved	on	a	

NuPAGE	7%	Tris-acetate	gel	(Life	Technologies).	The	upper	part	of	the	membrane	was	probed	for	wild-type	

and	mutant	Dna2	tagged	with	13	x	Myc	at	the	C-terminus	and	expressed	from	the	endogenous	DNA2	locus.	

The	lower	part	of	the	membrane	was	probed	for	Mcm2,	which	served	as	loading	control.	The	positions	of	

size-markers	are	indicated.	(b)	Drop	assay,	performed	as	described	for	Fig.	3,	showing	that	dna2-2	cells	are	

sensitive	 to	MMS,	 and	 that	 expression	 of	DNA2	 from	 a	 low-copy	 number	 plasmid	with	 a	GPD	promoter	

restores	resistance.	(c)	Drop	assay	showing	that	dna2-2	yen1Δ	cells	are	viable	at	elevated	temperature.	 	
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Supplementary	Figure	3	⏐Unscheduled	post-replicative	checkpoint	activation	in	Dna2	helicase-defective	

cells	is	not	discernible	in	unperturbed	conditions.	The	indicated	strains	were	synchronized	in	G1,	released	

into	YPAD	medium	without	HU,	and	monitored	by	Western	blot	analysis	for	phosphorylation	of	Rad53	over	

a	period	of	4	h.	Under	these	conditions,	cells	routinely	completed	bulk	DNA	synthesis	within	60	min	of	α-

factor	release	(see	Fig.	2c).	S,	synchronous;	C,	control	samples	showing	Rad53	phosphorylation	(Rad53-P)	

after	exposure	of	the	respective	strains	to	HU.	 	
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Supplementary	 Figure	 4	 ⏐Green	 fluorescent	 protein-tagged	 Yen1-EGFP	 is	 functional.	 (a)	 Drop	 assay,	

performed	as	described	for	Fig.	3,	showing	that	Yen1-EGFP	suppresses	the	severe	HU	sensitivity	of	dna2-2	

yen1Δ	cells,	which	demonstrates	that	the	tag	does	not	interfere	with	Yen1	function.	(b)	Biphasic	checkpoint	

activation	in	response	to	acute	replication	stress	 is	maintained	in	Dna2	helicase-defective	cells	expressing	

Yen1-EGFP.	Mitotic	time-course	experiments	performed	as	described	for	Fig.	4.	Checkpoint	activation	and	

replication	progression	were	monitored	by	analyzing	Rad53	phosphorylation	 (Rad53-P)	 and	DNA	content	

(1N	and	2N	indicated),	respectively.	S,	synchronous;	o/n,	overnight.	
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Supplementary	Figure	5	⏐ 	Disruption	of	the	DNA	damage	checkpoint	does	not	suppress	the	sensitivity	of	

Dna2	helicase-defective	cells	 to	 chronic	 replication	stress.	Drop	assays	of	the	indicated	strains	on	plates	

containing	increasing	amounts	of	HU,	performed	as	described	for	Fig.	3.	
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Supplementary	 Figure	 6	 ⏐ 	 Constitutively	 active	 Yen1on	 suppresses	 post-replicative	 DNA	 damage	

checkpoint	activation	in	Dna2	helicase-defective	cells	recovering	from	acute	replication	stress.	(a)	Yen1on	

is	mutated	at	all	 CDK	consensus	 sites	 (serine	 to	alanine	 substitutions),	 as	 indicated.	This	eliminates	CDK-

dependent	 control,	 allowing	 the	 active	enzyme	 into	 the	nucleus	 at	 all	 cell	 cycle	 stages.	 (b)	Mitotic	 time-

courses	with	dna2-2	yen1Δ	cells	harboring	an	empty	vector	control	or	a	vector	for	the	expression	of	YEN1on	

under	 control	 of	 a	 galactose-inducible	 promoter.	 Cells	 were	 synchronized	 in	 G1,	 released	 into	 acute	

replication	stress	in	the	presence	of	50	mM	HU	for	2	h,	and	then	shifted	to	medium	containing	galactose	to	

induce	 Yen1on	 expression,	 and	 nocodazole	 to	 block	 cells	 in	 G2.	 Checkpoint	 activation	 and	 replication	

progression	were	monitored	by	assessing	Rad53	phosphorylation	(Rad53-P)	and	DNA	content	(1N	and	2N	

indicated),	respectively.	Insets	show	the	expression	of	Yen1on,	detected	using	an	anti-V5	antibody.	 	
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Supplementary	Figure	7	⏐Genetic	analysis	of	the	relationship	between	Yen1	and	Rad27.	(a)	A	deletion	of	

YEN1	 does	 not	 aggravate	 the	 temperature	 or	 MMS	 sensitivity	 of	 rad27Δ	 cells.	 (b)	 Constitutive	 or	 (c)	

galactose-induced	expression	of	Yen1	or	Yen1on	does	not	alleviate	the	temperature	or	MMS	sensitivity	of	

rad27Δ	cells.	Note	how	Yen1on	expression	even	attenuates	growth	in	rad27Δ	mutants	under	all	conditions.	

In	 contrast,	 wild-type	 cells	 are	 inhibited	 by	 Yen1on	 only	 in	 the	 presence	 of	 MMS.	 Drop	 assays	 were	

performed	as	described	for	Fig.	3	and	plates	were	imaged	after	2	to	3	days.	 	
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Supplementary	 Figure	 8	⏐ 	Mus81-Mms4	 is	 hyperphosphorylated	 in	 Dna2	 helicase-defective	 cells	 after	

replication	 stress.	Mitotic	 time-courses	with	wild-type	and	dna2-2	cells	with	an	endogenously	13	x	Myc-

tagged	version	of	Mms4,	performed	as	described	for	Fig.	4.	Phosphorylation	of	Rad53	(Rad53-P)	indicates	

checkpoint	 activation.	Western	 blot	 analysis	 with	 an	 anti-Myc	 antibody	 reveals	 an	 upshift	 in	 the	Mms4	

signal	 caused	 by	 G2/M-specific	 hyperphosphorylation	 (Mms4-P).	 Hyperphosphorylation	 of	 Mms4	 is	

transient	 in	 the	wild-type,	but	persistent	 in	dna2-2	 cells,	which	 recover	 slowly	 from	acute	HU	 treatment	

and	delay	at	the	G2/M	boundary	(see	also	Fig.	4a).	As,	asynchronous;	S,	synchronous;	o/n,	overnight.	
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Supplementary	Figure	9	⏐ 	Uncropped	 immunoblots.	Boxed	areas	correspond	to	images	presented	in	the	

indicated	 main	 text	 and	 supplementary	 figures.	 Size	 markers	 (kDa)	 are	 indicated.	 *,	 denotes	 unspecific	

bands.	 	
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Supplementary	Figure	9	⏐ 	Uncropped	 immunoblots.	Boxed	areas	correspond	to	images	presented	in	the	

indicated	 main	 text	 and	 supplementary	 figures.	 Size	 markers	 (kDa)	 are	 indicated.	 *,	 denotes	 unspecific	

bands.
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Supplementary	Tables	

Supplementary	Table	1	⏐ 	S.	cerevisiae	strains	used	in	this	study.	

Strain	 Relevant	genotype	 Source	
BY4741	(wild-type)		 MATa	his3∆1	leu2∆0	met15∆0	ura3∆0	 GE	Healthcare	
clone	ID	174	 BY4741	yen1∆::KanMX4	 GE	Healthcare	
clone	ID	540	 BY4741	rad52∆::KanMX4	 GE	Healthcare	
clone	ID	3368	 BY4741	slx1∆::KanMX4	 GE	Healthcare	
YRL31	 BY4741	DNA2-13myc::	KanMX4	 this	study	
YRL33	 BY4741	dna2-2-13myc::	KanMX4	 this	study	
YRL96	 BY4741	dna2-2	 this	study	
YRL97	 BY4741	dna2-2	yen1∆::KanMX4	 this	study	
YRL98	 BY4741	dna2-2	mus81∆::URA3	 this	study	
YRL99	 BY4741	dna2-2	slx1∆::KanMX4	 this	study	
YRL129	 BY4741	dna2-2	rad52∆::URA3	 this	study	
YRL133	 BY4741	rad9∆::URA3	 this	study	
YRL134	 BY4741	yen1∆::KanMX4	rad9∆::URA3	 this	study	
YRL136	 BY4741	dna2-2	rad9∆::URA3	 this	study	
YRL138	 BY4741	dna2-2	yen1∆::KanMX4	rad9∆::URA3	 this	study	
YRL241	 BY4741	MMS4-13myc::URA3	 this	study	
YRL243	 BY4741	dna2-2	MMS4-13myc::URA3	 this	study	
YRL249	 BY4741	rad27∆::HIS3	 this	study	
YRL250	 BY4741	rad27∆::HIS3	yen1∆::KanMX4	 this	study	
YRL268	 BY4741	dna2-2	yen1∆::KanMX4	rad52∆::HIS3	

pDNA2	(URA3)	
this	study	

YRL272	 BY4741	dna2-2	rad52∆::HIS3	pDNA2	(URA3)	 this	study	
YWL169	 BY4741	mus81∆::HIS3	 reference	1	
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DNA replication is mediated by a multi-protein com-
plex known as the replisome. With the hexameric 
MCM (minichromosome maintenance) replicative hel-
icase at its core, the replisome splits the parental DNA 
strands, forming replication forks (RFs), where it catal-
yses coupled leading and lagging strand DNA synthesis. 
While replication is a highly effective process, intrinsic 
and oncogene-induced replication stress impedes the 
progression of replisomes along chromosomes. As a 
consequence, RFs stall, arrest, and collapse, jeopardiz-
ing genome stability. In these instances, accessory fork 
progression and repair factors, orchestrated by the 
replication checkpoint, promote RF recovery, ensuring 
the chromosomes are fully replicated and can be safely 
segregated at cell division. Homologous recombination 
(HR) proteins play key roles in negotiating replication 
stress, binding at stalled RFs and shielding them from 
inappropriate processing. In addition, HR-mediated 
strand exchange reactions restart stalled or collapsed 
RFs and mediate error-free post-replicative repair. 
DNA transactions at stalled RFs further involve various 
DNA editing factors, notably helicases and nucleases. A 
study by Ölmezer et al. (2016) has recently identified a 
role for the structure-specific nuclease Yen1 (GEN1 in 
human) in the resolution of dead-end DNA replication 
intermediates after RF arrest. This new function of 
Yen1 is distinct from its previously known role as a 
Holliday junction resolvase, mediating the removal of 
branched HR intermediates, and it becomes essential 
for viable chromosome segregation in cells with a de-
fective Dna2 helicase. These findings have revealed 

greater complexity in the tasks mediated by Yen1 and 
expose a replicative role for the elusive helicase activi-
ty of the conserved Dna2 nuclease-helicase. 

 
The Dna2 nuclease-helicase has emerged as a multifunc-

tional mediator of genome stability. Other labs have shown 

that Dna2’s nuclease activity is involved in DNA end-

resection, facilitating HR-mediated DNA double-strand 

break repair and the resetting of reversed RFs. The Dna2 

helicase activity appears to be dispensable for these pro-

cesses and its function in vivo has remained enigmatic. In 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, cells harboring various different 

point mutations within the Dna2 helicase domain share a 

common sensitivity to the DNA alkylating agent methyl 

methane sulfonate (MMS). Ölmezer et al. (2016) now pro-

vide evidence that this phenotype relates to a critical role 

of the Dna2 helicase at stalled RFs. Key for elucidating this 

function was a synthetic sick phenotype that arises when 

the Holliday junction resolvase YEN1 is deleted in cells ex-

pressing Dna2 R1253Q. Ölmezer and co-workers first 

demonstrated that Dna2 R1253Q, encoded by mutant al-

lele dna2-2 and bearing the R to Q amino acid substitution 

in an ATP binding loop between the characteristic RecA 

lobes of the Dna2 superfamily 1 helicase domain, is indeed 

helicase-dead but retains full nuclease activity. Cells ex-

pressing Dna2 R1253Q exhibit chronic checkpoint activa-

tion and a delay in G2/M phase of the cell cycle. Neverthe-

less, cell viability remained high in Dna2 R1253Q cells, 

dropping significantly when YEN1 was deleted, while the 

kinetics of bulk DNA synthesis during S phase were indis-

tinguishable from wild-type in Dna2 R1253Q cells in the 

presence or absence of Yen1. 
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Analysis during a single cell cycle showed that Dna2 

R1253Q cells exhibit an unusual, biphasic checkpoint acti-

vation pattern in response to mild, acute replication stress 

induced through nucleotide depletion by hydroxyurea (HU). 

Like wild-type cells, Dna2 R1253Q and Dna2 R1253Q yen1∆ 

cells activated the replication checkpoint in the presence of 

HU, followed by checkpoint silencing and completion of 

bulk DNA synthesis after removal of the drug. However, in 

contrast to wild-type cells, Dna2 helicase-defective cells 

failed to divide, and instead exhibited reemerging check-

point signaling, elicited by the G2/M DNA damage check-

point. Yen1 was unable to suppress this unscheduled G2/M 

checkpoint activation. This may seem counter-intuitive, 

given that Yen1 is the factor maintaining viability in Dna2 

helicase-defective cells. However, considering that Yen1 is 

tightly controlled, so that accumulation within the nucleus 

occurs only after cells make the G2-M transition and enter 

anaphase, the inability to prevent Dna2-related DNA le-

sions during the course of S and G2/M phase is perhaps not 

surprising. Indeed, Yen1 remained cytoplasmic in Dna2 

R1253Q cells for extended periods of time while the G2/M 

arrest was maintained. When cells made the transition into 

M phase after experiencing replication stress, Yen1 be-

came nuclear and cell survival was then fully dependent 

upon the nuclease activity of Yen1, which suppressed toxic 

chromosome entanglements detected as anaphase bridges. 

One implication of these findings is that Dna2 helicase ac-

tivity is needed at stalled RFs, ensuring that the genome is 

fully replicated and chromosomes are no longer attached 

to one another at segregation. 

DNA synthesis is not globally affected in Dna2 R1253Q 

cells, suggesting the Dna2 helicase is only needed at a sub-

set of troubled RFs to promote replication restart or fork 

stability, helping to ensure full genome duplication either 

by reinitiating DNA synthesis or by maintaining arrested 

forks in a conformation favorable for subsequent fork fu-

sion with an oncoming, active fork (Figure 1; pathways 

indicated by green arrows). A role in replication termina-

tion is consistent with an accumulation of converged yet 

unresolved RFs in Dna2 helicase-defective cells, which 

were detected by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of 

replication intermediates at the natural replication fork 

pausing site in the rDNA. Further clues as to the actions of 

Dna2 come from the biphasic checkpoint activation pattern 

seen in Dna2 R1253Q cells upon exposure to acute replica-

tion stress. The gap in checkpoint signaling that was ob-

FIGURE 1: Dna2 helicase activity pro-
motes the recovery of stalled DNA repli-
cation intermediates. Dna2 acts as an 

accessory replicative helicase, suppress-

ing toxic replication intermediates and 

chromosome non-disjunction after RF 

arrest. This suggests that the Dna2 hel-

icase activity facilitates fork restart or 

fork protection (green arrows), promot-

ing full genome replication and/or fork 

fusion during replication termination. 

Arrested RFs that escape the attention of 

Dna2 may collapse, triggering HR-

mediated restart. Alternatively, unsched-

uled fork remodeling may occur with the 

resulting chicken foot structure constitut-

ing a potential source for DNA damage 

checkpoint signaling (lightning bolts) in 

Dna2 helicase-defective cells, and a pos-

sible obstruction to replication termina-

tion. These pathways (orange arrows) 

lead to chromosome entanglements that 

are resolved by Yen1 in anaphase, ensur-

ing viable chromosome segregation. 
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served after replication checkpoint silencing and before 

DNA damage checkpoint activation suggests that replica-

tion intermediates that escape the attention of Dna2 are 

not at first detected by the DNA damage checkpoint. This 

could be explained if the sensitivity of the DNA damage 

checkpoint increases over time such that initially check-

point-blind replicative lesions can be detected as cells ap-

proach G2/M phase. We favor a different explanation, 

namely that an initial checkpoint-blind DNA structure is 

subsequently converted into a detectable lesion, and that 

Dna2 either prevents or counteracts this process. An at-

tractive possibility is that fork reversal is involved, a well-

described phenomenon in response to replication stress 

that entails annealing of the nascent DNA strands. As a 

result, three-way RFs are converted into a so-called chick-

en foot structure with four DNA branches similar to a HJ. 

Importantly, the tip of the newly extruded branch is indis-

tinguishable from a DNA double-strand break, a structure 

that elicits a strong DNA damage checkpoint response (Fig-

ure 1). RF conversion into a chicken foot intermediate is 

also consistent with the unique requirement for Yen1 in 

Dna2 helicase-defective cells. Yen1 possesses the rare abil-

ity to recognize and resolve DNA four-way junctions 

through coordinated incisions on either side of the branch 

point and is therefore perfectly suited to remove dead-end 

fork-reversal intermediates upon its activation in anaphase, 

just prior to chromosome segregation. Consistent with this 

notion, Ölmezer at al. (2016) showed, for the first time, 

that Yen1 is capable of removing persistent dead-end repli-

cation intermediates – detected by two-dimensional gel 

electrophoresis – in Dna2 helicase-defective cells. Yen1 is 

thus a versatile mitotic DNA de-branching nuclease whose 

actions are not restricted to canonical Holliday junction 

resolution downstream of HR-mediated strand exchange. 

Given the specificity of DNA2’s genetic interaction with 

YEN1, which was found not to extend to the other Holliday 

junction resolvases MUS81-MMS4 and SLX1-SLX4, Yen1’s 

activity towards dead-end replication intermediates, as 

opposed to HR structures, appears most relevant to main-

tain viability in Dna2 helicase-defective cells.  

This is consistent with the finding that the requirement 

for Yen1 in Dna2 helicase-defective cells cannot be sup-

pressed by eliminating HR. Nonetheless, we expect that 

Yen1 (in this case redundantly with Mus81-Mms4) contrib-

utes to the resolution of HR intermediates in Dna2 hel-

icase-defective cells, which exhibit elevated levels of HR, 

likely due to compensatory RF recovery by HR and/or HR-

dependent repair of Yen1-induced DNA breaks at troubled 

RFs. Indeed, the repair events that take place downstream 

of Yen1-mediated resolution of dead-end replication in-

termediates have not been addressed and remain to be 

elucidated. It is remarkable that the cleavage of post-

replicative sister chromatid entanglements by Yen1 in ana-

phase does not appear to interfere with mitosis. Ölmezer 

and co-workers showed that disruption of the G2/M 

checkpoint restored normal mitotic progression and full 

viability in Dna2 R1253Q cells after acute replication stress, 

provided Yen1 was functional. This suggests that Yen1-

dependent repair is either straightforward and simple 

enough to be completed in anaphase, or that Yen1-

dependent repair intermediates can be safely transmitted 

to daughter cells for processing in the next cell cycle. Either 

way, Yen1 provides efficient protection against anaphase 

bridges and mitotic catastrophe; it will be interesting to 

assess whether there is a price to pay for this last-minute 

intervention by Yen1 with regard to genetic stability. 

A key point of the study by Ölmezer et al. (2016) is that 

it demonstrates how intimately the Dna2 helicase activity 

is linked to replication. It is worth pointing out that loss of 

Yen1, which in itself does not lead to any overt phenotype, 

strongly compromises growth in Dna2 helicase-defective 

cells, indicating that post-replicative chromosome entan-

glements and chromosome non-disjunction occur even in 

unperturbed conditions. This highlights the so-far underes-

timated importance of the Dna2 helicase in ameliorating 

the consequences of endogenous RF stalling and avoiding 

underreplication. We think the Dna2 helicase is best de-

scribed as an accessory replicative helicase. 

Replication stress and RF demise is an important driver 

of genome instability and cancer formation. A better un-

derstanding of the molecular choreography at stalled RFs 

therefore has direct biomedical implications. DNA2 has 

been linked to a number of human disease syndromes and 

is frequently overexpressed in cancer, suggesting that can-

cer cells may use the activities of DNA2 to overcome exces-

sive levels of RF stalling. Inhibiting the DNA2 helicase could 

in principle provide a therapeutic avenue aimed at killing 

cancer cells by stress-overload. 
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SUMMARY 24 

DNA2 is an essential nuclease-helicase mediating multiple genome-maintenance pathways including 25 

Okazaki fragment ligation and replication fork (RF) recovery. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, dna2 26 

inviability is reversed by concomitant PIF1 helicase or RAD9 checkpoint-mediator deletion. To 27 

establish why dna2 is inviable, we examined the relationship between DNA2, PIF1, RAD9, and 28 

Holliday junction resolvase YEN1. We show that DNA replication is not faithfully completed in dna2 29 

pif1 cells, leading to chromosome entanglements that are lethal unless removed by Yen1. Using a 30 

dna2 hypomorphic background, we reveal that Pif1 drives unscheduled DNA damage-checkpoint 31 

activation in response to RF-stalling. This activity maps to Pif1’s ability to promote recombination-32 

coupled DNA synthesis. We propose that Dna2 controls the fate of stalled RFs, promoting RF recovery 33 

and replication completion, while suppressing Pif1-mediated recombination-dependent replication 34 

(RDR) restart. In dna2 cells, inappropriate RDR generates DNA intermediates that elicit Rad9-35 

dependent cell-cycle arrest. Thus, controlling RF recovery is an essential Dna2 function. 36 

 37 

 38 

 39 

 40 

 41 

Keywords: Replication stress, replication fork arrest, homologous recombination, chromosome 42 

stability, cell cycle checkpoint, structure-specific nucleases, Seckel syndrome, microcephalic 43 

primordial dwarfism, cancer 44 
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INTRODUCTION 46 

Dna2 is a conserved enzyme of DNA metabolism that comprises a nuclease domain with single-47 

stranded DNA (ssDNA)-specific endonuclease activity fused to a superfamily 1 helicase domain with 48 

5´-to-3´ translocation polarity1-3. DNA2 is essential for cell proliferation and embryonic development2,4-49 

6. Mutations within DNA2 are associated with sensitivity to DNA replication stress (RS), genome 50 

instability, mitochondrial myopathy, and the primordial dwarfism disorder Seckel syndrome7-10. 51 

Overexpression of DNA2 is frequent in cancer cells and has been linked to poor patient prognosis11,12. 52 

Mechanistically, DNA2 has been implicated in DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair, checkpoint 53 

activation, Okazaki fragment processing, telomere homeostasis, centromeric DNA replication, and the 54 

recovery of stalled replication forks (RFs)6,13-20. Pinpointing which of its genome stability roles are 55 

indispensable for cell proliferation is an important step in rationalizing the molecular pathologies 56 

associated with DNA2. 57 

In S. cerevisiae, the lethality caused by disruption of Dna2 is suppressed by concomitant loss 58 

of either the conserved DNA helicase Pif121 or the DNA damage checkpoint-mediator Rad922. This 59 

indicates that Pif1 mediates the formation of DNA structures that elicit a Rad9-dependent checkpoint 60 

response in Dna2-defective cells, which in turn triggers cell-cycle arrest and dna2 inviability. Pif1 is 61 

known to remove obstacles to RF progression, including G-quadruplex structures, RNA-DNA hybrids 62 

(such as transcription-associated R-loops), and DNA-binding proteins23,24. Moreover, Pif1 promotes 63 

homologous recombination (HR)-dependent DNA damage bypass25 and replication restart at arrested 64 

or broken RFs by recombination-dependent replication (RDR) and break-induced replication (BIR), 65 

respectively26,27. Pif1-toxicity in Dna2-defective cells has been attributed to its participation in strand-66 

displacement DNA synthesis by DNA polymerase  (Pol ), a reaction that Pif1 stimulates in vitro28. 67 

During lagging strand synthesis, Pol  extends the 3´-end of each Okazaki fragment such that the 5´-68 

end of preceding Okazaki fragments is displaced and the RNA/initiator-DNA primer can be 69 

nucleolytically removed before ligation. It is proposed that extensive strand displacement, promoted 70 

by Pif1, could lead to long flaps bound by ssDNA-binding protein RPA, a potent checkpoint-activating 71 
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intermediate29. While the 5´-flap endonuclease Rad27 (FEN1 in human) is thought to deal with the 72 

majority of Okazaki fragments, its activity is inhibited by RPA. In contrast, Dna2 is able to cleave RPA-73 

covered DNA flaps in vitro30,31. Thus, Dna2 is thought to play an essential housekeeping role by policing 74 

Okazaki fragment maturation, preventing a build-up of RPA-ssDNA and checkpoint-mediated cell-75 

cycle arrest22. 76 

This Okazaki fragment processing model is not without caveats. Reconstitution experiments 77 

and the analysis of Okazaki fragments synthesized in budding yeast in vivo have indicated that the role 78 

of Dna2 in Okazaki fragment maturation is likely to be very limited32-34. First, the size of the strand-79 

displacement DNA synthesis patch on the lagging strand is largely unaffected by loss of Dna2 or 80 

Pif134,35. There is also no evidence that DNA2 contributes to Okazaki fragment processing in human 81 

cells9. Biochemically, nascent DNA flaps inhibit nucleotide incorporation by Pol , which favours 82 

instantaneous incision and flap removal by Rad27 once single-nucleotide or very short flaps are 83 

formed36. This ensures that Okazaki fragment maturation proceeds by nick translation without long 84 

flap intermediates36. Polymerase idling, whereby Pol  uses its 3´-5´ exonuclease activity to backtrack 85 

if flap removal by Rad27 is delayed, further limits the extensive growth of DNA flaps during Okazaki 86 

fragment processing37. These observations collectively argue that Dna2 may ensure cell survival by 87 

processing DNA structures other than 5´-flaps at Okazaki fragments. 88 

From yeast to human, loss of Dna2 results in the accumulation of reversed RFs6,20,38. These 89 

DNA four-way junctions arise at stalled and arrested RFs by the dissociation of the nascent leading 90 

and lagging strands from the parental template and their annealing with one another39. Dna2 interacts 91 

dynamically with the DNA replication machinery at RFs via Ctf4 (And-1 in vertebrates)9,40,41. In 92 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe, phosphorylation by the S-phase checkpoint kinase Cds1 ensures the 93 

presence of Dna2 at hydroxyurea (HU)-stalled RFs, where it is thought to counteract RF reversal by 94 

degrading the nascent DNA strands6,18. Similarly, human DNA2 has been shown to degrade stalled RFs 95 

in conjunction with Werner syndrome helicase WRN, thereby facilitating the direct resumption of 96 

replication20. In budding yeast, Dna2 accumulates in microscopically-visible nuclear foci in response 97 
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to RS42 and the helicase activity of Dna2 contributes to the processing of stalled replication 98 

intermediates, preventing post-replicative chromosome entanglements that impair sister chromatid 99 

separation unless they are cleaved by Holliday junction resolvase Yen1 in mitosis19. These findings 100 

have established a physiologically-relevant contribution of Dna2 to the completion of DNA replication 101 

that involves the processing of stalled RFs. Whether failed RF processing and recovery is sufficient to 102 

explain the inviability of cells in the absence of Dna2 is currently unclear. It is also unknown if and how 103 

a Pif1 and Rad9-dependent checkpoint activation might arise from stalled RFs that have escaped the 104 

actions of Dna2. 105 

Here we show that RF-stalling leads to incomplete chromosome replication in the absence of 106 

Dna2. This exposes cells to Pif1-driven checkpoint activation, elicited by DNA intermediates that arise 107 

in a manner dependent on Pif1’s ability to promote HR-coupled DNA synthesis. We suggest that the 108 

essential requirement for Dna2 in cells results from a dual role in DNA replication: First, Dna2 mediates 109 

the recovery of stalled RFs, promoting replication completion. Secondly, the actions of Dna2 suppress 110 

the promiscuous use of RDR for replication restart, thereby preventing checkpoint-activating RDR by-111 

products that lead to cell-cycle arrest. 112 

 113 

RESULTS 114 

Dna2 and Yen1 provide vital protection from RS 115 

Cell death in absence of Dna2 is mediated by Pif121,43. We characterized dna2∆ cells whose viability 116 

was restored by replacing PIF1 with the pif1-m2 allele21,43, which depletes cells of nuclear Pif1 while 117 

maintaining normal cell growth by expressing the mitochondrial form of Pif1. While control pif1-m2 118 

cells behaved like wild-type, a subset of dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells grew into large, dumbbell-shaped cells, 119 

indicative of cell-cycle arrest at the G2/M boundary, in unperturbed conditions (Fig. 1a, b). 120 

Consistently, dna2∆ pif1-m2 cultures exhibited chronic DNA damage-checkpoint activation detected 121 

by Rad9-dependent Rad53 checkpoint-kinase phosphorylation (Fig. 1c). Deletion of RAD9 corrected 122 

the dumbbell phenotype of dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells and accelerated cell-cycle progression (Fig. 1b, d). 123 
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However, the reduced viability that characterizes dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells compared to wild-type was only 124 

partially suppressed by deletion of RAD9 (Fig. 1e). This suggests that deleterious DNA intermediates 125 

arise in dna2∆ cells independently of nuclear Pif1, and that these intermediates negatively affect cell 126 

viability independently of Rad9-mediated checkpoint signalling. 127 

To gain insight into the nature of the DNA intermediates that cause growth defects and 128 

reduced viability in dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells, we investigated the role of Holliday junction resolvase Yen1 129 

in these cells. Yen1 accumulates in the nucleus in its nucleolytically-active form in mitosis44,45 and is 130 

best known for its role in removing branched HR intermediates46. Previously, we have shown that 131 

Yen1 resolves post-replicative chromosomal DNA-links derived from stalled RFs that haven’t been 132 

properly processed by Dna219. This non-canonical Yen1 function of cleaving persistent replication 133 

intermediates facilitates chromosome segregation in hypomorphic dna2 cells exposed to RS19. Testing 134 

the requirement for Yen1 in complete absence of Dna2, we found that Yen1 became indispensable 135 

for cell survival in dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells, even in unperturbed conditions. Cell viability was not restored 136 

by the additional deletion of RAD9 (Fig. 1f and Supplementary Fig. 1a). In contrast to deleting YEN1, 137 

disrupting another Holliday junction resolvase capable of cleaving branched HR intermediates, Mus81-138 

Mms446, did not lead to lethality in the dna2∆ pif1-m2 background (Fig. 1f). Yen1 is therefore uniquely 139 

required to maintain cell viability in the absence of Dna2. 140 

Next, we exposed dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells to chronic RS to induce increased RF-stalling. Consistent 141 

with previous reports21, we observed that loss of Dna2 rendered dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells highly sensitive 142 

to RS induced by HU (Fig. 1g) or methyl methanesulfonate (MMS) (Supplementary Fig. 1b). This 143 

sensitivity was markedly improved by concomitant RAD9 deletion. The deleterious effect of RS in 144 

dna2∆ pif1-m2, which is independent of nuclear Pif1 in the pif1-m2 background, is therefore partially 145 

dependent on checkpoint-mediator Rad9. Rad9-dependent checkpoint activation in dna2∆ cells 146 

results in cell-cycle arrest at the G2/M boundary, a time when Yen1 is inactive44,45. To test whether 147 

Yen1 can mitigate Dna2-dysfunction if it is experimentally manipulated to act throughout the cell 148 

cycle, we expressed Yen1ON, a constitutively nuclear and active variant of Yen145. Yen1ON expression 149 
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alleviated growth defects and the RS-sensitivity of dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells (Fig. 1h). This indicated that 150 

ectopic Yen1 activity in S phase can counteract deleterious – and Pif1-independent – DNA structures, 151 

which otherwise accumulate in cells lacking Dna2. 152 

Considering the possibility that the observed RS-sensitivity of dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells could be 153 

due to residual Pif1 in the nucleus, we replaced the pif1-m2 allele with a full deletion of PIF1. While 154 

complete loss of Pif1 (nuclear and mitochondrial isoforms) leads to moderate growth impairment, 155 

dna2∆ pif1∆ cells clearly recapitulated the elevated RS-sensitivity seen in dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells when 156 

exposed to elevated temperature (Supplementary Fig. 1c) or HU (Supplementary Fig. 1d), and 157 

exhibited chronic DNA damage-checkpoint activation (Supplementary Fig. 1e). Deleterious DNA 158 

intermediates therefore accumulate in dna2∆ cells due to RF-stalling in complete absence of Pif1, as 159 

in cells harbouring the pif1-m2 allele. 160 

We conclude that Yen1 provides essential protection from the consequences of RF-stalling in 161 

the absence of Dna2. Protection by Yen1 is exerted along a pathway that is unrelated to policing 162 

Okazaki fragment maturation for extended DNA flaps downstream of Pif1-stimulated strand-163 

displacement DNA synthesis. Taken together, these results strongly suggested that DNA replication 164 

remains unfinished in the absence of Dna2, leading to mitotic chromosome entanglements that must 165 

be resolved by Yen1 in order to uphold cell viability. 166 

 167 

Replication remains incomplete in the absence of Dna2 168 

To address the inability of dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells to faithfully complete replication directly, we visualized 169 

chromosomes before and after a single round of DNA replication by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis 170 

(PFGE). This technique gel-resolves fully replicated, linear chromosomes as discrete bands, while 171 

incompletely replicated chromosomes containing branched DNA intermediates remain in the wells of 172 

the gel. Cells were synchronized in G1 phase of the cell cycle using -factor and released into S phase 173 

in medium containing nocodazole to prevent cells from undergoing mitosis. Ethidium bromide staining 174 

after PFGE showed a weaker increase of gel-resolved chromosomal DNA for dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells 175 
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passing through S phase compared to pif1-m2 cells (Fig. 2a). The effect was most obvious for 176 

chromosome XII containing the rDNA array. Quantitative Southern blot analysis of chromosome XII 177 

showed full recovery of gel-resolved chromosomal DNA – indicative of complete replication – between 178 

60 and 80 min after release of pif1-m2 cells into S phase. In contrast, genomic DNA of dna2∆ pif1-m2 179 

cells contained a much smaller fraction of gel-resolved material, indicating chromosome XII replication 180 

remained incomplete even 2 h after release into S phase (Fig. 2b, c). Chromosome XII harbours several 181 

hundred repeats of the ribosomal DNA (rDNA), which is replicated unidirectionally and therefore at 182 

increased risk of remaining incompletely replicated when RF recovery is impaired47,48. Importantly, 183 

bulk DNA synthesis progressed similarly in dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells and pif1-m2 control cells, with cells 184 

reaching a 2N DNA content approx. 40 min after release into S phase (Fig. 2d). Together, these data 185 

reveal a severe problem with driving chromosome replication to completion in dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells. 186 

To provide further evidence that it is a dysfunctional response to stalled RFs that results in 187 

incomplete chromosome replication in the absence of Dna2, we transiently exposed dna2∆ pif1-m2 188 

cells to exogenous RS. Cells were synchronized in G1 using -factor and released into S phase in the 189 

presence of 200 mM HU to arrest RF progression. After 2 h, HU was removed to allow cells to continue 190 

replication while nocodazole was added to the medium to prevent mitosis. Genomic DNA of cells 191 

arrested in G1 phase and released into S phase for increasing amounts of time was analysed by PFGE. 192 

Compared to non-RS conditions, replication completion in the absence of Dna2 was more dramatically 193 

impaired across all chromosomes (Fig. 2e), despite dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells progressing through bulk DNA 194 

synthesis with kinetics similar to pif1-m2 control cells (Fig. 2f). Quantitative Southern blot analysis 195 

revealed a pronounced reduction in gel-resolved chromosome XII (Fig. 2h), showing that dna2∆ pif1-196 

m2 cells cannot complete the replication of the difficult-to-replicate, rDNA-bearing chromosome XII 197 

after acute RS-exposure. Probing another chromosome, XIII, which lacks rDNA repeats, we detected a 198 

less dramatic, but still marked shortfall in gel-resolved material for dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells compared to 199 

the pif1-m2 control (Fig. 2i, j). These findings are consistent with a genome-wide replication problem 200 

that renders chromosomes incompletely replicated after bulk DNA synthesis has taken place in Dna2-201 
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deficient cells. To rule out that this chromosome under-replication phenotype was mediated by 202 

residual nuclear Pif1 in dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells, we analysed genomic DNA from dna2∆ pif1∆ cells after 203 

acute RS-exposure by PFGE. We observed significant chromosomal under-replication in complete 204 

absence of Dna2 and Pif1, confirming that Dna2 acts fully independently of the actions of Pif1 to 205 

promote replication completion following RF-stalling (Supplementary Fig. 2a, b). 206 

A failure to complete chromosome replication in absence of Dna2 would predict that dna2∆ 207 

pif1-m2 cells should lose viability within one cell cycle following transient exposure to 200 mM HU. 208 

Consistent with this notion, we found that G1-synchronized dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells released into S phase 209 

in the presence of 200 mM HU for 2 h and then allowed to recover in drug-free medium, accumulated 210 

at the G2/M boundary with a 2N DNA content (Fig. 2k) and cell viability dropped dramatically (Fig. 2l). 211 

Compared to the pif1-m2 control, the number of single-nucleated G1 cells and double-nucleated, 212 

mitotic dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells dropped after RS-exposure. Concomitantly, the number of single-213 

nucleated, G2-arrested cells and cells with elongated nuclei spanning the bud neck – indicative of 214 

physical impediments to segregation – increased for the dna2∆ pif1-m2 mutant (Fig. 2m, n). 215 

These results provide direct evidence that Dna2 contributes to DNA replication in an essential 216 

manner after transiently induced RF-stalling, ensuring complete chromosome replication and cell 217 

survival. This activity of Dna2 is unrelated to housekeeping roles downstream of Pif1 in Okazaki 218 

fragment processing. 219 

 220 

Yen1 resolves incompletely replicated chromosomes 221 

Having found that Dna2 is required to drive chromosome replication to completion, and that Yen1 222 

becomes essential in the absence of Dna2, we used super-resolution structured illumination 223 

microscopy (SIM) to analyse Yen1 dynamics. We monitored a fully functional version of endogenous 224 

Yen119,45 tagged with enhanced green-fluorescent protein (EGFP). Yen1 enters the cell nucleus in 225 

mitosis44,45, and we detected Yen1-EGFP in discrete foci and as a diffuse signal tracing the segregating 226 

nuclei and the tube-like structure that connects them in anaphase (Fig. 3a, b). We observed that cells 227 
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tend to form a greater number of Yen1 foci when Dna2 is absent (average number of Yen1-EGFP foci 228 

of 2.7 ± 0.5 for dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells compared to 1.7 ± 0.3 for pif1-m2 control cells), although this 229 

increase was not statistically significant in unperturbed conditions (Fig. 3c). Treatment with 200 mM 230 

HU in the preceding S phase led to a marked increase of Yen1 foci in anaphase in both pif1-m2 control 231 

and dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells. This indicates a build-up of structures bound by Yen1 following RS. 232 

Importantly, under RS-conditions, the absence of Dna2 correlated with a significant increase in Yen1-233 

EGFP foci compared to control (average number of Yen1-EGFP foci of 6.4 ± 0.8 for dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells 234 

compared to 3.6 ± 0.4 for pif1-m2 control cells, p < 0.001). While Yen1 foci mainly localized to the bulk 235 

of the separating masses of DNA in pif1-m2 control cells, there was a marked increase of foci along 236 

the bridge connecting them in dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells, in particular after HU-treatment (average number 237 

of Yen1-EGFP foci on bridges of 1.6 ± 0.1 for dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells compared to 0.5 ± 0.3 for pif1-m2 238 

control cells, p < 0.001) (Fig. 3d). 239 

In some cases, Yen1-EGFP assembled into foci on circular structures that emanated from the 240 

bridge between the separating nuclei (Fig. 3b). These structures were suggestive of rDNA-loops49,50. 241 

1We thus expressed nucleolar protein Nop151 tagged with RFP and found that the majority of Yen1 242 

foci colocalized with, or bordered, Nop1-marked rDNA (73 ± 4% of Yen1 foci in pif1-m2 and 58 ± 2% 243 

in dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells) (Fig. 3e, f). A more dispersed localization of Yen1 foci away from the rDNA in 244 

dna2∆ pif1-m2 compared to pif1-m2 cells is in good agreement with our PFGE analyses showing a 245 

genome-wide replication defect in the absence of Dna2 that is not restricted to the rDNA. 246 

These findings are consistent with the notion that Yen1 fulfils its essential function in Dna2-247 

deficient cells by resolving persistent replication intermediates arising at stalled RFs that would 248 

normally be processed by Dna2, thus enabling viable chromosome segregation. 249 

 250 

Pif1-toxicity results from incomplete replication 251 

The failure of dna2∆ pif1-m2 and dna2∆ pif1∆ cells to complete chromosome replication begged the 252 

question whether Pif1/Rad9-dependent toxicity might arise as a consequence of the improper 253 
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response to stalled RFs in in Dna2-defective cells. To address this, we turned to a dna2 hypomorphic 254 

background harbouring the dna2-2 allele52. This allele, R1253Q, encodes a Dna2 that is nuclease-255 

proficient and helicase-deficient19, and will henceforth be referred to as dna2-HD, for helicase-dead. 256 

While dna2-HD cells are RS-sensitive and accumulate unresolved replication intermediates that 257 

require processing by Yen119, they tolerate the presence of nuclear Pif1. This is likely due to the intact 258 

nuclease activity of this helicase-dead Dna219, which provides partial protection from RS even in the 259 

absence of helicase activity (Supplementary Fig. 3a). Thus, dna2-HD allowed us to compare the 260 

response to RS in Dna2-defective cells in the presence and absence of Pif1. 261 

Dna2 helicase-defective cells exhibit a number of growth defects and fail to progress properly 262 

through the cell cycle, even in unperturbed conditions19. These phenotypes are exacerbated by the 263 

deletion of YEN1, but we found them to be strongly suppressed upon nuclear depletion of Pif1. Thus, 264 

the pif1-m2 mutation reduced the doubling times of dna2-HD and dna2-HD yen1∆ cells, which were 265 

~15 and ~55 min above wild-type times, respectively, to only ~7 and ~10 min above wild-type, for 266 

dna2-HD pif1-m2 and dna2-HD yen1∆ pif1-m2 cells, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 3b). 267 

Furthermore, pif1-m2 increased the viability of dna2-HD and dna2-HD yen1∆ cultures, restoring wild-268 

type levels of viability to dna2-HD pif1-m2 and dna2-HD yen1∆ pif1-m2 cells (Supplementary Fig. 3c). 269 

Finally, the delayed cell-cycle progression at the G2/M boundary, chronic DNA damage-checkpoint 270 

activation, and an accumulation of G2/M-arrested cells with a large-budded morphology observed for 271 

dna2-HD and dna2-HD yen1∆ cultures, were all abolished in the presence of the pif1-m2 allele 272 

(Supplementary Fig. 3d-f). Under RS-conditions, we observed that depletion of nuclear Pif1 conferred 273 

increased RS-resistance in dna2-HD pif1-m2 and dna2-HD yen1∆ pif1-m2 cells (Fig. 4a), which is in line 274 

with previous findings21. 275 

Size measurements of colonies formed on medium containing HU revealed that dna2-HD pif1-276 

m2 and, to a greater extent, dna2-HD yen1∆ pif1-m2 cells retain residual RS-sensitivity 277 

(Supplementary Fig. 3g, h), consistent with the Pif1-independent requirement of Dna2 for RF 278 
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recovery, which is partially dependent on an intact Dna2 helicase activity. Nonetheless, these findings 279 

demonstrate that Pif1 is responsible for most of the toxicity found in the hypomorphic dna2-HD cells. 280 

We have shown previously that the accumulation of unresolved replication intermediates in 281 

Dna2 helicase-defective cells is accompanied by unscheduled DNA damage-checkpoint activation that 282 

manifests itself as a direct response to transient RF-stalling19. Thus, replicating dna2-HD and dna2-HD 283 

yen1∆ cells reach a 2N DNA content after transient exposure to 50 mM HU with kinetics similar to 284 

wild-type, but, unlike the wild-type, arrest at the G2/M boundary in a Rad9-dependent manner with 285 

phosphorylated Rad5319. To address a potential involvement of Pif1 in this detrimental response to 286 

RF-stalling, we performed mitotic time-course experiments. G1-synchronized cells were released into 287 

S phase in the presence of 50 mM HU for 2 h, before removing HU from the medium and incubating 288 

the cells for a further 4 h. Under these conditions, cells can complete one cell cycle and are held in the 289 

next G1 phase by addition of -factor to the growth medium. As expected19, dna2-HD and dna2-HD 290 

yen1∆ cultures showed a normal response to HU by activating the S-phase checkpoint, which was 291 

silenced again upon removal of HU (Fig. 4b). Then, as cultures reached the end of bulk DNA synthesis, 292 

indicated by a 2N cellular DNA content, wild-type cells started to divide approximately 2 h after HU-293 

removal. In contrast, dna2-HD and dna2-HD yen1∆ cells arrested at the G2/M boundary and exhibited 294 

renewed Rad53 phosphorylation (Fig. 4b). Strikingly, depletion of nuclear Pif1 abolished this 295 

unscheduled G2/M checkpoint response in dna2-HD pif1-m2 and dna2-HD yen1∆ pif1-m2 cells and 296 

progression through mitosis was no longer delayed (Fig. 4b). In dna2-HD cells, Pif1 therefore drives 297 

unscheduled G2/M checkpoint activation provoked by transient RS in the preceding S phase. 298 

Collectively, these results suggest that stalled RFs that fail to be resolved by Dna2 become converted 299 

into DNA damage checkpoint-activating DNA structures in a Pif1-dependent manner, leading to the 300 

cell-cycle arrest of Dna2-defective cells. 301 

 302 

Pif1-toxicity relates to RDR 303 
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To gain insight into how Pif1 mediates the conversion of stalled replication intermediates, which were 304 

improperly processed by Dna2, into structures that elicit a Rad9-dependent checkpoint response, we 305 

analysed the effect of well-characterized Pif1 mutants (Fig. 5a). First, we disrupted the catalytic 306 

activity of Pif1, comparing dna2-HD pif1-m2 cells expressing wild-type Pif1 or helicase-dead variant 307 

Pif1 K264A (pif1-HD)53. As expected, only the expression of catalytically active Pif1 sensitized the cells 308 

to RS (Fig. 5b), showing that Pif1's helicase activity is required for the toxicity induced upon RF-stalling 309 

in cells with compromised Dna2 activity. 310 

Next, we targeted an interaction between Pif1 and the replicative sliding clamp PCNA27. This 311 

interaction is required for Pif1 to promote HR-coupled DNA synthesis54. Structure-function analyses 312 

have shown that a Pif1-R3E mutant (with point mutations I817R, M820R, L821R, and R823E) loses the 313 

ability to bind PCNA, to co-localize with HR-mediator Rad52 following RS, and to mediate BIR25,54. 314 

Strikingly, introduction of the pif1-R3E allele into the endogenous PIF1 locus rendered dna2-HD cells 315 

markedly more resistant to RS (Fig. 5c). The phenotypic suppression was similar to that achieved by 316 

depletion of nuclear Pif1 (see Fig. 4a). These observations implicate Pif1-PCNA interactions and HR-317 

coupled replication in the toxicity arising in Dna2-defective cells on HU. 318 

HR-coupled replication has been shown to also depend on a TLSSAES phosphorylation motif 319 

within the C-terminal domain of Pif155. Disruption of TLSSAES by exchanging all phosphorylatable 320 

threonine and serine residues for alanine (Pif1-4A mutant with T763A, S765A, S766A, and S769A) 321 

renders Pif1 unable to be recruited to DNA lesions and defective for BIR, while other cellular functions 322 

of Pif1 are preserved55,56. Introduction of the pif1-4A mutation into the endogenous PIF1 locus 323 

resulted in a strong suppression of the RS-sensitivity observed for dna2-HD and dna2-HD yen1∆ cells 324 

(Fig. 5d). Importantly, disruption of the TLSSAES motif also suppressed the unscheduled DNA damage-325 

checkpoint response and G2/M arrest exhibited by dna2-HD cells in response to RF-stalling (see Fig. 326 

4b) in dna2-HD pif1-4A cells (Fig. 5e). 327 

Together, these results suggest that Pif1-dependent, HR-coupled replication restart at stalled 328 

RFs that haven’t been properly processed by Dna2 leads to toxic, checkpoint-activating DNA 329 
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structures. This implies that the lethality caused by Pif1 and Rad9 in dna2∆ cells is a consequence of 330 

unfaithful RF recovery in Dna2-defective cells. 331 

 332 

Discussion 333 

It is not known precisely why DNA2 is an essential gene. Based on work in budding yeast, it has been 334 

proposed that the essential function of Dna2 relates to its role in removing long RPA-covered flaps 335 

derived from strand-displacement DNA synthesis during Okazaki fragment maturation. Here, we 336 

identify RF recovery as an essential function of Dna2. We further speculate that impaired Okazaki 337 

fragment processing may not be the cause of inviability in Dna2-deficient cells. 338 

Previously, we showed that the structure-specific nuclease Yen1 resolves persistent DNA 339 

replication intermediates that escape resolution by Dna2. Yen1 therefore becomes critical for survival 340 

following mild HU-treatment in a dna2 hypomorphic background19. Using nuclear depletion of Pif1 to 341 

restore viability to DNA2-deleted cells, we now find that Yen1 becomes essential for cell survival in 342 

the absence of Dna2, even in unstressed conditions (Fig. 1). We interpret our data to suggest 343 

equivalence between the response induced by exogenous RS in dna2 hypomorphic cells and the 344 

response to intrinsic replication perturbations in dna2∆ cells. We propose that, in unstressed Dna2-345 

deficient cells, dysfunctional RF recovery at stochastically stalled RFs results in unfaithful chromosome 346 

replication and a significant burden of unresolved replication intermediates (Fig. 2). These are carried 347 

over into mitosis and require resolution by Yen1 to promote survival. 348 

We provide evidence that Yen1 localizes to DNA structures arising from RS. DNA replication 349 

in dna2  cells was accompanied by an increase of Yen1 foci on mitotic nuclei (Fig. 3). Consistent with 350 

previous findings57, we found that Yen1 foci predominantly associated with the rDNA in Dna2-351 

proficient cells. However, in the absence of Dna2, Yen1 foci formed with similar frequency in the rDNA 352 

and elsewhere in the genome. This indicates that Yen1 mostly responds to rDNA replication errors in 353 

wild-type cells but tends to sites of mis-replication outside of the rDNA context when RF recovery is 354 

compromised by the loss of Dna2. Importantly, in absence of Dna2, Yen1 foci were strongly increased 355 
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on chromatin bridges connecting the segregating nuclear masses. We propose this is a manifestation 356 

of Yen1’s engagement with DNA structures that impair chromosome segregation, and which result 357 

from dysfunctional RF recovery (Fig. 3). 358 

These observations corroborate a critical role of Dna2-mediated RF recovery in completing 359 

DNA replication. This can explain the rescue of dna2  inviability by concomitant deletion of RAD9: 360 

when the DNA damage checkpoint is activated by as-yet unknown replication structures, Yen1 is kept 361 

inactive and cells are terminally arrested in G2, unable to resolve persistent replication intermediates 362 

following activation of Yen1 in mitosis. Disruption of the checkpoint mediator RAD9 allows progression 363 

into mitosis and the resolution of potentially lethal chromosome entanglements by Yen1. 364 

 365 

Why is Pif1 toxic in cells lacking Dna2? 366 

Pif1 is required for the majority of the toxicity when Dna2 helicase-defective cells are exposed to 367 

chronic RS (Fig 4a) and we show that, in response to transient HU-treatment, Pif1 is responsible for 368 

the unscheduled DNA damage-checkpoint activation that occurs in G2 phase following recovery from 369 

RS (Fig. 4b). These findings place Pif1-mediated toxicity downstream of RF-stalling, and our mutational 370 

analysis of Pif1 (Fig. 5) strongly implicates the resumption of DNA synthesis by HR-dependent 371 

mechanisms such as BIR and RDR58 in this toxicity. At broken RFs, where there is a single-ended DSB, 372 

HR proteins assemble at the DSB and catalyse strand-invasion of an intact chromosome to prime DNA 373 

synthesis within a displacement loop (D-loop). BIR then proceeds by bubble-migration with uncoupled 374 

leading and lagging-strand synthesis. A similar process, RDR, occurs at arrested but unbroken RFs59-61. 375 

In this case, it is likely that the regressed arm of reversed RFs provides the HR substrate, which is used 376 

for invasion of the parental duplex ahead of the site of fork reversal with subsequent D-loop DNA 377 

synthesis. Pif1 is essential to drive DNA synthesis in the context of a D-loop, which often covers many 378 

thousands of nucleotides26,27,62. At D-loops, Pif1 binds PCNA, and loss of PCNA interactions renders 379 

Pif1 BIR-defective54. It has been shown that the localization of Pif1 to sites of RS-induced HR reactions 380 

and its ability to promote BIR depend on a DNA damage-responsive TLSSAES phosphorylation 381 
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site55,56,63. Here we find that, like BIR/RDR, RS-sensitivity and RS-induced G2/M-checkpoint activation 382 

in Dna2 helicase-defective cells requires the catalytic activity of Pif1, its interaction with PCNA, and 383 

the TLSSAES phosphorylation motif (Fig. 5). 384 

Reversed RFs accumulate in Dna2-depleted cells6,20,38. This may lead to increased RDR instead 385 

of direct replication resumption mediated by Dna2 at stalled RF when the replication impediment is 386 

resolved or removed. On the one hand, RDR could mitigate under-replication problems caused by the 387 

absence of Dna2. On the other hand, promiscuous use of RDR may entail the formation of toxic DNA 388 

intermediates. We suggest that this is because D-loop progression during BIR and RDR is unstable and 389 

the nascent DNA strand undergoes frequent cycles of dissociation and re-annealing with the 390 

template64-67. Excessive RDR may thus become a significant source of checkpoint-activating 391 

intermediates by way of D-loop collapse, potentially leaving nascent strands of extended length 392 

permanently exposed as ssDNA in Dna2-deficient cells. Regardless of the precise nature of the 393 

checkpoint-activating DNA intermediates in Dna2-mutant cells, our findings demonstrate that Dna2-394 

mediated RF recovery is essential for cell survival, and we propose that Dna2 acts as a gatekeeper at 395 

stalled RFs. The essential requirement for Dna2 would result from a dual function at sites of stochastic 396 

RF-stalling: Dna2 would promote fork recovery and replication completion while at the same time 397 

suppressing inappropriate replication restart by RDR. 398 

 399 

Does Dna2 have an essential role in Okazaki fragment processing? 400 

A recent study has evaluated aberrant DNA intermediates after acute depletion of Dna2 by electron 401 

microscopy in the presence and absence of nuclear Pif138. As expected, reversed RFs accumulated 402 

after depletion of Dna2. In line with findings in fission yeast68, RF structures bearing DNA flaps of a 403 

few hundred nucleotides, which could conform to Okazaki fragments with unprocessed flaps, were 404 

also identified, but these occurred at low frequency38. The vast majority of Pif1-dependent 405 

intermediates consisted of linear dsDNA with a single ssDNA branch ranging from ~1000 to ~5000 406 

nucleotides, with some exceeding 10000 nucleotides38. Given that the strength of the DNA damage-407 
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checkpoint response is quantitatively related to the amount of RPA-bound ssDNA present in cells69, 408 

these observations have pinpointed the most likely source of toxic checkpoint signalling and cell-cycle 409 

arrest in cells devoid of Dna2. The molecular processes that generate these dsDNA intermediates with 410 

very long ssDNA segments are therefore key to understanding the essential role of Dna2 in cells. 411 

One explanation is that in absence of Dna2, extensive DNA strand-displacement synthesis 412 

occurs on the lagging strand due to improper flap-control during Okazaki fragment maturation38. This 413 

results in dsDNA with very long ssDNA branches. Arguing against this model is the fact that lagging-414 

strand replication is intrinsically biased against the formation of DNA flaps greater than a few 415 

nucleotides34,36,37 and that Pol  has a limited ability to penetrate nucleosomes70,71, even in the 416 

presence of Pif1 and a second Pol -processivity factor, the Pif1-related helicase Rrm335. Nascent 417 

chromatin on the lagging strand is therefore expected to stifle any extended strand-displacement 418 

synthesis, raising the possibility that another process accounts for the dsDNA molecules with ssDNA 419 

segments of up to ~15000 nucleotides observed after depletion of Dna238. 420 

On the basis of our results, we suggest an alternative – but not necessarily mutually exclusive 421 

– model to explain these Pif1-dependent intermediates. We propose that dsDNA molecules with 422 

extensive ssDNA segments can be derived from excessive RDR at stalled RFs. Pol -mediated RDR can 423 

generate thousands of nucleotides worth of DNA58 by D-loop migration, covering the range of ssDNA 424 

segments seen emanating from dsDNA after depletion of Dna238. During this process, D-loops are 425 

unstable, and we envision that passage of an oncoming RF and subsequent RF fusion may render 426 

nascent RDR strands permanently disengaged. In an attempt to reconcile the available data, we have 427 

included these molecular steps in a model of events at stalled RFs in the presence or absence of Dna2 428 

(Fig. 6). 429 

We note that our model resolves a previously observed inconsistency in the Okazaki fragment 430 

processing-based model for the essential requirement of Dna2 downstream of the actions of Pif135. 431 

Pol -processivity on the lagging strand is redundantly stimulated by Pif1 and Rrm3 in vivo35. This 432 

functional redundancy argues that if Pif1 is removed in a Rrm3-proficient background, this should not 433 
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reverse the lethality of dna2∆ cells if this lethality resulted from strand-displacement DNA synthesis 434 

during Okazaki fragment maturation35. In contrast, Pif1’s role in stimulating Pol -mediated DNA 435 

synthesis in the context of a D-loop during HR-coupled replication restart is non-redundant with 436 

Rrm327. A reduction of RDR and toxic RDR by-products afforded by stopping Pif1 acting in the HR-437 

coupled restart of stalled RFs therefore provides a consistent explanation for the restoration of 438 

viability to Dna2-deficient cells by concomitant mutation of PIF1. 439 

 440 

Implication for disease 441 

Mutations in DNA2 that result in strongly reduced protein levels and/or dysfunction of DNA2’s helicase 442 

activity have been identified in patients with Seckel syndrome and microcephalic primordial 443 

dwarfism7,10. A number of Seckel syndrome disease genes including ATR, ATRIP, DONSON, and TRAIP 444 

have well-established roles in the response to RF-stalling72-76. Their dysfunction provides an 445 

explanation for intrauterine and postnatal growth defects in Seckel syndrome based on incomplete 446 

chromosome replication, cell-cycle arrest, and a general defect in cell proliferation during 447 

development77. Collectively, our results suggest that DNA2 falls into the same category of Seckel 448 

syndrome genes with mutations leading to an inappropriate response to stalled RFs that ultimately 449 

results in reduced cell numbers and global growth failure. This is consistent with the lack of evidence 450 

for an Okazaki fragment processing role of DNA2 in human cells9, while human DNA2 has been shown 451 

to facilitate RF recovery and replication completion20. Given the higher complexity of the human 452 

genome compared to yeast, its role in RF recovery may be sufficient to explain the essential role of 453 

DNA2. However, it will be interesting to explore whether a switch to inappropriate replication restart 454 

pathways contributes to the demise of human cells when DNA2 activity is perturbed. 455 

The frequent overexpression of DNA2 in cancer likely reflects an adaptation to increased 456 

levels of intrinsic RS, which is prominent in cancer cells78. Its central role in RF recovery described 457 

herein supports DNA2 as a therapeutic target79,80, whose inhibition might be exploited to generate 458 
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clinical synthetic lethality in settings with elevated RS, selectively eliminating cancer cells by stress-459 

overload. 460 

 461 

Methods 462 

Yeast strains and plasmids. S. cerevisiae strains were derived from BY474181, and are listed in 463 

Supplementary Table 1. If not stated otherwise, strains were cultured in YPAD medium at 30°C. The 464 

pif1-m2 allele was generated using pop-in/pop-out mutagenesis82. The replication stress sensitivity of 465 

the dna2∆ pif1-m2 strain was complemented with plasmid-borne DNA2 cloned into vector 466 

pAG416GPD-ccbd (Addgene). The replication stress sensitivity of dna2-HD cells harbouring the pif1-467 

m2 allele was restored by expressing the sequence coding for the nuclear form of Pif1 (starting at 468 

amino acid residue M40) from a pYES-DEST52 vector (Invitrogen). Site-directed mutagenesis was used 469 

to generate the HD version of PIF1 (K264A). The pif1-R3E (I817R, M820R, L821R, R823E) and pif1-4a 470 

(T763A, S765A, S766A, S769A) alleles were introduced into the endogenous PIF1 locus by Cas9-471 

mediated mutagenesis83. 472 

For complementation of Yen1-deficiency, YEN1 was cloned into vector pAG416GPD-ccbd 473 

(Addgene). YEN1ON was expressed from a pYES-DEST52 vector (Invitrogen). For microscopy, YEN1 was 474 

cloned into pAG415GPD-ccbd-EGFP and NOP1-dsRED was expressed from pWJ132184. 475 

 476 

Cell viability, growth, and drug-sensitivity assays. Doubling times85 were averaged over three 477 

independent experiments. Microscopic cell-cycle stage determination was performed by examining 478 

at least 300 cells per strain in each experiment. Plating efficiency as a measure of strain viability was 479 

determined from five experiments, dividing the number of colonies formed after 3-4 days at 30 °C by 480 

the number of cells plated, as determined in haemocytometer counts. For drop assays, exponentially 481 

growing cells were normalized to 107 cells ml-1 and tenfold serial dilutions were applied onto plates of 482 

YPAD or synthetic complete medium, with or without replication stress-inducing agents (HU, MMS), 483 

using a replica-plater (Sigma-Aldrich). Photographs were taken following 2-3 days of incubation at 484 
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30°C. For liquid survival assays, overnight cultures were diluted to OD600 = 0.1-0.2, grown for 4 h in 485 

YPAD, synchronized in G1 using -factor mating pheromone, washed, and then treated or not with 486 

200 mM HU for 2 h in YPAD. Relevant dilutions were plated onto YPAD plates and colonies were 487 

counted after 3-4 days. For colony size measurements, exponentially growing cells were plated on 488 

YPAD with or without HU. Plates were incubated 2 or 3 days at 30°C before photographs were acquired 489 

for analysis.  490 

 491 

Mitotic time-course experiment. Exponentially growing yeast cells were harvested and diluted to 492 

OD600 = 0.4 in YPAD with addition of 1 µg ml-1 -factor for G1-synchronization. After 2.5 h of 493 

incubation, synchronized cells were harvested, washed in ddH2O, and released into YPAD containing 494 

50 or 200 mM HU (Sigma) for 2 h to induce RS. After HU wash-out, cells were cultured in YPAD 495 

containing 1 µg ml-1 -factor to prevent re-entry into S-phase, or 15 µg ml-1 nocodazole (Sigma) and 496 

1% (v/v) DMSO to block entry into mitosis. 497 

 498 

Flow cytometry. 107 cells where harvested, fixed overnight at 4°C in 70% ethanol, resuspended in 50 499 

mM sodium citrate solution, and de-clumped by sonication. Sonicated cells were resuspended in 500 

sodium citrate solution containing 0.25 mg ml-1 RNAse A (Roche). After 1 h of incubation at 50°C, cells 501 

were washed and resuspended in sodium citrate containing 16 µg ml-1 propidium iodide (Sigma) for 502 

30 min. FACS analysis was performed using a BD LSRII-1 device and BD FACSDiva software. 503 

 504 

Analysis of Rad53-phosphorylation. Cells were harvested and protein samples were prepared by 505 

trichloroacetic acid (Sigma) precipitation. Samples were resuspended in 100 µl Nu-PAGE sample buffer 506 

(Invitrogen), supplemented with 250 mM DTT, and boiled. After SDS-PAGE, proteins were transferred 507 

onto PVDF membrane (Merck Millipore) by semi-dry transfer (25 V / 1.0 A, 30 min) using a Trans-Blot 508 

Turbo Transfer System (BioRad). Membranes were blocked by incubation in 5% non-fat dried milk 509 

(Sigma): TEN-T (150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA , 40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.05% Tween-20) and probed 510 
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overnight with a custom-made anti-Rad53 antibody86, followed by incubation with a HRP-conjugated 511 

anti-mouse antibody for 1 h. Protein bands were visualized using enhanced chemiluminescence (GE 512 

healthcare).  513 

 514 

Microscopy. For differential interference contrast images (DIC), yeast in exponential growth phase 515 

were harvested, fixed 5 min in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed 3 times in PBS (1 mM KH2PO4, 3 mM 516 

Na2HPO4, 150 mM NaCl), and attached to glass coverslips using Concanavalin A (Sigma). Images were 517 

acquired with a Z1 Zeiss microscope, an AxioCam 506 mono camera, a Plan-APOCHROMAT 63x/1.4 518 

DIC microscope oil objective, and Zen Blue 2012 software. For the observation of Yen1 foci, live cells 519 

were transferred in µ-Slides 4 Well imaging chambers (ibidi) coated with ibidi polymer, placed under 520 

an Olympus IX81 spinning disk confocal microscope equipped with an EM-CCD cascade II camera 521 

(Photometrics), a Yokogawa CSU-X1 scan head and an ASI MS-2000 Z-piezo stage. The fluorophores 522 

were excited sequentially at 561nm (dsRED) and 491nm (EGFP) and the emitted light filtered with 523 

Semrock FF01-617/73-25 (dsRED) and Semrock FF01-525/40-25 (EGFP). The images were acquired 524 

using an oil-immersed PlanApo 100x/1.45 objective and Visiview software. For SIM experiments, cells 525 

were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed with PBS, and attached to a thin SIM-grade Zeiss 1.5 glass 526 

coverslip using concanavalin A. Image acquisitions were performed on a super resolution-SIM Elyra 527 

S.1 microscope (Zeiss) with a Plan-Apochromat 63x/1.4 NA objective lens, an EM-CCD camera iXon 528 

885 (Andor Technology), and the ZEN software (Zeiss). Cells were fully sectioned into 60 slices at 0.1-529 

nm intervals, with images taken at 60-ms exposures per slice with five rotations of the illumination 530 

grid. Image processing was performed with ZEN Black with the automatic settings and the “Raw scale” 531 

option selected. 532 

 533 

Pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) and Southern blotting. Chromosomal DNA was analysed by 534 

PFGE87. Yeast cells were harvested by centrifugation and washed in ice-cold 0.5 M EDTA. Cell pellets 535 

were suspended in Zymolyase buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 50 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT) and embedded in 536 
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1% pulsed field-certified agarose (Bio-Rad) to form a plug. Plugs were treated 1 h at 37°C with 0.4 mg 537 

ml-1 Zymolyase (USBiological), overnight at 50°C with proteinase K (Eurobio) in 10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM 538 

EDTA, 1% N-lauroylsarcosinate (Sigma), and then washed with ddH2O. Genomic DNA was migrated 539 

through 1% agarose in 0.5x TBE (89 mM Tris-HCl, 89 mM boric acid, 2mM EDTA) in a CHEF-DR II PFGE 540 

system (BioRad) maintained at 14°C, 6 V/cm, 60 s switch time for 15 h, followed by 90 s switch time 541 

for 9h. Ethidium bromide-stained DNA was visualized using a GE Typhoon 9400 system. The DNA was 542 

then depurinated in 125 mM HCl solution, blotted onto Hybond-XL membrane (Amersham) by 543 

capillary transfer in NaOH, and fixed by baking at 80°C for 2 h. Membranes were blocked 1 h at 65°C 544 

with 20 ng ml-1 heat-denatured DNA (Sigma) in Church buffer (0.5 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, 545 

10 mM EDTA, 7% SDS) and probed overnight at 65°C for the chromosome of interest by Southern 546 

hybridization with sequence-specific, heat-denatured, radiolabelled DNA probes. After washing of the 547 

membranes, signals were recorded on phosphor-screens (Kodak) and visualized using a GE Typhoon 548 

9400 system for quantification (see below). Radiolabelled probes were generated by Klenow reaction: 549 

200 ng of heat-denatured DNA template in labelling solution (50 mM Tris-HCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.2 M 550 

HEPES, pH 6.6, 150 µg ml-1 heat-denatured random hexadeoxyribonucleotides, 400 µg ml-1 bovine 551 

serum albumin, 25 µM GTP, 25 µM TTP, 0.3 µM [-32P]ATP, 0.3 µM [-32P]CTP) were incubated for 1 552 

h at 37°C in presence of 5 U DNA Polymerase I Large Klenow Fragment (NEB). Radiolabelled DNA was 553 

purified on G-25 MicroSpin columns (GE healthcare). 554 

 555 

Quantification and statistical analysis 556 

Microscopy. Images were deconvolved using Huygens professional and the classic maximum-557 

likelihood estimate algorithm with a signal-to-noise ratio of 5, automatic background estimation and 558 

40 iterations. Thresholding and foci analysis were performed using the Fiji image processing package. 559 

Data were plotted using RStudio and the violin plot R package version 0.3.2 560 

(https://github.com/TomKellyGenetics/vioplot). On violin plots, the black dot and the error bars 561 
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represent the mean and the standard deviation of three independent biological replicates, 562 

respectively. 563 

 564 

Quantification of Southern blots. Intensity calculations for Southern blots were performed using the 565 

Fiji image processing package. Signals for gel-resolved chromosomal DNA and DNA retained in the well 566 

were determined and background signal subtracted. The fraction of gel-resolved chromosomal DNA 567 

was calculated within each lane by dividing the signal for gel-resolved DNA by total DNA signal. For 568 

each experimental series, the migrating fraction of DNA following a single round of replication was 569 

expressed relative to the migrating fraction either in the respective G1 (maximal migration = 1) and 570 

HU samples (minimal migration = 0) or in the respective G1 (maximal migration = 1) and 40 min 571 

samples (minimal migration = 0) for the unperturbed S-phase progression. 572 

 573 

Colony size measurements. Thresholding was applied using Fiji to exclude plate imperfections and 574 

fused colonies from the analysis. Colony area was evaluated using the Fiji image processing package. 575 

Data were plotted using RStudio. Individual data points corresponding to single colonies are 576 

represented in a boxplot displaying the median value (black rectangle), the limits of the first and third 577 

quartile (lower and upper limits of the box), the most extreme data points that are less than 1.5x IQR 578 

from the limits of the first and third quartiles (whisker), and an approximation of the 95% confidence 579 

interval of the median (notches, median ± 1.57 x IQR / sqrt(n)). 580 
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Legends 597 

Fig. 1 Dna2 and Yen1 protect cells from RS. a Microscopic inspection of wild-type (WT) and the 598 

indicated mutant strains grown exponentially in rich medium. Representative images showing cell-599 

morphological changes in the absence of Dna2 and nuclear Pif1. Scale bar, 5 µm. b Cell-cycle phase 600 

distribution of the indicated strains grown as in panel a, based on cell morphology determined by 601 

microscopic inspection. Data represent mean percentages of cells in G1, S, and G2/M ± SD (n = 3 602 

independent experiments). c Representative anti-Rad53 Western blot from whole-cell extracts of the 603 

indicated strains grown exponentially. Hyperphosphorylation of Rad53 (black arrowhead) indicates 604 

checkpoint activation. d Cell-cycle progression analysed by flow cytometry of the indicated strains 605 

synchronized in G1 using -factor and released into rich medium. e Cell viability for the indicated 606 

strains, assessed by plating efficiency (PE). Data represent mean values ± SD (n = 3 independent 607 

experiments), relative to WT. f Plasmid-shuffle experiments assessing whether YEN1 or MUS81 are 608 

essential for viability in dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells. Cells of the indicated genotypes contained a plasmid 609 

expressing Yen1 (pYEN1) that can be selected for (Ura-) or against (5-FOA). Failure to grow on 5-FOA 610 

indicates an inviable genotype. g Drop assays of serial dilutions of the indicated strains on drug-free 611 

and HU-containing plates for an assessment of growth and RS-sensitivity. h Drop assays of serial 612 

dilutions of the indicated strains on drug-free and HU-containing plates of cells expressing Yen1ON 613 

(pYEN1ON) or containing an empty vector.  614 

 615 
Fig. 2 Dna2 is required for the completion of chromosome replication. a Representative PFGE 616 

experiments with the indicated strains, DNA stained by ethidium bromide. Gel-resolved DNA is 617 

labelled with chromosome numbers. G1-synchronized cells were released into S phase in medium 618 

containing nocodazole to arrest cells prior to mitosis. At the indicated experimental stages, genomic 619 

DNA was analysed for fully replicated (gel-resolved) chromosomes by PFGE. b Southern blot analysis 620 

of the gel shown in panel a, probing for chromosome XII. c Quantification of Southern blots as shown 621 

in panel b to determine the fraction of gel-resolved chromosome XII. Data represent mean values ± 622 
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SEM (n = 3 independent experiments). d Cell-cycle progression analysis by flow cytometry of cells 623 

collected as in panel a. e Representative PFGE of the indicated strains treated with HU, DNA stained 624 

by ethidium bromide. Gel-resolved DNA is labelled with chromosome numbers. G1-synchronized cells 625 

were released into medium containing 200 mM HU for 2 h, followed by drug wash-out and incubation 626 

in HU-free medium, which contained nocodazole to prevent mitosis. At the indicated stages, genomic 627 

DNA was analysed for fully replicated (gel-resolved) chromosomes by PFGE. f Cell-cycle progression 628 

analysis by flow cytometry of cells collected in panel e. g Southern blot analysis of a gel obtained as in 629 

panel e, probing for chromosome XII. h Quantification of Southern blots as shown in panel g to 630 

determine the fraction of gel-resolved chromosome XII. Data represent mean values ± SEM (n = 3 631 

independent experiments). i Southern blot analysis of a gel obtained as in panel e, probed for 632 

chromosome XIII. j Quantification of Southern blots as shown in panel i to determine the fraction of 633 

gel-resolved chromosome XIII. Data represent mean values ± SEM (n = 3 independent experiments). k 634 

Cell-cycle progression analysis of cells of the indicated strains synchronized in G1, treated with 200 635 

mM HU for 2 h and released for 4 h into a drug-free medium. l Cell viability of the indicated strains, 636 

assessed by plating efficiency (PE) after synchronization in G1, removal of -factor, and treatment or 637 

not with 200 mM HU for 2 h. Data expressed relative to pif1-m2 cells as mean values ± SD (n = 3 638 

independent experiments). m Representative images of cells treated as in panel k showing single-639 

nucleated cells (I), a double-nucleated cell in G2 (II), a G2 cell with a nucleus at the bud neck (III), and 640 

an early anaphase cell with an elongated nucleus spanning the bud neck (IV). n Quantification of cells 641 

(n ≥ 110 cells per strain) observed as in panel m. 642 

 643 
Fig. 3 Yen1 focus formation on DNA in response to unfaithful chromosome replication caused by the 644 

absence of Dna2. a Representative SIM image of an anaphase cell expressing Yen1-EGFP (green). Scale 645 

bar, 5µm. b Representative images of Yen1-EGFP-expressing cells in anaphase used to score Yen1 foci. 646 

Right, representative images with Yen1 foci located on a loop-like structure indicative of rDNA (white 647 

arrows). Scale bar, 5µm. c Quantification of the number of Yen1-EGFP foci per anaphase cell in the 648 
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indicated strains. Unperturbed samples were collected from exponentially growing cultures. For HU 649 

samples, cells were synchronized in G1, treated with 200 mM HU for 2 h and released into a drug-free 650 

medium. All data are represented as violin plot, with the mean ± SD (n=3 independent experiments, ≥ 651 

99 cells observed per strain and condition). For statistical analysis, one-way analysis of variance 652 

(Anova) and a post-hoc Tukey multiple comparison test was performed, (n.s., non-significant; **, 653 

P<0.01; ***, P<0.001). d Quantification as in c but focused only on foci formed between two 654 

segregating masses of DNA. e Representative images of cells expressing Yen1-EGFP (green) and the 655 

nucleolar marker Nop1-dsRED (magenta), on separating DNA masses (top panel, white arrows) and 656 

within the anaphase tube connecting them (bottom panel, white arrows). Scale bar, 5µm. f 657 

Quantification of the co-localization between Yen1 and Nop1 in the indicated strains, determined as 658 

shown in e. Data are represented as mean values ± SD (n = 3 independent experiments, ≥ 61 cells 659 

scored per strain and condition). 660 

 661 

Fig. 4 Pif1-toxicity in absence of Dna2 results from incomplete replication. a Drop assays of serial 662 

dilutions of the indicated strains on drug-free and HU-containing plates to assess growth and RS-663 

sensitivity. b Mitotic time-courses with transient RS-treatment were performed with the indicated 664 

strains. Cells, synchronized in G1, were released into medium containing 50 mM HU for 2 h, followed 665 

by drug wash-out and incubation in drug-free medium with -factor to prevent entry into a second S 666 

phase. Checkpoint activation was monitored by Western blot analysis of whole-cell extracts for Rad53 667 

hyperphosphorylation (black arrowheads). The progression of DNA replication was monitored by flow 668 

cytometry (1 and 2 N DNA content indicated). 669 

 670 

Fig. 5 Pif1-toxicity in Dna2-defective cells involves RDR. a Schematic representation of Pif1 showing 671 

the bi-partite helicase domain (grey), a TLSSAES phosphorylation site required for BIR, and the PCNA-672 

interacting peptide (PIP). Mutations introduced into these domains are denoted below, see text for 673 

details. b Drop assays of serial dilutions on drug-free and HU-containing medium of the indicated 674 
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strains expressing wild-type Pif1 (+pPIF1), a helicase-dead version of Pif1 (+pPIF1-HD), or containing 675 

the empty vector. c Drop assays of serial dilutions of the indicated strains on drug-free and HU-676 

containing medium assessing growth and sensitivity to RS in the presence or absence of the pif1-R3E 677 

allele at the endogenous PIF1 locus in multiple independently created strains. d Drop assays as in 678 

panel c, assessing multiple independently created strains harbouring the pif1-4a allele. e dna2-HD 679 

pif1-4a cells treated as in Fig. 4, panel b, were assessed for unscheduled G2/M checkpoint activation 680 

following transient exposure to RS. The progression of DNA replication was monitored by flow 681 

cytometry (1 and 2 N DNA content indicated). 682 

 683 

Fig. 6 Dna2 gatekeeper model: Dna2 controls the fate of stalled RFs by promoting RF recovery and 684 

suppressing inappropriate restart by RDR. a Dna2 counteracts RF reversal (I) at stalled RFs by 685 

degrading the regressed arm6,20 (II). This enables direct resumption of RF progression (III) and 686 

promotes the completion of chromosome duplication (IV). b Reversed RFs left unprocessed by Dna2 687 

(I) are subject to alternative restart by RDR (II), leading to the formation of a D-loop (III). Pif1 promotes 688 

RDR by binding PCNA and stimulating DNA synthesis in the context of a D-loop54 (IV). RDR can facilitate 689 

replication completion as indicated by the arrow. However, migrating D-loops are characterized by 690 

frequent nascent strand dissociation (V). D-loop collapse and passage of a conventional RF may cause 691 

the nascent RDR strand to become permanently exposed as ssDNA. The resulting dsDNA intermediate 692 

with a long ssDNA branch (VI) conforms to Pif1-dependent intermediates that have been observed in 693 

Dna2-depleted cells38. This explains why Dna2 is essential: In the absence of Dna2, excessive RDR 694 

results in toxic levels of RPA-covered ssDNA, causing DNA damage-checkpoint activation and cell-cycle 695 

arrest. Because RDR is dependent on Pif126,27, dna2 inviability is reversed by concomitant disruption 696 

of PIF1. c In the absence of Dna2 and Pif1, replication remains incomplete, but because stalled RFs are 697 

prevented from undergoing excessive RDR, the DNA damage checkpoint remains silent and cells enter 698 

mitosis. This activates Yen1, enabling it to resolve chromosome entanglements at persistent 699 

replication intermediates and maintain cell viability (I). The DNA repair steps downstream of Yen1-700 
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cleavage (II) remain to be determined. It is conceivable that arrival of a converging RF (III) facilitates 701 

replication of the unbroken sister chromatid and DSB repair on the sister chromatid cut by Yen1 (IV), 702 

thereby mediating replication completion (V). 703 

 704 

 Supplementary Fig. 1 relates to Fig. 1. a YEN1 is essential for cell viability in dna2∆ rad9∆ cells. Cells 705 

contained a plasmid expressing YEN1 (pYEN1) that can be selected for (Ura-) or against (5-FOA). Failure 706 

to grow on 5-FOA indicates an inviable genotype. b Drop assays of serial dilutions of the indicated 707 

strains on drug-free and MMS-containing medium demonstrate the sensitivity of dna2∆ mutants to 708 

RS, even in absence of nuclear Pif1 or Rad9. c Drop assays of serial dilutions of the indicated pif1-m2 709 

and pif1∆ mutant strains incubated at different temperatures. d Drop assays of serial dilutions of the 710 

indicated strains on drug-free and HU-containing medium demonstrate the RS-sensitivity of dna2∆ 711 

cells, even in complete absence of Pif1. e Representative anti-Rad53 Western blots from whole-cell 712 

extracts of exponentially growing cultures of the indicated strains. Hyperphosphorylation of Rad53 713 

(black arrowhead) indicates checkpoint activation. 714 

 715 

Supplementary Fig. 2 relates to Fig. 2. a Dna2 is essential for replication completion in a pif1 716 

background a Representative PFGE of the indicated strains, DNA stained by ethidium bromide. Gel-717 

resolved DNA is labelled with chromosome numbers. G1-synchronized cells were released into 718 

medium containing 200 mM HU for 2 h, followed by drug wash-out and incubation in HU-free medium, 719 

which contained nocodazole to prevent mitosis. At the indicated experimental stages, genomic DNA 720 

was analysed for fully replicated chromosomes resolved by PFGE. b Southern blot analysis of a gel 721 

obtained as in panel a, probing for chromosome XII. A distinct shortfall in gel-resolved chromosome 722 

XII following transient RS-exposure is detected for the dna2 pif1 strain.  723 

 724 

Supplementary Fig. 3 relates to Fig. 4. a The Dna2 nuclease activity protects Dna2 helicase-defective 725 

cells from RS. Drop assays of serial dilutions of the indicated strains bearing different mutation alleles 726 
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of DNA2 in a pif1-m2 background. dna2-HD, Dna2 R1253Q; dna2-ND/HD, nuclease/helicase-dead 727 

Dna2 with mutations D657A and R1253Q. b Doubling time measurements of the indicated strains 728 

presented as mean values ± SD (n = 3 independent experiments). c Cell viability of the indicated 729 

strains, assessed by plating efficiency (PE). Data represent mean values ± SD (n = 5 replicates), relative 730 

to wild-type (WT). d Cell-cycle phase distribution of the indicated strains, assessed by microscopic 731 

inspection of cell morphology, represented as mean percentage of cells in G1, S, and G2/M ± SD (n = 732 

3 independent experiments). e Depletion of nuclear Pif1 suppresses chronic checkpoint activation in 733 

dna2-HD cells. Representative anti-Rad53 Western blots from whole-cell extracts of exponentially 734 

growing cultures of the indicated strains. Hyperphosphorylation of Rad53 (black arrowhead) indicates 735 

checkpoint activation. f Representative DIC images showing the cell morphologies observed for the 736 

indicated strains. Scale bar, 10 µm. g Colony-size measurements of cells grown on medium with or 737 

without 150 mM HU for two days, or h three days, with representative images. Scale bar, 5 mm. Box 738 

plots represent individual data points corresponding to single colonies (n > 250), median values (black 739 

rectangles), and the limits of the first and third quartile (lower and upper limits of the box, 740 

respectively). 741 

 742 

Supplementary Table 1 List of S. cerevisiae strains used in this study. 743 

Strain Relevant genotype Source 

YRL19 Mata, his∆3, leu2∆0, met15∆0, ura3∆0 (BY4741)  GE Healthcare  
CloneID 174 YRL19, yen1::KAN GE Healthcare  
YRL300 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2 This study 
YRL301 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2, yen1::KAN This study 
YRL29 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD Ref. 19 
YRL302 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pif1::pif1-m2 This study 
YRL97 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, yen1::KAN Ref. 19 
YRL303 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pif1::pif1-m2, yen1::KAN This study 
YRL304 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2, pYES-DEST52 PIF1 This study 
YRL305 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2, pYES-DEST52 pif1-HD This study 
YRL306 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2, pYES-DEST52 ccdB This study 
YRL307 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pif1::pif1-m2, pYES-DEST52 PIF1 This study 
YRL308 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pif1::pif1-m2, pYES-DEST52 pif1-HD This study 
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YRL309 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pif1::pif1-m2, pYES-DEST52 ccdB This study 
YRL310 YRL19, dna2::HIS, pif1::pif1-m2 This study 
YRL311 YRL19, dna2::HIS, pif1::pif1-m2, rad9::KAN This study 
YRL316 YRL19, dna2::HIS, pif1::pif1-m2, pAG416 GPD YEN1 This study 
YRL317 YRL19, dna2::HIS, pif1::pif1-m2, mus81::NAT, pAG416 GPD YEN1 This study 
YRL318 YRL19, dna2::HIS, pif1::pif1-m2, yen1::NAT, pAG416 GPD YEN1 This study 

YRL325 YRL19, rad9::KAN This study 
YRL326 YRL19, dna2::HIS, rad9::KAN This study 
YRL327 YRL19, dna2::HIS, rad9::KAN, pAG416 YEN1 This study 
YRL328 YRL19, dna2::HIS, rad9::KAN, yen1::NAT, pAG416 GPD YEN1 This study 
YRL330 YRL19, dna2::dna2-ND/HD, pif1::pif1-m2 This study 
YRL334 YRL19, pif1::pif1-R3E This study 
YRL335 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pif1::pif1-R3E This study 
YRL378 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2, rad9::KAN This study 
YRL382  YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2, pAG415 GPD YEN1-EGFP This study 
YRL383 YRL19, dna2 ::HIS, pif1::pif1-m2, pAG415 GPD YEN1-EGFP This study 
YRL386 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2, pAG415 GPD YEN1-EGFP, pWJ1322 NOP1-dsRED This study 
YRL387 YRL19, dna2::HIS, pif1::pif1-m2, pAG415 GPD YEN1-EGFP, pWJ1322 

NOP1-dsRED 
This study 

YRL405 YRL19, pif1::HIS This study 
YRL408 YRL19, dna2::NAT, pif1::HIS This study 
YRL411 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2 pYES-DEST YEN1ON  This study 
YRL412 YRL19, dna2::HIS pif1::pif1-m2 pYES-DEST YEN1ON  This study 
YRL439 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pif1::pif1-4a This study 
YRL442 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pif1::pif1-4a yen1::HIS This study 
YRL444 YRL19, dna2::HIS, mus81::NAT, pif1::pif1-m2 This study 
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Chapter 7: Additional results 

The DNA structures recognized by Yen1 are largely devoid of ssDNA 

We show that Yen1 resolves post-replicative chromosomal links arising in Dna2-defective cells154 

(Falquet et al., Manuscript in revision). The exact nature of these intermediates remains to be 

determined. In a bid to characterize the DNA structures resolved by Yen1 during mitosis further, 

we turned to microscopy and observed pif1-m2 and dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells expressing a GFP-tagged 

version of Yen1 and an RFP-tagged version of Rfa1, a subunit of the ssDNA-binding RPA 

complex. The cells where synchronized in G1 with a-factor, exposed to 200 mM HU for 2 h and 

released into drug-free medium before live-cell imaging by microscopy (Fig. 1a). 

 

 In good agreement with previous experiments, dna2∆ pif1-m2 displayed more Yen1 foci 

than pif1-m2 cells (5.9 vs. 3.5 foci per cell on average). Consistent with published data156, dna2∆ 

pif1-m2 also presented more Rfa1 foci compared to pif1-m2 (2.1 vs 0.4 foci per cell on average) 

(Fig. 1b). Although Yen1-Rfa1 colocalization was considerably increased in dna2∆ pif1-m2 relative 

to pif1-m2 (14% vs 2% of colocalization) (Fig. 1c), the majority of the sites marked by Yen1 were 

devoid of detectable Rfa1, suggesting that Yen1 binds mostly double stranded DNA structures. 
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Figure 1: a) Representative image of dna2∆ pif-m2 (top row) or pif1-m2 (bottom row) cells 
expressing Yen1-EGFP (green) and Rfa1-RFP (magenta), during anaphase following a 2 
h-treatment with 200 mM HU. Scale bar = 5µm. b) Relative frequency of Rfa1 foci in the 
indicated strains during anaphase, as observed in panel a. c) Proportion of Yen1 foci 
colocalizing with Rfa1 foci in the indicated strains during anaphase, as observed in panel 
a (n>30 cells). 

 

 

A nuclease-dead version of Dna2 is cell-lethal 

We identified the nuclease activity of Dna2 as a major player in the resistance to RS (Falquet et al., 

Manuscript in revision). Thus, dna2∆ pif1-m2 cells are much more sensitive to HU than dna2-HD 

pif1-m2 with the only difference between these cells being the lack of Dna2 nuclease activity. We 

decided to study the impact of a nuclease-dead Dna2 version (dna2-ND allele). 

 

 Plasmid shuffle experiments revealed that the expression of dna2-ND is lethal in dna2∆ 

pif1-m2, yet tolerated when a wild type copy of DNA2 is present (Fig. 2). This precluded the study 
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of the effects of the Dna2 nuclease activity in isolation in any more detail. Nonetheless, we can 

surmise that this synthetic lethality is probably due to the fact that in absence of Dna2 nuclease 

activity, the helicase domain of Dna2 becomes hyperactive and detrimental110. 

 

 

Figure 2: Plasmid shuffle assay using the indicated strains. The inability to grow on 5-

FOA, Leu- identifies lethality generated by a nuclease-dead version of Dna2 in absence of 

wild-type DNA2. 

 

A Pol32 C-terminal truncation suppresses defects in Dna2 helicase-defective cells 

The function of the Dna2 helicase in the RS response can be compensated by the nucleolytic 

action of Yen1154. We sought to identify suppressors of the RS sensitivity of yen1∆ dna2-HD to 

elucidate molecular determinants of RS sensitivity in this strain. We routinely observed a small 

number of colonies of yen1∆ dna2-HD suppressors arising on a dose of MMS lethal for yen1∆ dna2-

HD. So far, all clones isolated in this way bore a mutation in the PIF1 gene affecting its helicase 

domain either by truncation of point mutation. Interestingly, we also isolated a yen1∆ dna2-HD 

suppressor on lethal doses of HU. This clone was resistant to high doses of HU (Fig. 3a). 

Sequencing of candidate genes implicated in suppression of dna2-HD defects revealed that in this 

clone, a nonsense mutation was affecting the POL32 allele, leading to the production of a truncated 

protein (Pol32 E237X, hereafter referred to as Pol32∆C) (Fig. 3a). 

 

First, we confirmed that the truncated protein was stable by immunoblotting. The 

expression of the pol32∆C protein was similar to wild-type Pol32 (Fig. 3b). To confirm the 

observation that truncating the C-terminus of Pol32 results in the suppression of dna2-HD 

sensitivity we observed a range of phenotypes associated with a defective Dna2-helicase activity.  

pol32∆C effectively reduced the doubling time (Fig. 3c), increased cell viability (Fig. 3d), and 

diminished G2/M cell accumulation (Fig. 3e) of dna2-HD and dna2-HD yen1∆ cells. The 

morphological defects of these mutants were also corrected upon Pol32 truncation (Fig. 3f) as the 

dna2∆ pif1-m2 + vector (LEU)

dna2∆ pif1-m2 + pdna2-ND (LEU)

5-FOA, Leu- Ura-, Leu-
Cells + pDNA2 (URA3)
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chronic checkpoint activation observed in dna2-HD was suppressed (Fig. 3g). Finally, we assessed 

the impact of the pol32∆C mutation on RS sensitivity. While the pol32∆C allele alone did not cause 

any visible phenotype, it considerably increased the resistance to HU in the dna2-HD and dna2-

HD yen1∆ strains, although not to the level of wild-type (Fig. 3h). 
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Figure 3: a) Drop assay of the indicated strains on HU and control plates confirms the 
resistance of the suppressor, whose mutation is indicated on a schematic representation 
of the Pol32 protein. Potential interacting proteins are indicated above. b) 
Immunoblotting of Flag-tagged mutants of Pol32. c) doubling time of the indicated strains 
± SD (n = 3 independent experiments). d) Cell viability ± SD relative to wild-type (n = 5 
technical replicas). e) Budding index ± SD of the indicated strains (n = 3 independent 
experiments). f) Representative DIC image of the indicated strains showing cell 
morphology. Scale bar = 5µm. g) Rad53 blot of the indicated strains in exponential growth 
phase. Checkpoint activation is detected by the appearance of a phosphorylated form of 
Rad53 migrating slower (black arrowhead). h) Drop assay of the indicated strain on HU 
and control plates assessing the level of RS sensitivity.          
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To the best of our knowledge, no catalytical activity has been ascribed to Pol32 alone, but 

the protein forms a stable complex with Pol31 through its N-terminal portion. In addition, the C-

terminal PIP box of Pol32 interacts with PCNA225, while Pol1 has been reported to bind a 

conserved motif in the central part of the protein225. We hypothesize that interaction between 

Pol32 and one of its interacting factors might be responsible for the RS sensitivity of dna2 mutants.  

 

Complete deletion of POL32 rendered cells sensitive to HU (Fig. 4a) and moderately 

increased the resistance of dna2-HD yen1∆ to HU. Truncation of the PIP box (pol32∆PIP) on the 

other hand did not induce HU sensitivity and slightly increased dna2-HD yen1∆ viability on HU 

(Fig. 4ab). Similar to pol32∆PIP, pol32∆C mutation, did not cause RS sensitivity indicating that the 

protein is still partially functional (Fig. 4a). As observed previously, pol32∆C greatly enhanced the 

fitness of dna2-HD yen1∆ on HU (Fig. 4a,b) 

 

To get better insight into the mechanisms of pol32∆C-mediated suppression of dna2-HD 

sensitivity to HU, we performed a mitotic time course experiment where cells synchronized in G1 

where exposed to acute RS by the addition 50 mM HU for 2 h and subsequently released in a 

media containing a-factor to prevent the entry into the next cell cycle. The status of the checkpoint 

was followed by monitoring the phosphorylation level of the Rad53-kinase. pol32∆C and pol32∆ 

suppressed the second wave of checkpoint activation observed in dna2-HD (Fig. 4c) even if pol32∆ 

induced a prolongated checkpoint activation following the HU treatment (Fig. 4c), probably 

reflecting its role in S-phase. 

 

Mutation of either Pif1 or Pol32 is sufficient to suppress checkpoint activation in dna2-

HD cells, suggesting that these proteins could cooperate in the same pathway. To test this 

hypothesis, we turned to dna2∆ pif1-m2, as dna2-HD phenotypes are almost completely suppressed 

by Pif1 depletion from the nucleus. Truncation of Pol32 slightly improved the viability of dna2∆ 

pif1-m2 on HU but not to the level of pif1-m2. Altogether, the primary interpretation of these 

experiments is that Pol32 and Pif1 act along the same pathway to generate RS sensitivity in a dna2∆ 

mutant. (Fig. 4d). Regardless, these results show once again that the Dna2 plays a role 

independently in RS response independently of Pif1 and Pol32. More research is needed to 

understand the exact role on Pol32 in this context.  
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Figure 4: a & b) Drop assay of the indicated strains on HU and control plates. c) Mitotic 
time course experiments. The indicated strains were arrested in G1, treated with 200 mM 
HU for 2 h and released into a-factor. Checkpoint activation is monitored by following the 
upward shift of Rad53 (black arrowhead) by immunoblotting. d) Drop assay of the 
indicated strains on HU and control plates. 

 

The synthetic lethality of dna2 with sgs1 and rrm3 is suppressed by pif1-m2  

Dna2 helicase-defective cells are inviable in absence of Sgs1, but the reasons behind this synthetic 

lethality are unclear. We managed to suppress this lethality by introducing the pif1-m2 mutation. 

dna2-HD pif1-m2 sgs1∆ cells are sensitive to RS, but not much more than sgs1∆ or pif1-m2 sgs1∆ 

cells (Fig. 5a). This suggests that the essential function performed by Sgs1 in dna2-HD cells is no 

longer required when nuclear Pif1 is depleted. In other words, Pif1 generates a toxic DNA 

structure that may be counteracted by Sgs1 in dna2-HD mutants. 

 

 Sgs1 plays several roles in genome maintenance ranging from DSB end-resection to RF 

maintenance (reviewed in 226). In metazoans, other RecQ helicases have been shown to participate 

in RF reversal (reviewed in 74) Interestingly, Sgs1 has been implicated in the inhibition of BIR, as 

this repair pathway is increased in sgs1∆ cells227-229. One could therefore envision a model where 

Sgs1 counteracts toxic BIR/RDR reactions promoted by Pif1 in dna2 mutants (Falquet et al., 

Manuscript in revision). 

 

Finally, we decided to evaluate the effect of Pif1 depletion on the synthetic lethal 

interaction between dna2-HD and rrm3∆155. As reported elsewhere, pif1-m2 rrm3∆ cells are sick, 
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probably due to a defect in replication termination222. This strain grew slowly and arrested in G2/M 

phase (Fig. 5b,c), but was not sensitive to HU (Fig. 5d). Pif1 depletion suppressed the lethality 

of dna2-HD rrm3∆, but the strain was slow-growing and cells accumulated in G2/M phase. 

However, cells were still able to form colonies on high doses of HU (Fig. 5d).  

 

What is the functional overlap between Rrm3 and Dna2? The contrasting genetic 

interactions of PIF1 and RRM3 with DNA2 suggest that the function of Rrm3 that is essential for 

dna2 mutants is not shared by Pif1. Since the lethality of dna2-HD rrm3∆ is rescued by the deletion 

of neither RAD51 nor FOB1106, one should also exclude an aberrant recombination process or a 

problem specific to rDNA. The reason for this interaction therefore remains unclear, but Rrm3 

might remove protein blocks in front of the RF, alleviating the need for RF recovery by Dna2. 
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Figure 5: a) Drop assay of the indicated strains on HU. b) Doubling time of the indicated 

strains ± SD (n = 3 independent experiments). c) Budding index ± SD of the indicated 

strains (n = 3 independent experiments). d) Drop assay of the indicated strain on HU. 
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Materials and methods 

Yeast strain 

S. cerevisiae strains were derived from BY4741230, and are listed in Table 1. Strain were grown in 

YPAD at 30°C except for microscopy where synthetic complete media were used. 

 

Cell viability, growth, and drug-sensitivity assays. 

Doubling time, budding index and cell viability were determined as described154. For drop assays, 

exponentially growing cells were normalized to 107 cells ml-1, and tenfold serial dilutions applied 

onto YPAD plates with or without HU. Pictures were taken after 2-3 days of growth at 30°C. 

 

Mitotic time course experiment 

Mitotic time course experiments were performed as previously described154. Briefly, exponentially 

growing yeast cells were synchronized in G1 with addition of 1 µg ml-1 of a-factor. After 2.5 h of 

incubation, synchronized cells were harvested, washed in ddH2O, and released into YPAD 

containing 50 mM HU (Sigma) for 2 h to expose them to RS during S phase. After HU removal, 

cells were cultured in YPAD containing 1 µg ml-1 a-factor to prevent re-entry into S-phase. 

Samples were taken at the indicated timepoints and used for immunoblotting as previously 

described154. 

 

Microscopy 

For differential interference contrast images (DIC) and fluorescence microscopy, images were 

aquired as previously describes (Falquet et al. Manuscript in revision). Briefly, cell were grown in 

synthetic complete media, immobilized in an imaging chambers coated with ibidi polymer and 

pictures were acquired using a Olympus IX81 spinning disk confocal microscope. 
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Supplementary Table 2 List of S. cerevisiae strains used in this study. 

Strain Relevant genotype Source 

YRL19 Mata, his∆3, leu2∆0, met15∆0, ura3∆0 (BY4741)  GE Healthcare  

CloneID 

174 

YRL19, yen1::KAN GE Healthcare  

YRL300 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2 This study 

YRL301 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2, yen1::KAN This study 

YRL29 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD Ölmezer et al 2016 

YRL302 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pif1::pif1-m2 This study 

YRL97 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, yen1::KAN Ölmezer et al 2016 

YRL303 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pif1::pif1-m2, yen1::KAN This study 

YRL310 YRL19, dna2::HIS, pif1::pif1-m2 This study 

YRL319 YRL19, dna2::HIS, pif1::pif1-m2, pAG415 GPD ccdB, pAG416 GPD  

DNA2 

This study 

YRL320 YRL19, dna2::HIS, pif1::pif1-m2, pAG415GPD dna2-ND, pAG416 

GPD  DNA2 

This study 

YRL338 YRL19, sgs1::HIS This study 

YRL339 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2, sgs1::HIS This study 

YRL340 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pif1::pif1-m2, sgs1::HIS This study 

YRL338 YRL19, rrm3::HIS This study 

YRL339 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2, rrm3::HIS This study 

YRL339 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pif1::pif1-m2, rrm3::HIS This study 

YRL349 YRL19, pol32::HIS This study 

YRL350 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pol32::HIS This study 

YRL351 YRL19, pol32::HIS, yen1::KAN This study 

YRL352 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pol32::HIS, yen1::KAN This study 

YRL353 YRL19, pol32::pol32∆C HIS This study 

YRL354 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pol32::pol32∆C HIS This study 

YRL355 YRL19, pol32::pol32∆C HIS, yen1::KAN This study 

YRL356 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pol32::pol32∆C HIS, yen1::KAN This study 

YRL357 YRL19, pol32::pol32∆PIP HIS This study 

YRL358 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pol32::pol32PIP HIS This study 

YRL359 YRL19, pol32::pol32∆PIP HIS, yen1::KAN This study 
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YRL360 YRL19, dna2::dna2-HD, pol32::pol32∆PIP HIS, yen1::KAN This study 

YRL361 YRL19, pol32::POL32-6His-3Flag KAN This study 

YRL362 YRL19, pol32::pol32∆C-6His-3Flag KAN This study 

YRL363 YRL19, pol32::pol32∆PIP-6His-3Flag KAN This study 

YRL469 YRL19, dna2::HIS, pif1::pif1-m2, rfa1::rfa1-RFP, pAG415 GPD 

YEN1-EGFP 

This study 

YRL470 YRL19, pif1::pif1-m2, rfa1::rfa1-RFP, pAG415 GPD YEN1-EGFP This study 

YRL471 YRL19, dna2::HIS, pif1::pif1-m2, pol32::pol32∆C KAN This study 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and outlook 

In the time it took the author to write this thesis, a mammalian cell would have had the time to 

“write” roughly 100 billion characters in the language of life. Although this comparison doesn’t 

flatter the human writer, one should not forget that the process of DNA replication has been 

refined by natural selection for billions of years to reach its astonishing efficiency. 

 

 Among the enzyme contributing to DNA replication across eukaryotes is the conserved 

Dna2 nuclease-helicase. Although Dna2 has been implicated in multiple processes, the reason for 

its essentiality had remained unknown.  My work addresses the molecular roles of Dna2. 

 

To shed light on Dna2 in DNA replication, we used budding yeast as a model. First, we 

investigated the role of the poorly understood helicase activity of Dna2, using its genetic 

interaction with the Holliday junction resolvase Yen1 as an entry point. We first observed that 

dna2-HD cells can survive RS due to the compensatory mitotic action of Yen1. This role of Yen1 

was independent of Rad52, indicating that Yen1 fulfils a function different from its canonical 

activity in cleaving DNA intermediates arising from HR. In absence of Yen1, dna2-HD cells 

reaching mitosis displayed DNA bridges characteristic of chromosomal entanglement. Moreover, 

we showed that at the rDNA locus, dna2-HD cells accumulate stalled and converging RFs and that 

these DNA structures could be removed in vivo by the actions of Yen1. Altogether these data 

demonstrated that Yen1 processes replication-borne DNA intermediates to promote viable 

mitotic exit. These results also revealed that the Dna2 helicase plays a previously undescribed role 

in the completion of DNA replication154. 

  

 In support of this idea, we observed that following exposure to HU during S-phase, dna2-

HD cells activate the DNA-damage checkpoint at the time when wild-type cells enter mitosis. This 

indicates that remnants from perturbed RFs, left unprocessed in absence of the Dna2 helicase 

activity, are recognized as damage late in the cell cycle, ultimately causing terminal cell-cycle arrest 

in a large proportion of Dna2 helicase-defective cells154. 

 

This first study led to an important question: what are the molecular determinants leading 

to the formation of these checkpoint-activating DNA structures? Sequencing of suppressors 

revealed that Pif1 was the major factor generating RS sensitivity in dna2-HD yen1∆ mutant cells 

(G. Ölmezer, personal communication). We then elucidated that loss of Dna2 results in significant 

DNA underreplication independently of Pif1 (i.e. in dna2∆ pif1-m2 and dna2∆ pif1∆ double mutant 
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cells). Cells can escape lethality at this stage as long as RF stalling is limited and Yen1 is present. 

However, When Pif1 is present, toxic DNA intermediates are formed at unprocessed RFs. 

 

Since Pif1 is a multifunctional enzyme, we decided to test mutants with well-described 

functional defects. Mutating motifs essential for HR-coupled replication restart (BIR) greatly 

improved the resistance of dna2 mutants to RS and suppressed unscheduled DNA damage-

checkpoint activation in response to RS. A similar effect was observed when Pol32, another 

protein implicated in BIR, was mutated. Based on these finding, we propose that in absence of 

Dna2, stalled RFs become susceptible to excessive Pif1-dependent restart by RDR. We thus 

envision Dna2 as a gatekeeper at stalled RFs that mediates RF restart and suppresses alternative 

RF recovery by RDR. This gatekeeper model provides an alternative explanation to the prevailing 

Okazaki fragment processing model as a basis for the essential requirement of Dna2 in cells 

(Falquet et al., Manuscript in revision). 

  

But why is excessive RDR toxic for cells? First, since leading and lagging strand replication 

are uncoupled when DNA synthesis takes place in the context of a D-loop, nascent ssDNA is 

exposed197. Bound by RPA, this ssDNA could contribute to unscheduled checkpoint activation. 

However, we further suggest that the unstable nature of D-loops during RDR results in 

permanently displaced nascent ssDNA upon passage of an oncoming RF, especially when HR-

dependent replication restart is used promiscuously. We believe that this provides a viable 

explanation for dsDNA with ssDNA branches comprising up to 15’000 nucleotides observed 

upon acute depletion of Dna2 in budding yeast148. 

 

 We have provided a new framework to rationalize the molecular functions of Dna2. 

However, the way in which Dna2 operates at stalled RFs is still uncertain. It seems plausible that 

Dna2 resects reversed RFs to promote the restoration of a cannonical RF, a model that is 

consistent with the activity of the DNA2 human enzyme79 and the accumulation of four-way 

junctions upon loss of Dna2 across organisms79,148,152. Interestingly, these structures fit the 

substrate specificity of Yen1, which we know processes DNA intermediates persisting in absence 

of Dna2. A future goal will be to identify the precise nature of these DNA intermediates, elucidate 

where they originate, and determine which factors are working with Yen1 in their resolution. 

 

  Concerning the mode of operation of Yen1, we observed that it forms foci in the 

“anaphase tube”, probably marking sites of DNA cleavage. This situation is reminiscent of the 
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LEM-3 nuclease in C. elegans. During mitosis, LEM-3 cleaves chromatin bridges once it is recruited 

to the midbody by the AIR-2 an Aurora B kinase231,232. In budding yeast, the Aurora kinase Ipl1 

also localizes to the site of abscission and delays cytokinesis until the chromosomes separate233, a 

mechanism that promotes resistance to RS234. It is tempting to speculate that this pathway may be 

involved in the recruitment of Yen1. Investigating how Yen1 recognizes its target could offer an 

opportunity to better understand links between chromosome segregation and cell cycle control, a 

crucial aspect of genome stability. 

 

 Dna2, Pif1, and Yen1 are all conserved in human. It will be interesting to see how far their 

interplay is also mechanistically conserved. As mentioned earlier, Dna2 is essential in all 

eukaryotes95-99. In human, reduced DNA2 abundance caused by faulty spicing100 or inactivation of 

the DNA2 helicase domain by a point mutation235 causes microcephalic primordial dwarfism 

(Seckel syndrome). This pathology can be caused by a failure to respond properly to RS,  leading 

to cell death during development and resulting in an hypocellular phenotype (reviewed in 236). 

These observations are consistent with our proposal of an essential function of DNA2 as a 

gatekeeper at stalled RFs. It will be interesting to address the question whether failed RF restart in 

the context of a more complex human genome alone explains the lethality associated with loss of 

DNA2, or whether excessive replication restart along alternative pathways contributes, as seen in 

yeast. 

 

DNA2 is also implicated in cancer development. Several mutations clustering in the 

helicase or the nuclease domain of DNA2 were identified in breast and ovarian cancer cells102. 

While these alternations may impair the function of the enzyme, DNA2 was also found to be 

upregulated in cancerous cells101,102 and depletion of DNA2 reduced tumor growth in these cells102. 

These findings can be rationalized if we consider that mutations of DNA2 in precancerous lesions 

may increase genomic instability and drive cancer evolution, while, at a later stage, DNA2 could 

be upregulated to cope with the high level of RS that is intrinsic to cancer cells237. 

 

Its vital role in the RS response makes DNA2 an attractive target for cancer therapy, and 

several inhibitors of DNA2 have been developed based on in-silico screening238,239. Yeast could offer 

a powerful platform for in vivo screening. Indeed, large-scale humanization of yeast genes suggests 

that human DNA2 can complement the function of the yeast gene240. If this result is confirmed, 

one could envision to screen compounds killing specifically dna2::hDNA2 but not dna2::hDNA2 

pif1-m2 mutant strains and identify, through this procedure, specific inhibitors of human DNA2. 
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These efforts should be complemented by further mechanistic studies in the human system 

informed by our latest results in the yeast system. 

 

Overall, I hope my work has shed important new light on key players and events during 

DNA replication, contributing to our understanding of this rather marvelous process.  
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